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LOCAL

Make A Difference
Day scheduled
The 17th Make A Difference
Day is scheduled for Saturday
from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Stewart Stadium.
Residents can drop off newspapers, paper, aluminum cans,
used motor oil and old eyeglasses for recycling.
Need Line will also be accepting educational supplies for the
needy residents of the community as they prepare for the
upcoming school year.
There will also be a special
collection for Big Brothers/Big
Sisters of Murray and Calloway
County.

STATE

Board declares
emergency
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Faced with more than a halfmillion-dollar deficit, the Pike
County School Board has
declared itself in a state of
emergency.
This move means that every
single expenditure in the district must be reviewed by the
state prior to its use, said Tom
Willis, associate commissioner
of management support services for the Kentucky Department
of Education. Contracts must
also be approved in advance.
The state board of education .will vote on whether to
approve the action this' week.
"This makes people plan a
little and purchase in advance,"
Willis said.
Willis said he believes the district will be operating in the
black by the end of the year.
The board Monday night also
approved a financial plan proposed by Assistant Superintendent Joe Taylor to get the school
system out of debt. The plan
would give the district a surplus of $900,000, primarily by
cutting out $600,000 from the
budget that pays for substitute
teachers. It would also cut funds
for budgeting in other areas,
such as $200,000 in the transportation budget and $350,000
in the maintenance budget, as
well as cutting 10 certified positions and 25 classified jobs.
Taylor said the district will
be able to get along without
the funding for substitutes.
"I think we can get by with
less than we have," Taylor said.
In all, Taylor said, including
the deficit of about $540,000,
the district will start in the hole
about $1.8 million because of
other items, including a loss in
funds because of a decrease
in student enrollment and
$900,000 in mandated raises.
"If we do what we should
do and what we need to do,
we'll be in the black in January '99," Taylor said.
During a work session prior
to the special meeting, board
member W. Keith Hall said it's
necessary to cut spending.
"Let's not be offended, let's
not be defensive," Hall said.
"We're all family here in Pike
County."
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MSU prepares
By DAVID RAMEY
Staff Writer
Murray State University's move
to a managed health care program
is expected to be approved by the
university's Board of Regents in
the middle of August.
The university's faculty and staff
insurance and benefits committee
is currently reviewing proposals
from insurance companies.
A new health insurance plan
must be in place by Jan. 1.
The rise of managed care networks in the health care industry

in western Kentucky is expected
to give Murray State employees
choices in a new managed care
network.
Joyce Gordon, assistant vice
president for human resources, is
reviewing the bids.
"I've been pleased with the networks with physicians and doctors available," Gordon said. "In
the past. that's been so limited
that that's kept us from moving
into managed care. I'm hopeful
that we'll be able to offer more
choices to the employees."

The finance and audit commit- ble.
more than double the amount at
"The insurance and health ben- any other regional univerit% in
tee of the board of regents was
briefed on the health insurance efits committee will make a rec- the state.
ommendation to the vice president
options at a meeting last week.
A consultant's study of health
The university has reportedly for administrative services (Tom
for the university pronarrowed the list of bidders down Denton), who will recommend to insurance
increases in employheavy
jected
to two finalists who will then the president," Gordon said.
but Alexander
contributions,
ee
make formal presentations to the
MSU president Dr. Kern Alexanstaff memand
faculty
promised
insurance and benefits committee. der has said that the university needs
that changes
"I'm very pleased. I've reviewed to reign in health insurance costs bers earlier this year
in health insurance would not harm
the questions thoroughly and we've under a managed care system.
employee's standard-of-living.
any
responshad some very positive
Currently. the university is selfes," Gordon said.
indeminsured under a traditional
The health insurance debate on
Gordon said the committee hopes nity plan. The administration has campus has sparked interest in some
to have a recommendation to the said the 1997 contribution for health
administration "as soon as possi- care was $3,845 per employee
III See Page 2

Search
ongoing
for man
By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
The search for a Vine Street
man missing since last week continued today after local volunteers
joined the Tennessee Valley Police's
unsuccessful search in Land
Between the Lakes on Monday.
The Murray Police Department
officially listed David Robinson, 32,
as a missing person Sunday. He
is the brother of police K-9 officer Steve Robinson and Murray
State University Public Safety officer Mike Robinson.
"We hit the major bays and
camping grounds on the north side
(of LBL)," said Rick Scarborough,
a dispatcher with the Calloway
County Sheriff's Department.
He was one of six members of
the Murray Ham Radio Club that
joined TVA Police in a search by
vehicle for four hours Monday.
Kevin Robertson with the state environmental protection
"We didn't find anything. We're
Division of Water checks two of about two dozen
cabinet's
not 100 percent sure he's over
floating in the Clarks River just east of Murray
dead
fish
there," Scarborough said.
(right,
above). They apparently were shot from the
Monday
the
Homer,
William
The Rev.
contained dozens of shell casings.
which
Rattlin
Bridge,
pastor of the First Christian Church
8. Times photos
BLACKBURN/Ledger
DAVID
on North Fifth Street, said he and
six members of the church searched
in LBL in four-wheel drive trucks
on Sunday. Steve Robinson also
joined the search, he said.
"Basically, we did as much as
ating a substitute for the federal
we could," said Horner, whose By CHARLES WOLFE
Writer
Press
program:
Associated
tobacco
David
include
members
church
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Don't try it. Stick with the fedRobinson and Scarborough.."We
took some backroads. There's so lawyer for the Burley Tobacco eral program of price supports and
Growers Cooperative Association production quotas as long as it
See Page 2
has this advice about states cre- lasts.

State role in tobacco

WEATHER
Tonight...Partly cloudy. A 30
percent chance of thunderstorms. Low around 70. Light
wind.
Wednesday...Mostly cloudy
and more humid. A 50 percent
chance of thunderstorms. High
85 to 90.
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SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger & Times photo

A HAIRY DAY: Rusty Jones cuts his daughter, Sarah's, hair
outside of their apartment in College Courts Monday afternoon.

Coordinating quotas and prices
among more than a dozen states
in which tobacco is grown would
be an administrative and legal
nightmare, John Berry told the
General Assembly's Tobacco Task

Force on Monday.
"In theory, there's a way to get
all the states to enact a uniform
act," Berry said in an interview
See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — Monica Lewinsky is breaking her silence
and telling prosecutors she had
sexual relations with President Clinton, a possible prelude to a deal
giving her complete immunity from
prosecution, legal sources say.
In a nearly five-hour interview
Monday in a midtown Manhattan
residence, Ms. Lewinsky's account
included information considered relevant to Independent Counsel Kenneth Stares criminal investigation
of possible obstruction by Clinton
and others, but she did not say
Clinton asked her to lie, the sources
said.

Ms. Lewinsky's account close- case that he'd had sexual relations
ly tracked her lawyers' proffer of with Ms. Lewinsky and she filed
evidence to prosecutors early on an affidavit in the suit saying "I
in the probe, according to a key have never had a sexual relationsource. In that proffer, Ms. Lewin- ship with the president."
Today, Starr's Washington grand
sky was said to have admitted
was resuming work and also
jury
with
having a sexual relationship
was to meet Wednesday and Thursthe president.
day. Witnesses could include Linda
The source said the earlier prof- Tripp — whose recorded converfer contained "a fair amount of sations of Ms. Lewinsky triggered
information" dealing with Ms. the perjury and obstruction invesLewinsky's conversations with the tigation — and Secret Service offipresident and his confidants about cers.
how they would deal with the
Six additional Secret Service uniPaula Jones sexual harassment lawformed officers have been subsuit against Clinton. The president
denied under oath in the Jones •See Page 2

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
survey showing that many new
teachers aren't sure they're ready
to carry education reforms into
the classrooms has renewed questions about the system of preparing teachers in Kentucky.
The survey of 1,146 teachers
with three years of experience or
less found that only one-third felt
"very well prepared" to implement
or participate in some key elements of education reform — curriculum planning, writing portfolios, the state's essay tests or schooled decision making.
About half of the teachers said
they felt ill-equipped to work with
the state's school technology pro-

gram.
That raises the question of
whether Kentucky's teacher-education colleges are doing enough to
prepare new teachers for the state's
schools, said Roger Pankratz. who
heads the Kentucky Institute for
Education Research, the independent non-profit group that commissioned the survey.
Proposals to change the situation "have- been so slow and so
painstaking, it's like turning around
a battleship," said Robert Sexton,
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic Excellence, a statewide citizens group.
The state panel that oversees
teacher certification began work

Monday on beefing up its goals
for teaching standards. The state
Education Professional Standards
Board, meeting in Owensboro,
decided to write its first mission
statement, describing the kind of
teachers it wants in classrooms.
The findings of the study
released Monday echo a similar
survey of new teachers from last
year, with notable slips in how
comfortable new teachers feel about
overseeing the portfolios — collections of student writing — and
working with the state's extended
school-day programs, which offer
students special help before and
II See Page 2
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Experts: Carneal not mentally ill

AROUND THE STATE
Coal-dust hotline to combat fraud

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — Psychological experts hired by the
state have found no mental illness
in Michael Carneal that would
qualify him for a reduced sentence in the shootings at Heath
High School, a prosecutor said.
Commonwealth's Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach made the comment in
a court document filed Monday
in which he asks McCracken Circuit Judge Jeff Hines not to lift
a gag order prohibiting lawyers
from making public comments
about the case, The Paducah Sun
reported today in a copyright story.
Kaltenbach said the psychological experts hired by the state
"have verbally reported that they
have found that this defendant
(Carneal) suffers from no mental
illness or condition which would
mitigate his sentence under Kentucky law."

PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- A toll-free hotline has been set-up
to provide coal miners the opportunity to report any problems
related to coal dust sampling that may affect the accuracy of the
samples or may not reflect normal mine conditions.
The hotline is sponsored by the Labor Department's Mine Safety and Health Administration.
Fraud includes hanging dust sampling pumps in wrong locations, turning off the dust sampling pumps or tampering with the
filters.
Callers are not required to leave their name and phone number, but they are asked to do so to aid in the follow-up investigation by the agency 'where information will be kept confidential,
according to the statement.
The hotline number is 1-888-249-8223.

Authorities close homeless camp

SHELBYVILLE. Ky. (AP) — Authorities in Shelby County
shut down an encampment under a bridge that was occupied by
migrant workers and homeless people after four workers living
there complained of sickness.
About 30 workers from the county's emergency services department and the city and county fire departments spent two hours
Monday removing mattresses, clothing and blankets from beneath
the bridge, county Emergency Medical Services chief Tommy
Sampson said.
Workers treated the site, beneath a bridge on U.S. 60 which
spans Clear Creek, as a potential "biohazard" and work coveralls,
gloves and boots, Sampson said, adding that they did not wear
respirators.
"We didn't know what we were dealing with," he said. "They
were living in awful conditions down there."

II Tobacco ...
after the meeting. "But as a practical matter ... there would be no
end of problems."
The General Assembly this year
directed the task force to look into
the feasibility of a state-level tobacco program. At the time. Congress
had before it a number of tobacco bills, some of which would
have phased out the federal program.
The Tobacco Task Force gathers information and can propose
legislation when the General
Assembly is in session.
Will Snell, a University of Kentucky agricultural economist, said
any tobacco program outside the
federal government would require
uncommon unity among growers
and buyers.
The biggest challenges for states

would be to control production
and keep prices stable, Snell said.
But Snell said it must be remembered that the United States is "a
small player compared to the
world."
More than 100 other countries
also grow tobacco, and China produces a third of the world supply. Brazil and Argentina compete
with the United States in this hemisphere, as do several countries in
Africa, he said.
Berry, a burley grower and former state senator from Henry County. noted Gov. Paul Patton's appointment last week of a commission
on family farms.
"Tobacco and the culture that
surrounds it are so fixed. People
are born knowing how to farm
tobacco. They've heard it in the
womb.-

many of them."
Sunday's search came after a
"subdued" service, Homer added.
"He's real active in the First
Christian Church. He's very helpful." the pastor said. "The church
is very concerned."
So is his family. On the outgoing message on his parents'
answering machine, his mother,
Shirley, asks her son to call them
and they will "try to do anything
we can to help.
"Your dad and I love you,- the
message said.
Neither Horner nor Scarborough
knew why David Robinson might
have gone go LBL, although Homer
noted that Robinson "liked it over
there. He knew it well."
A family member said David
Robinson is a former Boy Scout
who often camps in LBL and bikes
its trails.
But he didn't take all of his
camping gear, and his bike couldn't be found at his home, the family member said.
"We're just really not sure what
he did," the family member said.
The relative said a recent argument between David Robinson and
another family member may have

• Survey

GOVERNMENT FORECLOSURE SALE
By U.S. Marshal
Wednesday, July 29, 1998
at 11:00 A.M.
at Calloway County Courthouse
Murray, Kentucky
OF HOUSE AND LOT
Located at
204 Cherry Street
Murray, KY

after school.
While teachers say they feel
good about how well college prepared them for working in the
classroom, "the more specific you
get in asking questions about the
reforms expected in this state, the
less prepared they feel," Pankratz
said.
Teacher-preparation issues have
been in the spotlight lately. The
state Education Department recently announced a reorganization
intended to focus more on improving teachers' knowledge of the
subjects they teach. And the
•
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Prichard Committee has started a
yearlong review of teacher preparation.
The teacher-standards board
wants to spell out goals for establishing "rigorous" and "achievable"
standards for both new teachers
and those already in the classroom.
Tim Dedman, a fifth-grade
teacher in Lexington and a member of the board, said Monday
that a consensus is building that
the state needs to take stronger
steps toward producing smarter, better prepared teachers.
Pankratz said the standards board
and other policy-makers need to
address whether Kentucky's colleges are doing enough to prepare
new teachers.
"The expectations in terms of
KERA and what new teachers
should be able to do — we've
never had that conversation,"
Pankratz said.

Kaltenbach also denied Breen's
accusation that the families of the
victims have not been kept up to
date on the progress of the investigation. He said he and members
of his staff briefed the victims'
families on Dec. 15, Jan. 15, March
13, May 1 and June 5.

Alczente r

Bob

From Page 1
MSU faculty in unionization
through the American Federation
of Teachers.
Gordon said the actual cost of
the new program for both the
employee and the university will
not he known until the final recommendation is in place.
The university expects to train
its human resources staff on the
new plan in late September and
conduct informational meetings for
employees in October.
The university's shift to man-

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

bility."

aged care comes at a time when
managed care is also being debated at the state and national levels.
The state of Kentucky is currently shopping for an insurance
company to take over part or fall
of the operation of Kentucky Kare.
the health insurance plan for public employees. Kentucky Kare is
reportedly losing between $1.5 million and $2 million a month.
Bob Finnegan, director of Kentucky Kare, said the state hopes
to get managed care proposals built
around provider networks.
Nationally, the U.S. Senate is
currently debating a proposed
patients bill of rights for citizens
in managed care networks.

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales
•513 S. 12th St.=
753-4461

Corntlitorr

753-4703

meeting with limited legal protection often referred to as "queenfor-a-day" status. Under that agreement between prosecutors and Ms.
Lewinsky's lawyers, none of the
answers she gave Monday can be
used against her.
Robert Luskin, a former Justice Department lawyer and now
a defense attorney, said Ms. Lewinsky's cooperation "makes it more
likely Starr is going to get Ms.
Lewinsky's testimony."
Defense attorney Nancy Luque
added, "I wouldn't let her speak
(with prosecutors) without some
form of immunity. I can't think
of any advantage except to avoid
an indictment. I don't understand
it unless there's a deal."
Deputy Whitewater prosecutor
Robert Bittman and Starr's ethics
counselor, Sam Dash, participated
in the questioning, along with a
female colleague, the sources said.
"It wasn't a cross-examination;
they weren't trying to browbeat
her; they were just trying to get
some answers," said one source.
Present for Ms. Lewinsky were
her lawyers, Jacob Stein and Plato
Cacheris.
It was not clear how Monday's
talks would affect Clinton's legal
strategy, A senior Clinton adviser,
speaking on condition of anonymity, said the president was prepared
to fight the subpoena he received
from Starr for grand jury testimony — and thus spark a constitutional battle — if the testimony was not delivered on his
own terms.
Clinton lawyer David Kendall
apparently was still trying to reach
a compromise with Starr over the
subpoena. In a statement Monday.
Kendall said, "We are working
with the Office of Independent
Council as we have in the past
to devise a way for the _president
to provide informatiorifor the OIC's
investigation consistent with . his
constitutional role and gesponsi—

• MSU
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prompted his disappearance.
Scarborough said the ham radio
club plans to help search LBL
again this weekend.
"All we're looking for is the
vehicle," he said of David Robinson's red 1990 Jeep Comanche.
That, he said, would give them a
better idea of where to search.
David Robinson is 6 feet 2
inches tall, weighs about 165
pounds and has blond hair and blue
eyes.
Anyone with information about
him is asked to call Ron and Shirley Robinson at 753-4656 or the
police department at 753-1621.
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3 months $1800 1 1 year
$72.00
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District of Columbia.
In a 2-1 decision, the panel
rejected Clinton's claim of attorand
ney-client confidentiality
ordered presidential adviser Bruce
Lindsey to answer questions before
a grand jury.
The panel majority said none
of Lindsey's conversations as a
White House adviser were protected
from grand jury testimony. But
the judges said Lindsey — as a
deputy counsel — dispensed legal
advice in -at least one" conversation, thus permitting a ruling on
whether government lawyers could
withhold information in a criminal investigation.
The answer was no, the majority said.
"With respect to investigations
of federal criminal offenses, and
especially offenses committed by
those in government, government
attorneys stand in a far different
position from members of the private bar," U.S. Circuit Judges Judith
Rogers and A. Raymond Randolph
said.
A meeting with investigators
has been a requirement for Ms.
Lewinsky's immunity since prosecutors first confronted her Jan.
16 with 20 hours of secret taperecordings on which she alleged
an 18-month presidential affair and
cover-up to Mrs. Tripp.
A second meeting between the
former White House intern and
Starr's staff appeared likely. Ms.
Lewinsky, 25, entered Monday's

YES!

Jeff Duncan

READER INFORMATION

This is a nice three bedroom wood siding home on city water and sewer and
public electricity and gas. It is well located in a nice neighborhood. It
consists of a living loom, kitchen/dining combination, three bedrooms.
one bath, laundry area, and wood front and rear stoops. This property is
considered suitable for the Rural Development Program.This would be an
excellent buy for an investor interested in rental property or for resale after
minor repairs.
The minimum acceptable bid for this property is $
Payment of the current year's property taxes are the responsibility of the

poenaed to testify this week, Mike
Leibig, head of an association of
Secret Service officers, said Monday night.
Leibig said a total of 11 Secret
Service personnel have given grand
jury testimony in the Lewinsky
probe so far.
The Lewinsky-prosecutor talks
came on a day that Starr won a
majority victory from a panel of
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

...
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Breen alleged that the McCracken County sheriff's office destroyed
evidence in Carneal's computer
that could have linked others with
the shooting. Kaltenbach said that
no evidence has been destroyed
and that Breen has been told repeatedly that the FBI has assured
investigators that all of the data
on Carneal's computer can be recovered.

From Page 1

From Page 1

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — An Indiana woman was fatally
injured Monday when a drainage grate was thrown through the
windshield of her vehicle.
Lottie E. Cupp, 61, of Cutler, Ind., was taken the University
of Kentucky Trauma Center, where she died at 7:41 p.m. EDT,
police said.
She was a passenger in a van driven by her husband, Bobby
R. Cupp. 57. Cupp was southbound at about 4:25 p.m. behind a
tractor trailer driven by Arnold Bailey, 50, of Pioneer, Tenn., on
Interstate 75 south of Lexington.
Police said both the van and the truck were passing another
tractor trailer carrying a wide load, causing both to use part of
the shoulder. The grate was dislodged, and when the tractor trailer passed over it. it was thrown under the truck and through the
van's windshield, hitting Mrs. Cupp, police said.

would violate rules of procedure
that require the information to
remain confidential until after the
trial.

• Lewinsky

• Search ...

Woman dies when grate crashes

From Page 1

Michael Breen from making comments that could make it difficult
for Carneal to receive a fair trial
in McCracken County. Breen represents the families of three girls
killed in the shooting. He said he
plans to file a civil suit seeking
monetary damages.
Kaltenbach said he anticipates
that he'll receive a written report
from his psychological experts by
the end of the month.
Kaltenbach said he could not
comment beyond what was in the
five-page document that he filed
in response to a 135-page document filed last week by Breen.
In the document. Breen was
critical of Kaltenbach and police
agencies for refusing to share investigative files with him. Kaltenbach,
who said Breen wants the files to
prepare his civil suit, said that he
cannot release his files because it

The finding seems to conflict
with those of psychological experts
hired by Carneal's attorneys. Those
experts concluded that Carneal, 15,
suffered from schizotypal personality disorder, which the Merck
Manual of Medical Information says
results in social and emotional
detachment and "oddities of thinking, perceiving, and communicating."
Carneal's attorneys plan to have
Carneal plead guilty to three counts
of murder and five counts of
attempted murder, and use that diagnosis to seek a reduced sentence.
Kaltenbach has said since the
Dec. 1 shooting that he planned
to seek the maximum penalty for
Carneal, which is life without the
chance of parole for 25 years. His
trial is scheduled for Oct. 5.
Kaltenbach wants the gag order
to continue to prevent attorney
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Capitol police officers to be memorialized
WASHINGTON (AP) — In
exceptional homage, two Capitol
Police officers felled by an armed
intruder are being memorialized
today in the stately Rotunda by
the lawmakers and public they
were sworn to protect.
In flag-draped caskets, the bodies of Jacob J. Chestnut and John
Gibson lay in the center of the
awe-inspiring hall beneath the Capitol's famous Dome. They became
only the 27th and 28th national
figures so honored in a tradition
that began with the assassinated
Abraham Lincoln.
Two dozen Capitol Police colleagues saluted as hearses pulled
up to the central steps on the East
Front of the Capitol and the coffins
were carried inside.
Even before the bodies were
returned to the Capitol, members
of the public were lining up for
a viewing in the Rotunda.
Jeffrey Barrow. 13, and his
father. Don, a locksmith from
Atlanta. arrived at 5 a.m. They
had been in the Capitol Friday
afternoon when the gunman inexplicably opened fire at one of the
main entrances.
"I wanted to come and pay
respects," said Jeffrey Barrow. "I've
been asking myself why would he
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LOUISVILLE Ky. (AP) — An
escaped mental patient once charged
with murdering a friend with a
filet knife was found in Indiana
after a daylong manhunt.
Authorities said Melvin McMurray, 30, escaped from Central State
Hospital in eastern Jefferson County about 10:30 p.m. EDT Sunday
night. but hospital guards did not
discover he was missing until near-
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392-0. The Senate -- with nearly three-fourths of its members present, mostly sitting in their chairs
— used a voice vote.
The House, where the two officers worked, dedicated its entire
day to speeches saluting them. A
parade of senators also spoke in
their honor, though that chamber
spent much of its day debating
credit union legislation.
"They died doing their job.
They died being professionals," said
an emotional House Majority Whip
Tom DeLay. R-Texas, for whom
Gibson served as bodyguard.
Earlier in the day, a distraught
DeLay placed flowers on a corner of the Capitol's East Front
The formal honors for Chest- steps. which have become an
nut and Gibson began -Monday impromptu floral memorial to the
when the House and Senate two officers.
approved a resolution lauding the
Both men will be buried at
two men "for the selfless acts of
National Cemetery.
Arlington
heroism they displayed on July
Air Force veteran,
an
is
Chestnut
24, 1998, in sacrificing their lives
Gibson's
approved
Army
the
and
in the line of duty so that others
interment there after it was requestmight live."
ed by Gingrich, R-Ga., and House
The resolution also provides Minority Leader Dick Gephardt.
funeral expenses plus a gift equal D-Mo.
Weston's case was transferred
to a year's salary to their wives
court, where U.S. Maga
federal
authorizes
to
and children, and
plaque in the officers' honor to istrate Judge Deborah Robinson said
she will evaluate the case daily
be placed in the Capitol.
The roll call in the House was until Weston has recovered suffi-

a

ly 1 1/2 hours later.
Dave Lehman of the Jefferson
County Police Department said
McMurray was captured at about
6:30 p.m. Monday in Clark County, Ind. A man who had seen
McMun-ay's photograph on television called the Clark County Sheriff's Department and reported seeing him at a service station on
U.S. 31, where McMurray was

located.
McMurray agreed to waive
extradition, the sheriff's department said.
Part of his escape was captured
on tape by video cameras in the
high-security Grauman ward, where
he was housed, said Hospital Director Paula Tamme.
McMurray, formerly of Covington. was indicted on a murder

Leavitt seeks advice in polygamy case
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Facing criticism for suggesting
polygamy may fall under religious
freedoms, Gov. Mike Leavitt turned
to Utah's attorney general for advice
on why Utah fails to prosecute
polygamists when the practice is
widespread.
Last week, Leavitt said human
or civil rights violations committed by polygamists should be
aggressively prosecuted. But he
implied the practice itself, with its
roots in early Mormon doctrine.
might be protected under the First
Amendment.
There are believed to be tens
of thousands of practicing polygamists in Utah.
On Monday. self-described victims of polygamy condemned the
governor for his comments. They
claimed he is insensitive to the
physical, spiritual and emotional
abuses suffered by women and
children in polygamous groups.
Worse, they said. Leavitt's
remarks amount to tacit approval
of. the long-outlawed practice.
"Until Gov. Leavitt takes the
laws of polygamy seriously, our
hands are tied and we will continue to be a voice unheard," said

Vicky Prunty, director of the Tapestry of Polygamy, a self-help group
for former polygamist wives and
children.
The Mormon Church banned
polygamy in 1890, and an antipolygamy clause was written into
the Utah Constitution as a condition for statehood. Many practicing polygamists, however, believe
the church was wrong to forsake
what had been a cherished doctrine.
Prunty's group held a news conference outside Leavitt's office
Monday and presented his deputy
chief of staff, Vicki Varela, with
a letter urging him to enforce the
constitution he swore to uphold.
Leavitt declined to respond in
person. However, Varela drew a
distinction between prosecuting the
act of polygamy itself and prosecuting crimes that may occur within plural marriages — just as her
boss was trying to do last week,
she said.
"Polygamy is against the law
in Utah," Varela said. "We do not
know why prosecutors do not
choose to prosecute it."
Leavitt was dragged into the controversy over polygamy when he

was questioned by reporters about
the case of John Daniel Kingston,
a prominent member of a large
polygamist group who is being prosecuted for child abuse.
Kingston pleaded innocent Monday to allegations that he whipped
his 16-year-old daughter with a
belt for rebelling against an
arranged marriage to his brother.
There has not been a prosecution against anyone solely for practicing polygamy in Utah since
1952. when federal and state agents
raided the border community of
Short Creek — now Hildale. Utah,
and Colorado City. An. The raid
turned into a public relations debacle as children were pulled from
their parents' arms and husbands
were jailed.
Varela said Leavitt instructed
his office's attorney, Gary Doxey,
to get a "policy statement" on
polygamy prosecutions from Utah
Attorney General Jan Graham. Graham's chief deputy, Reed Richards,
said the policy is simple: "Crimes
are prosecuted when we know
about them."
"The vast majority of these relationships are between consenting
adults," he said.

Judge fails to believe woman's story
NEW HAVEN, Conn. (AP) —
A woman accused of cheating her
way into Yale University was sent
to jail by a judge who didn't
believe her claim that she missed
a hearing because she was raped
and abducted.
Defense attorney Norman Pattis said Monday he did not know
whether Tonica Jenkins' story was
true, but if it is, Superior Court
Judge Richard A. Damiani should
be ashamed.
"If it happened, she went through
hell last week, and she's being
punished for being a rape victim,
and that's outrageous," he said.
Ms. Jenkins, 23, is accused of
submitting false teacher recommendations • and transcripts to get
into Yale. At a hearing Monday,
Damiani dismissed her claim that
she missed her sentencing because
she was attacked.
"Her track record leads the court
to believe that her story is not
credible," Damiani said. "I just
don't believe it."
Wearing leg irons, Ms. Jenkins
wept and begged the judge and sher-

escaped her attacker when he abandoned the car in Philadelphia, and
then went home to Ohio, where
her brother called authorities and
said she had been attacked.
She turned herself in at the
New Haven courthouse Monday
after she and her parents returned
,from Ohio.

iff's deputies not to send her to
jail.
"Why are you doing this to
me?" she cried. "I'm not going
back there! No. I'm not! No, I'm
not going!"
Damiani declared her a fugitive last week after she failed to
appear for sentencing on charges
of larceny and second-degree forThe alleged abduction is under
gery. He revoked her $10,000 cash
by police in both
investigation
of
bond
new
a
set
bond and
states.
$150.000.
At that hearing. Ms. Jenkins
was to have been offered a plea
bargain that would have spared
her jail time and left her without
a criminal record. In exchange for
repaying Yale $15,100 in tuition
grants and stipends, she would
.10 Minute OH Change
have been given two years of proMost Major Brands
bation.
Damiani refused Monday to rein•Brake Service
state the plea agreement. Now,
'Transmission Service
Ms. Jenkins could get more than
25 years in prison.
'Cooling System Rush
Ms. Jenkins claimed she was
abducted in New Haven on her
way to court last week and was
put in the trunk of her own car,
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ciently from gunshot wounds to
appear in court. Weston's doctors
said they were concerned about
his heart and possible blood clots.
His court-appointed lawyer, A.J.
Kramer, met with him for about
45 minutes. He said little about
the session, other than that Weston was alert and in poor physical shape.
The gunman tore into the Capitol on Friday afternoon and almost
immediately shot Chestnut, who
was guarding an entrance used by
visitors. He then dashed into a
corridor used by DeLay and his
aides, where the intruder and Gibson fired at each other from point
blank range as people ducked under
desks and behind locked doors. A
female tourist also was wounded
and was discharged from a hospital Saturday after being treated.
At a private briefing Monday
night. DeLay told House members
that Gibson let the assailant run
past him when he burst through
the door into the whip's office,
said Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La.
That forced the gunman to shoot
away from the people hiding in
the office as he turned to fire at
Gibson.
"It was a pretty significant act
of heroism." Livingston said.

Authorities find escaped mental patient
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want to kill them. They didn't do
anything to him."
A nationally televised ceremony was set for the afternoon at
which President Clinton. House
Speaker Newt Gingrich and Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott
were scheduled to speak.
The alleged assailant, Russell
E. Weston Jr., 41, is recovering from
wounds in his chest and elsewhere
and facing further surgery at D.C.
General Hospital. A diagnosed
paranoid schizophrenic, he was
charged preliminarily with killing
a federal officer, which carries a
possible death sentence. Additional charges were pending.
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charge tor the January 1996 stabbing death of Donald Withrow in
Campbell County. but was deemed
mental' incompetent to stand trial.
Withrow. 69, and McMurray
worked together at the Kentucky
Health Occupation Center in Edgewood and were friends. McMurray allegedly stabbed Withrow in
the chest in the doorway of Withrow 's Southgate home.

DEATHS
Mrs. Deana Sue Elkins

Mrs. Deana Sue Elkins, 57, East Walnut Street, Dexter, died
Sunday, July 26, 1998, at 7:50 p.m. at. Vencor Hospital, Louisville.
Her husband, Alvin Elkins, died June 30, 1993. Born March
IS. 1941. she was the daughter of the late Kenneth Percy DeVault
and Kathryn M. Owens DeVault. She was of United Methodist
faith.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Elizabeth Causey and husband, Jerry, Puryear, Tenn.; one son, Alvin Wayne Darrell Elkins,
Dexter; two brothers, Wilfred DeVault, Chicago, Ill., and Kenneth
DeVault and wife Sonny, Virginia; two grandchildren, Mindy
Michelle Edwards and Casey Joe Causey.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Elijah Balentine will officii
ate. Burial will follow in Stewart Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Richard Smart
Richard Smart, 63, Blairsville, Ga., died Thursday. July 24,
1998, at 5:45 a.m. at Union County Hospital. Blairsville. His
death followed an extended illness.
He was of Catholic faith and received the last rites of the
church before his death.
One brother. Homer Junior Smart of Illinois, preceded him in
death. He was the son of the late Homer Smart Sr. and Florida
Smart of Venice, Fla.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Faye Waring Smart; three
daughters, Mrs. Jackie Cunningham, Hamlin, and Mrs. Laura Olson
and Mrs. Amanda Tipton, both of Murray; six granddaughters and
one great-granddaughter, all of Murray; one niece and one nephew
of Illinois.
As granted by Mr. Smart's wishes, no visitation or funeral service were held. Cremation took place Thursday, July 24.

Mrs. Blanche Avery
Mrs. Blanche Avery, 89, died Monday, July 26. 1998, in
Knoxville, Tenn.
Survivors include her daughter, Mrs. Carol Hibbard, 12415
Hound Ears Point, Knoxville; one son, William Avery and wife,
Peggy, Puryear, Tenn.; six grandchildren, Robbie Hibbard. Mike
Hibbard, Nick Hibbard, Anthony Marvin Avery, William Herbert
Avery, and Dr. Melissa Avery.
Highland Memorial Funeral Home of Knoxville is in charge of
arrangements.
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The car you drive is an
expression of who you are, so
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give
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exact Grange coverage you need for
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today - and tomorrow.
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A passion for teaching
I will never forget the first time
I saw Barbara Shimshak. She was
sitting on tip of her desk, Buddha-style. Tears streamed down her
face. She choked back sobs. Pink
splotches sprouted on her throat,
stained her cheeks. She was reading a passage from the novel "Les
Miserables" to a class of eighth
graders. And weeping. They thought
she was crazy.
It was the end of my first day
of student teaching. All morning
and afternoon I observed prim and
practical English teachers hammering out lessons from the prescribed curriuclum. There were
spelling tests; drills on how to
skim a story for main ideas; and
a surprize quiz about the chapter
in the grammer book on the proper use of to, too and two.
Welcome to student teaching.
Already I was wondering if it was
too late to change my major. But
then I watched Barbara teach this
class of eighth graders that had
been tagged "slow learners."
Barbara Shimshak approached
her job as if ignorance were a
scaly, slobbering monster that had
to be stopped at all costs. She resorted to every weapon in a secret
armory. Depending on the situation, she was rigidity strict, wildly permissive, or whatever else
she needed to be to get reiults
from her reluctant students.
In turn she bullied and cajoled,
daring underachievers to defy standardized test scores that ranked
them at the bottom of the heap.
Often she put away what the kids
called the "dumb" reading books,
the ones with goofy rainbows and
rockets on the covers. Then, Barbara recited poems and told stories from the world's great literature.
As soon as the kids betrayed
a hint of interest in a book, she
read sections of it to them, the
way she did with "Les Miser-
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Constance Alexander
Ledger & Ttmes columnist
ables.' Inevitably, a student would
borrow, or sometimes steal, it.
More than one non-reader was
transformed to a book lover because
of Barbara Shimshak.
After I graduated from college
and was hired by the school where
I had completed student teaching.
Barbara became my friend. There
was a flock of new English teachers that year, and she took us all
under her wing. •

she cared about something, she
was fierce. Nothing daunted her.
Long before second-hand smoke
was issue, she launched her own
personal crusade against smoking
in the faculty room. Eventually
she won. But it was a brief victory.

Lion
special
tonight
Murray
guests

, Maybe somewhere deep inside
she knew that it was lung cancer
that would kill her. A woman who
never smoked herself, who hated
smoking all her life, succumbed
to the one disease she seemed so
unlikely to contract. The illness
spread swiftly.

She helped us brainstorm ways
to teach more creatively, and guided us through the swamp of firstyear teaching, when you are horIn less than a year she was
rified by ther realization that you
learned nothing about teaching in diagnosed and given drastic
chemotherapy to no avail. She had
college.
Though she was only a few to leave her beloved teaching, lost
years older than the rest of us. her splendid long hair to cancer
Barbara seemed wiser than her treatments, and found renewed
years. relating to our junior high inspiriation in her Jewish faith.
school students with compassion And to the end, she kept her zest
borne from her own pain. Her for life and learning.
mother had died when Barbara
Recently, in the school where
was a young teen-ager.
we both taught, a garden was dedThroughtout high school and col- icated to Barbara Shimshak's memlege, she fought a fierce battle ory. All her old friends got togethagainst depression that she nealy er and reminisced. One recalled how
lost more than once. A self-por- Barbara knew all the words to
trait she painted during that awful Gilbert & Sullivan operettas. Anothtime hung on her living room wall. er remembered the day she finalYears later, she did another one. ly got John Funderburk to read.
I thought back to my first day
revealing a more tranquil side of
her psyche, testimony to her own of student teaching, when Barbara
psy- read "Les Miserbables" to those
through
transformation
chotherapy.
eighth graders with tears coursing
down her cheeks. She was a woman
Barknow
You did not have to
of passion.
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Tax cuts a GOPgamble
WASHINGTON (AP) — For
many conservatives, the plan by
House Republicans to use expected budget surpluses for a huge
election-year tax cut makes clever
politics, reminding the GOP's
staunchest supporters what the party
is all about.
But for other Republicans — particularly in the more centrist Senate — the proposal summons memories of the 1986 election, when
the GOP lost control Of the Senate as Democrats used Social Security as a bludgeon.
With the Congressional Budget
Office now projecting $1.55 trillion in federal surpluses over the
next decade, House Budget Committee Chairman John Kasich, ROhio, wants to use $700 billion
of it to cut taxes.
He would use an additional
$700 billion to shore up Social
Security, all but denying Democrats a chance to grab the money
for new programs.
Backed by most House GOP
leaders. Kasich says his plan should
shield Republicans against President Clinton's call to set aside
surpluses until the two parties agree
how to bolster the huge pension
system for the eventual retirement
of baby boomers. Clinton wants
that to happen next year.
"We want to solve the Social
Security problem for three generations, and also help the American people today get some of their
money back," said Kasich. testing
a theme Republicans could carry
into this fall's elections and that
he might use for a possible 2000
presidential run.
The problem. though. is that
many in his own party worry that
Kasich is opening the door to
Democratic attacks that Republicans are threatening Social Security.
Kasich•s plan calls for using
tens of billions of dollars in inter-.
est that the Social Security trust
fund accumulates to help pay for
the tax cuts. With the vibrant economy presumably leaving most voters content with their members of
Congress. why do something that
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ALAN FRAM
Associated Press Writer
risks stirring them up, many Republicans wonder.
"The White House will be saying. 'You're spending Social Security to cut taxes,— said Senate
Budget Committee Chairman Pete
Domenici, R-N.M. "That's the trust
fund; are they not entitled to the
interest?"
Domenici was chairman of the
budget panel in 1985 when it wrote
a deficit-fighting plan that would
have eliminated that year's costof-living Social Security increase.
Most Senate Republicans voted
for it with the support of thenPresident Reagan, but Reagan later
cut a deal with Democrats and
abandoned his support for the Social
Security savings. In the November 1986 elections, nine incumbent GOP senators were defeated
and Democrats took over the chamber.
"It is always dangerous anytime you support messing with
Social Security." said Doug Thompson, a consultant with Eddie Mahe
Co., which helps GOP candidates.
"It is one of the most dangerous
political issues you can tamper
with."
Domenici, who has clashed with
Kasich all year over the Ohioan's
ambitious tax-cutting plans. is not
alone in his uphappiness.
At a meeting last Wednesday
with top House Republicans, several Senate GOP leaders questioned the political wisdom of
Kasich's approach, said participants who spoke on condition of
anonymity. The doubters included
Senate GOP Whip Don Nickles
of Oklahoma and Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash.. who was defeated
for re-election in 1986.
Senate Majority Leader Trent
Lou, R-Miss.. likes the idea of using

the surplus for Social Security and
tax cuts, but not the way Kasich
would do it.
Lott has Domenici and other
senators working on an alternative that would aim more money
at Social Security and less at tax
cuts, leaving Republicans less politically vulnerable.
As for possible attacks by Clinton, Lott issued a warning.
"If he has any serious bones
left in his body. they won't make
Social Security a demagogic, partisan issue. or it will kill — kill
— the ability of us to make any
serious reforms" in Social Security, Lott said. "I've told the White
House that."
That is likely to have little
effect on Democrats who see a
potent political issue.
"If they put this trillion-dollar
tax cut proposal out there seriously. there is no question this
will become a Social Security
debate." said Senate Minority
Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D. "And
we're ready to have it. I'd like it
to begin tomorrow."
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'Acting'hurtingprocess
WASHINGTON (AP) — When
Senate Republicans balked at confirming President Clinton's nominee for the administration's top
civil rights position, he said his
man could do the job anyhow.
And so it is, nearly eight months
later.
Bill Lann Lee's title is long by.
a word — he is acting assistant
attorney general for civil rights.
He's got ample company as an
"acting" official, in a position
requiring Senate confirmation, but
serving without it.
So much company that the
Republican Congress is making an
issue of it, with legislation to limit
acting appointees to 150 days,
unless they are nominees awaiting Senate confirmation. The measure would declare the office
involved vacant and powerless after
that.
There's already a limit on unconfirmed tenure, dating from 1868,
renewed in 1988, but with no
enforcement or penalty provisions.
"This bill is not about any one
president or any one nominee,"
said Sen. Strom Thurmond, R-S.C.
"A Republican president has no
more right to ignore the appointments process than a Democrat
president."
"The government's important
functions should be carried out by
permanent officials,- said Sen. Fred
Thompson, R-Tenn.. chief sponsor
of the measure, accusing the Clinton administration of ignoring both
the Constitution and the law in
its handling of appointments.
When the ."acting" roster was
surveyed for Congress earlier this
year. it included about 20 percent
of the 320 administration jobs that
are subject to confirmation. Thompson said 64 jobs were held by
temporary officials, and 43 of them
had served past the 120-day limit
with no nomination submitted to
the Senate.

Republicans are ready to fire
back by arguing that for years,
Democratic-controlled Congresses
did not save Social Security's surpluses, but spent them on other
government programs.
But for now, many in the GOP
are wary.
"Clinton will demagogue on anything," said Rep. Robert Ehrlich.
R-Md.. a Kasich loyalist. "By the
same token, .you don't want to
lead with your chin."
EDITOR'S NOTE: Alan Fram
reports on Congress for The Associated Press.

Attention
Washington!
U.S. REP. ED WHITFIELD
236 Cannon Bow Office Btulcling,
Washington, D.C. 20515
202-225-3547 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Bulldog,
Washington, D.C. 20510
202.224-4343 (Washington)

U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
361-A Russell Sege Office Bulldog,
Walitington, D.C. 20510
212-124-1541 (Washington)
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Reg

After the Senate Judiciary Committee blocked Lee late in 1997,
Clinton renewed the nomination
on Jan. 29. Nothing has happened
since, but Clinton said in advance
that Lee would have the full authority of office anyhow.
Thurmond called that "blatant
disregard" of the Senate system.
In a politically divided government, nominations can become
pressure points; in Lee's case, the
issue was affirmative action and
Republican complaints that he'd
taken it too far, to the point of
racial quotas and preferences, as
an NAACP lawyer.
But most "acting" appointees
are there routinely, because the
White House hasn't formally nominated them, because of the "holds"
any senator can register to prevent action, or simply because of
inaction.
Right now, nominations are on
the back burner, according to Sen.
Trent Lott, the majority leader,
who said on July 11 that until
there is progress on appropriations
and other major bills. "we probably will be doing no more nominations of any kind." None has
been handled since.
There are about 140 nominations for full-time positions awaiting Senate action, most of them
pending in committees. That
includes 47 nominees to be federal judges, a point of contention
since Republicans took control of
the Senate and Democrats began

complaining of a slowdown in
action on Clinton's nominees to
the bench. Sen. Patrick J. Leahy
of Vermont says it is taking an
average of 250 days to get a judge
confirmed, three times as long as
it did in 1994 and 1995.
That is apart from the dispute
over acting, unconfirmed officeholders in administration positions.
But there, too, the White House
says, confirmation is taking longer
than before. Nominees undergo
lengthy. extensive background
checks before their names are submitted because of the intensive
process awaiting them at the Senate. The premise used to be that
a president was entitled to put his
own people in executive branch jobs
and have them confirmed without
much hassle. That's no longer so.
There's evidence of that in the
increased number of jobs made
subject by law to confirmation, a
system that gives the Senate leverage in overseeing the way they
are likely to be handled.
This didn't begin with Clinton.
Thompson said that administrations of both parties have claimed
for the past 25 years that their
Justice Departments are exempt
from the vacancies law because
of a separate reorganization law
on its operations. He said other
departments have been making the
same claim since the Reagan administration, which would mean "the
act is a dead letter."
Since it hasn't been enforced,
it already was.
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Just drop us a line ...
The Ledger & Times welcomes letters to the editor. All letters must be signed by the writer, with the writer's address and
telephone number included in case verification is necessary
(telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. We reserve the right to condense or reject
any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray
Ledger & Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071. They may
also be faxed to (302) 753-1927,
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
While eating lunch yesterday at Dairy Queen, I never ceased
to be amazed at the traffic in NIurray. Even at 12:30 p.m. on
a week day, the many cars and trucks continue passing at a
large rate. I can imagine what it is during the evening when
the young people are "cruising" the city. Main Street continues
to be one of the main points of traffic even though 12th. Chestnut, and Sycamore Streets are also used continuously by the
local and out-of-town people.

Lions Club will hear Flannery

Lions District Governor Curt Flannery of Paducah will be the
special guest and speaker at a meeting of the Murray Lions Club
tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. at the Murray Woman's Club House.
Murray President Ron Pool said all members are invited to bring
guests to the dinner meeting.

Employee dinner on Wednesday

The Kentucky Sheriffs' Boys & Girls Ranch will hold its annual employee dinner on Wednesday, July 29, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Sheriffs' and Deputies' Memorial Museum, located at the ranch in
Gilbertsville. This museum contains memorabilia from sheriffs and
deputies and honors those sheriffs and deputies who have been
killed or wounded in the line of duty, dating back to 1854.

Tammy Renee Linn was recently notified that she has been recommended to receive honorary
award recognition and to have her
biography published in Who's who
Among American High School Students for 1997-98.
This is Linn's second consecutive year to receive this honor.
This fall Linn will be a junior
at Calloway County High School
where she is a member of the
National Beta Club, TSA, FBLA
and FFA. She attends Mason's
Chapel United Methodist Church.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Linn.
Her grandparents are Mn. and
Mrs. Edgar Linn of Hazel, Mr.
and Mrs. Rupert Wyatt of Paduc-

Emmanuel Baptist Academy will have open house on Thursday,
July 30, from 6 to 8 p.m. and Sunday, Aug. 2, from 2 to 4 p.m.
at the Family Life Center of Hardin Baptist Church, 218 College
St., Hardin. Applications for student enrollment will be accepted.
The couple is invited to come to meet the teachers, view the curriculum, and tour the facilities.

Council meeting on Thursday

Murray Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Council
will meet Thursday, July 30, at 5:30 p.m. in the counselor's office
at the school. All interested persons are urged to attend.

Registration is scheduled

Murray Preschool/Head Start will hold registration for three and
four-year-old children who will attend preschool classes this fall.
The Early Head Start program which serves pregnant women, infants
and children to age three will also hold registration. This will be
Friday, Aug. 7, from 9 a.m. to noon and 2 to 5 p.m. on the first
floor of the Murray State University Special Education Building,
North 16th Street, Murray.
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The annual opening day breakfast of all employees of the Murray City Schools will be held Monday, Aug. 3, at 8 a.m. at the
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Murray breakfast place changed

Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Jury 29, at I p.m. in the school cafeteria. Jerry Ainley, principal, invites all interested persons to attend.

0

Couples Bridge at Oaks

The monthly Couples Bridge of the Oaks Country Club will be
Saturday, Aug. 1, at 7 p.m. at the club. Hostesses will be Jan
Ochoa, 759-4154, and Hazel Beale, 753-2510. All club members
are invited to attend.

Retired teachers plan meeting

The Calloway County Retired Teachers Association will meet
Monday. Aug. 3, at noon at Seven Seas Restaurant. The after lunch
speaker will be Sid Easley, Murray State University regent. New
retirees will be guests of the CCRTA for lunch. Dr. Jim Frank,
president of CCRTA, urges all retirees to be present.

Ladies' event at club tonight

Murray Country Club Ladies Night Out will be tonight (Tuesday). This will be e al luau. A social hour will start at 6 p.m.
with dinner to be served at 7 p.m.

4-H Council on Wednesday
r

The Calloway County 4-H Council will meet Wednesday. July
Com29, at 11 a.m. in the United Way Board Room of Weaks
be
should
reservations
but
served,
be
will
munity Center. Lunch
753-1452.
office
extension
the
calling
by
(Tuesday)
today
by
made
this
All 4-H leaders and interested parents are encouraged to attend
session.
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SERVICE NOTES
James J. Sistrunk, son of James
and Maressa Travis of Hazel and
John Sistrunk of Montgomery. Ala..
has enlisted in the Air Force.
He is now taking his six-weeks
basic military training at Lackland
Air Force Base, San Antonio. Texas.
He will later receive technical

training in the Mechanical Aptitude career field.
Sistrunk is a 1998 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
This note is being reprinted as
the names of his mother and stepfather were omitted in the news
release from the Air Force.

Melissa Leigh Vance and Jason Dale Spiceland announce their
recent marriage. The couple was married Tuesday. July 21, 1998,
at 7 p.m.
The private ceremony was performed by John Dale at Glendale
Road Church of Christ. Gretchen Spiceland Young and Brad Young
were the attendants.
The bride is the daughter of Thomas E. and Rebecca Vance.
She is the granddaughter of Eugene and Dorothy Chaney and the
late Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Vance, all of Murray.
The new Mrs. Spiceland is the Library Media Specialist at Calloway County High School.
The groom is the son of Steve and Sheila Spiceland. He is the
grandson of Bobby and Rose Spiceland and W.A. and Margaret
Lyons, all of Murray.
Mr. Spiceland is an electrician with Spiceland Electric.
The new Mr. and Mrs. Spiceland are now residing at 2357
New Providence Rd.. Murray.
Bridal events given in honor of the couple include the following:
A shower at the home of Pam Cherry with Mrs. Cherry, Ruby
Duncan, Faye Orr, Lurlene Wilkerson, Barbara Potts. Edwina Bucy
and Mrs. Charles Lovins as hostesses;
A coffee at the home of Fonda Grogan with Mrs. Grogan, Janice Hasty and Gretchen Young as hostesses;
An ice cream social at Calloway County High School with
Kathy Jo Stubblefield and Susan Taylor as hostesses;
A personal tea at Westside Baptist Church with Staci Shipp,
Jill Darnall, Deanna Mathis and Tiffany Cherry as hostesses;
A tea at Elm Grove Baptist Church with the Women on a Mission Group II as hostesses.

Colorful and fresh slaw
tty and crisp
This Grape and Broccoli Slaw.
a stylish variation on a familiar
salad theme, takes advantage of
fresh produce available at the season of the year.
But it's a little more complex
than many a salad, with the inclusion of cheese, water chestnuts
and beans - hearty extra ingredients adding nutritional value.
Grape and Broccoli Slaw
4 cups fine julienne broccoli
stems
2 cups California seedless
grapes, halved
1 can (16 ounces) navy beans,
rinsed and drained
1/2 cup sliced water chestnuts
1/2 cup Balsamic Dressing
(recipe follows)
1 cup diced lowfat Cheddar
cheese
Toss broccoli stems. grapes.
beans, water chestnuts and dressing together.
Refrigerate until serving time.
Mix in cheese and serve.
Makes 4 to 6 servings.
Balsamic Dressing

1/3 cup balsamic vinegar
2 tablespoons olive oil
2 tablespoons Dijon-style mustard
1 tablespoon chopped fresh basil
1 teaspoon salt
1/4 teaspoon freshly ground pepper
Mix well. Makes 1/2 cup.
Nutritional information per serving: '335 cal., 18.9 pro., 11.7 g
fat, 44.6 g carb., 16 mg chol.,
974 mg sodium.
The recipe is from the California Table Grape Commission.
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New Concord; Jesse Andrew
Wooldridge. Belmont. Calif.;
William John Bruno. Pittsburgh.
Pa.; Mrs. Denise A. Barnhill and
baby girl, and Thomas Eslick,
Paris. Tenn.
Mrs. Anna Lou Outland, Ms.
Idorna Lindsey Glenn. Mrs. Launine McCuiston, Libert William
Caning. Mrs. Pauline Bernice
Baum,Jeffery W. Stevens. Ms. Lacy
Delynn Sorenson. Walter Harold
Bell. and Ms. Martha Galloway
White. all of Murray.

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday, July
24, have been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Hurt baby boy, parents. Jon and
Laura, Murray.
Dismissals

Jesse Alvin Damesworth, Mrs.
Bessie Lorene Futrell and Mrs.
Thelma Ruth Herndon, all of Cadiz;
Truman Akers, Benton;
Miss Hazel Louise Lee, Dexter; Jackie Thomas Smotherman.

MORGAN LEE ADAMS

Adams wins
pageant honors
Morgan Lee Adams, 23 months,
of Murray recently competed in
two area beauty pageants.
In Murray's Freedom Fest
Pageant she won the title of queen
of girls, ages 19 to 35 months.
At the Hawaiian Luau Extravaganza held at the Executive Inn,
Paducah. she was crowned Supreme
Queen of girls, ages 0 to 4 years,
and Most Beautiful of Girls, ages
19 to 35 months. She also received
a trophy for her sponsors.
Morgan is the daughter of Mitzi
and Jimmy Adams.
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Dr. Vernon Gantt, professor
and graduate coordinator,
Department of Speech Communication and Theatre. Murray State University, was the
seminar speaker at the annuMurray
al meeting of the
Chapter of Professional SecInternational. Dr.
retaries
Gantt's topic was "Learning
to Change is a Joint Venture.”
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We are pleased that

Amy Scott
and

Brian Mills

Friday July 31 and Saturday August

Who will be married on
September 12, 1998,
Have chosen to make
Their Bridal Registry
With
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Casa del Sol
1100 Chestnut
753-1133
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or more

Save $1,000 on a Pfaff embroidery machine
$3,399."
Suggested retail
$2 399.
Introductory offer

It's like an
Early Christmas!
Everything for sale
Including display items.

Combination Sewing and
Embroidery Machine

Santa's Attic

: •

We have Scrapbook Supplies
& Photograph Restorations
WO East South $L, Mayes* IT

He is the grandson of Mrs. Hattie Lee Galloway of Murray.

HOSPITAL REPORTS

•

Carson Dellosa • Frank Shaffer • Cliff's Notes •

Leadership lionor Society, the
Golden Key Honor Society, and
the Gamma Beta Phi and Phi Eta
Sigma scholastic honor societies.
Galloway will enter the University of California at Berkeley
in August to pursue a Master of
Science degree in Energy and
Resources.
The son of Dr. and Mrs. Rex
F. Galloway of Bowling Green.
fornierly of Murray, he is a 1993
graduate of Bowling Green High
School and previously attended
Murray City Schools.

John Hardin Gallow ay of Bowling Green was graduated with highest honor from Georgia Tech University, Atlanta, Ga.. during the
spring 1998 graduation ceremonies.
A Summa Cum Laude graduate, Galloway received the Bachelor of Science in Electrical Engineering.
While at Georgia Tech. Galloway
participated in the engineering coop program with the BellSouth
TAMMY RENEE LINN
Corporation of Atlanta. Ga.
ah, and Ms. Ann Jeffrey of YelHe was elected to membership
lville. Ark.
in the Tau Beta Pi honor society
Her great-grandmother is Mrs. in engineering, Eta Kappa Nu
Audrey B. Watkins of Calvert City. honor society in electrical engineering. Omicron Delta Kappa

Vance-Spiceland vows
solemnized at church

Academy plans open house
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by publication
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U.S. track athletes suspended for drugs
By BERT ROSENTHAL
AP Track Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Track
and field's national governing body
is incensed over the drug suspenMODS of shot putter Randy Barnes
and sprinter Dennis Mitchell by
the sport's world organization.
"USATF is concerned and dismayed that the IAAF chose to
temporarily suspend two American athletes on the basis of
unproven allegations that they have

committed a doping offense," Craig our confidentiality rules, which
Masba.ck. executive director of USA were put in place to protect those
Track & Field, said Monday night. ultimately determined to be inno"USATF objects to the IAAF sus- cent."
The International Amateur Athpensions and will not enforce them.
Federation disclosed the indefletic
a
"U.S. athletes are entitled to
suspensions Monday.
inite
being
to
prior
hearing
full and fair
Masback said that Barnes and
declared ineligible to compete.
the full
USATF has on several occasions Mitchell would "receive
time
such
until
of
USATF
support
obligaits
of
IAAF
informed the
have
tions under the Amateur Sports as it is determined that they
Act. Therefore, we are outraged committed a doping offense."
Barnes, the 1996 Olympic gold
that the IAAF knowingly breached

medalist and the world indoor and erning body, which has taken a
outdoor record-holder, and Mitchell, strong stance against drugs.
His suspension was handed down
the 1992 Olympic bronze medalweek and represents his first
last
cited
were
meters,
100
the
ist in
by the IAAF for failing out-of- drug offense.
The IAAF did not officially
competition drug tests April 1.
Barnes, who could face a life announce the suspensions, and the
suspension for a second offense, precise terms of the punishment
was tested in Charleston. W.Va., and have yet to be determined.
These are two of the most
Mitchell in Gainesville, Fla.
Mitchell is president of USATF's prominent suspensions in track and
Athletes Advisory Committee, the field, following Ben Johnson at
athletes' voice in the national gov- the 1988 Olympics, Butch Reynolds

See

Page 7A

Paralyzed
gymnast's
father stays
optimistic

Leaflooks
sluggish in
inaugural
workout
By BERNIE WILSON
AP Sports Writer
SAN DIEGO (AP) — Twenty
minutes late, Ryan Leaf ran onto
the practice field to applause. A
news helicopter appeared, recording the quarterback's first few minutes with the San Diego Chargers.
Leaf low-fived a receiver, got
from incumbent starter Craig
hug
a
Whelihan and began warming up.
And then?
"He looked like a guy who
hadn't been out here for four days,"
coach Kevin Gilbride said after
Monday afternoon's practice. "He
was sluggish on some of his reads.
One of those ones he threw down
the sideline, he thought he was
going against Gonzaga State. The
guy went over and knocked it
down."
There is no Gonzaga State, but
(Ii!bride's point was more accurate than a few of Leaf's passes.
I.eaf missed the first five practices of training camp. four due
to a holdout and the fifth while
the Chargers and Leaf's agent
straightened out the terms of his
contract, which includes a rookierecord $11.25 million signing
bonus.
"You can see what we're excited about." Gilbride said. "He's got
a lot of talent and he's a real
competitive guy. I have to remind
myself all the time that he's def-

in 1990 and Mary Slaney in 1997.
Johnson is banned for life after
two suspensions, but has requested reinstatement. Reynolds served
a 27-month suspension and nov.
is competing. Slaney was found
innocent after several months and
also is running again.
The suspensions come at a time
when International Olympic Com-

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

coach Mark Kennedy Jr. demonstrates a drill during
JUST WATCH THIS: Calloway County girls' soccer
CCHS soccer complex.
the team's practice session Monday evening at the

By SILVIA CAVALLINI
Associated Press Writer
EAST MEADOW, New York (AP) — The
father of Sang Lan, the Chinese gymnast paralyzed in a practice fall last week at the Goodwill Games, recalled how his daughter would
never sit still as a child.
"I was sure she would be very athletic and
loved gymnastics," said Sang Shisheng, a government housing officer.
Sang and his wife, Chen Xiufeng, gave their
first interview Monday since arriving in the United States two days earlier. Chen said she had
been desperate to know their daughter's chances
or recovery.
"We were so worried we could not sleep or
eat and kept wondering whether she'll be able
to stand or not," she said. "We were anxious to
come to America to find out what happened,
and how it happened."
Sang Lan's parents, making their first trip
outside China, arrived four days after she landed head-first while practicing for the vault. They
saw her sitting up, her neck immobilized after
a seven-hour operation to rebuild the bones and
take pressure off the nerves in her spine.
The 17-year-old feels nothing below chest
level, and doctors say she is unlikely to ever
walk again, let alone return to gymnastics.
But Sang Shisheng is optimistic that his energetic daughter will do both.
"I am sure she will be back to the competition circle because she is very courageous and
with the excellent medical (care), the doctors
and hospitals in America, I am sure she will
one day be back to the contest," he said.
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Cuban cycler
disappears
at Goodwill
Games in
New York
By LARRY SIDDONS
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — Ivan Dominguez
said he was going for a sandwich on his
last night in New York. That was the last
any of his Cuban teammates at the Goodwill Games saw of the cyclist.
Grultes organizers and Cuban delegations
officials said Monday that Dominguez disappeared from the team hotel after the
cycling competition finished Sunday and
, was not with the cycling team when it returned
'to Havana the next morning.
"No contact has been made with the
Goodwill Games." organizers said in a statement.'This is now a matter for law-enforcement agencies to handle. Should he surface, the appropriate authorities will assume
jurisdiction."
An official with the Cuban delegation
confirmed Dominguez had left the team.
, "He's been missing since yesterday (Sunclay). He has not returned to Cuba's hotel
:after a short leaving. We don't know where
Jae actually is," said the official, speaking
'on the condition that he not be identified.
The possibility of defections by Cuban
athletes arises whenever they compete outside their homeland. Goodwill organizers
-talked privately in recent days about the
chances of athletes disappearing as their return
to the economically strapped communist
island neared.

Boggs passes Ruth on all-time hit list
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP) —
Wade Boggs has come a long way
from his days as a kid on the Tampa
Bay ballfields.
Boggs hit a two-run homer and later
passed Babe Ruth for 33rd place on
the career hits list as the expansion Tampa
Bay Devil Rays won their team-record
fifth straight game, 11-5 Monday night
over the Oakland Athletics.
"A little kid from Bayshore Little
League passes Babe Ruth. It's a big
day in my career," Boggs said. "I couldn't be more energized than I am right

That would be hard to do."
The 40-year-old Boggs had three
hits. He broke an 0-for-14 slump with
a single in the third, homered to highlight a five-run fifth and moved past
Ruth with an RBI single in the eighth.
Boggs has 2,874 career hits.
"When you talk about a name like
Babe Ruth, I don't care if you beat
him in eating hamburgers, it's some
kind of feat," Tampa Bay manager
Larry Rothschild said. "It was electric.
It was exciting. I think the night belonged
to Wade Boggs."

now.

Mike Blowers and Miguel Tejada
homered for Oakland, which lost its
season-high seventh in a row.
In the only other AL game, Anaheim beat Kansas City 6-1.
Boggs was lifted for pinch-runner
Bobby Smith following his final hit
and received a standing ovation as he
left the field.
"I thought there'd be few claps, but
the ovation was very nice," Boggs said.
"It gives you chills — it really does.
It was a thrill."
Boggs has had an up-and-down year.

A lifetime .331 hitter entering the season, Boggs is currently batting .281.
He has overcome several slumps, but
also put together a team-high 13-game
hitting streak June 5-20.
"Even at 40 years old, I still love
the game as much as I did when I 5
years old playing Little League," Boggs
said. "I've always said, the minute that
fire burns out, then it's time on to do
something else. Right now, it's a forest fire."

File photo

Chicago's Sammy Sosa hit two home runs Monday, including a grand slam, to reach 40 for
the season.
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Soso's two homers Monday
include grand slam for Cubs
By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Now everyone can call him
Grand Slammin' Sammy.
Sosa hit his 39th and 40th home
runs, including the first slam of
his career, as the Chicago Cubs
beat the Arizona Diamondbacks 62 Monday night.
Sosa had hit 246 homers —
no player in major league history
had gone longer at the start of a
career without a slam — until
connecting in the eighth inning at
Phoenix.
"Thank God." he said, "I'm not
going to have to hear that no
more."
The record for most consecutive homers without a slam at any
point in a career is 266 by Cal

Fro

Florida 9-1.
Ripken.
s
Before Sosa, the record for
teammate
by
teased
was
Sosa
at the beginning of a career
homers
after ending his streak, which began
a slam was 209 by Bob
big
without
first
his
in 1989 when he hit
players finished their
Three
against
Horner.
Texas
for
homer
league
than 150 home
more
careers with
Roger Clemens.
—
Glenn Davis
no
and
runs
that
slams
get
to
glad
"I'm sure he's
it
and Claude!!
(176)
Kittle
Ron
(190),
because
back,
his
off
monkey
Washington (164).
was really just a fluke thing that
Sosa set a major league record
he hadn't hit one." Cubs managwith
20 home runs in June, but
said.
n
Rigglema
er Jim
Sosa tied his career high for had hit just four in July until conhome runs in a season and also necting Sunday at Wrigley Field
matched his career-best with six against New York.
"I've been swinging too hard,
RBIs. He has 102 RBIs, the fourth
100the
reached
trying
to hit the home run," he
straight year he's
said.
first at-bat he got me,
"The
mark.
RBI
In other NL games. Colorado and I said to myself I have to be
defeated Pittsburgh 8-7 in 13 more relaxed and glit there and
innings, Atlanta beat Cincinnati 32 in 10 innings and Houston downed •See
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If the B samples are positive, From Page 6A
the IAAF then rules on the severity of the punishment pending a make good contact."
hearing by USATF. If the B samSosa hit a two-run homer in
ple is negative, the athletes are the sixth off Willie Blair, then hit
cleared.
a 438-foot drive to center field in
Barnes was first suspended for the eighth off Alan Embree.
two years starting in 1991 for the
"That's twice he's pulled my
steroid methyltestosterone at a meet pants down and embarrassed me,"
in Malmo, Sweden. in 1990. This said Embree, who gave up Sosa's
time, the substance is androstene- home run in June. "I have to figdione, a banned nutritional sup- ure out a way to get that guy
plement.
out."
Rockies 8, Pirates 7
Mitchell tested positive for
13 innings
testosterone. If found guilty folVinny Castilla homered twice
lowing the B sample. he probably
and doubled, and Jeff Reed hit an
would receive a two-year ban.

mittee president Juan Antonio
Samaranch has suggested some
performance-enhancing drugs be
stricken from the list of banned
substances.
They also come as U.S. track
and field is seeking to regain its
prestige and reputation but has had
difficulty attracting sponsors and
television coverage.
In determining an athlete's drug
test, the IAAF examines a urine
sample twice. Spokesman Giorgio
Reneiri said from Monaco that
only the A sample from Barnes
and Mitchell have been tested.

BRIEFS

The 10-year-old Mustang League all-stars from Murray won
the Mideast Regional championship of PONY Baseball Sunday in Lexington. The team will represent Kentucky, Indiana
and Tennessee in advancing to the North Zone tournament
in Marion, Ill. on Wednesday. Pictured are: (Front row, from
left) Chris Fike, Wes Adams, Wes Steele and Tyler Brockman.(Middle row) Seth Asher, M.J. McCuiston, Matt Wells,
Josh Steetman, Zak Taylor, Bryan Craig, Austin McOuiston
and Austin Hopkins.(Back row) coaches Ken Asher, James
Streetman and Kenneth McCuiston. The winner of the North
Zone tournament will be one of eight teams to advance to
the PONY League World Series in Texas.

Murray Middle football meeting Thursday

3

A meeting for all 7th and 8th grade Murray Middle School students interested
in playing football will be Thursday, July 30, at 6:30 p.m. in the MMS auditorium
to distribute paperwork and discuss practice. Parents are also asked to attend.
For more information, call coach Scott Turner at 753-5125 or 753-6727.

CCMS football to begin practice Aug. 3
Calloway County Middle School's 7th and 8th grade football teams will begin
practice Monday, Aug. 3, at 6 p.m at the middle school.
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Any recovery will be slow,
Schnebel said, adding that Sang
However, Sang Lan's doctors is on painkillers and sleeps well
on Monday dismissed earlier spec- after days spent with her family
ulation that she had regained feel- and other visitors.
"It's hard to shut her up and
ing in her toes.
her calm, actually," he said
keep
"There is no change in her neuthe
woman described by her
of
rological exam," Dr. Brock
Schnebel, head physician of the parents as "athletic and couraGoodwill Games, told The Asso- geous."
ciated Press after discussing treatSchnebel said Sang's parents
have not decided whether to move
ment options with the parents.
Sitting rigidly, curling and tight- her back to China and continue
ening her fingers slowly around the treatment with the experimenone another, Chen spoke in a soft tal nerve-building drug she is now
and occasionally unsteady voice receiving, or to start her rehabilof the moment she first saw her itation in the United States.
She could be ready to fly as
Sang after the accident.
early
as next week, he said.
"When I first saw my daugh"I
think
her young- age makes
ter lying on the sick bed, my heart
was so hurt that she looked at me treatment easier," Schnebel said.
and said, 'Mother, don't worry
Sang, China's 1997 national
about me because the doctors here vault champion, underwent seven
and the medicine here are very, hours of surgery Saturday at Nasvery good. You have to have con- sau County Medical Center to stafidence. You have to have courage bilize bones in her spine that shatto allow me to recover." said tered last Tuesday when she fell.
On Sunday night, she had other
Chen, who works in a leather
visitors besides her parents.
goods factory.
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II Leaf...
From Page 6A

3t
initely a work in progress. He's
not going to be the polished guy
right off, but you see enough things
that get encouraging and exciting."

ie sea.281,
ps, but
3-game

When informed of Gilbride's
assessment, Leaf said: "That's his
opinion. If that's what it looks
like -- and he's the guy who's
judging me, and he's the one who's
going to put me in — so if I
look like a rookie, then I look
like a rookie."

II love
ien I 5
Boggs
ite that
to do
a for-

While he was holding out 'Friday and Saturday, the team sent
Leaf videotapes of practices
"The stuff that we've done the
past few days, we did that all
summer," Leaf said. "It would

)S

have been good for me to get the
reps, but me missing it wasn't
really that big of a deal."
The team said Leaf wasn't available for Monday morning's practice because he was taking his
physical exam.
But it turned out that the Chargers and Leaf's agent, Leigh Steinberg, were touching up the wording of the contract, which could
be worth $31.25 million over five
seasons.
"It's something you couldn't
help," general manager Bobby Beathard said. "Neither side was comfortable with the way it was. This
is not uncommon ... this happens
a lot."
So Leaf signed the deal at the
same time his teammates were
starting the afternoon practice under
a burning sun.

HEADQUARTERS
DIESEL
APPLICATIONS
3 YEAR/50,000 MILE
WARRANTY

le record
lune, but
intil conley Field

3/4 ton trucks and under
6.2 GM Diesel
63 CM Diesel
6.9 Ford D1esel..---.---. $3,299
7.3 Ford Dlesel..-..-.-..-. $3,299

too hard,
run," he
got me,
ive to be
there and

6.9(7.3 Include:
• Timing Gear
• Front Plate
• Oil Cooler
• Oil Pan

D & W Auto Parts
512 S. 12th St.
753-4563
K

Todd Helton hit a leadoff single in the 13th and beat the relay
home on Reed's double.
Jose Guillen, who had a careerhigh four hits, and Al Martin each
homered for Pittsburgh. Guillen also
threw out Perez at third base from
the base of the wall in right for
his 12th outfield assist.

Sponsored By

by any means."
After striking out Bubba Trammell, walking Paul Sorrento and
fanning Rich Butler, Stein got Mike
DiFelice to swing and miss at a
third strike. But DiFelice reached
first safely on a wild pitch, and
Stein struck out Stocker.
Stein, however, did not make
it out of the fifth. Boggs' opposite-field shot to left was his sixth
homer, his highest total in a season since he hit 11 in 1994 for
the New York Yankees.
Pinch-hitter Mike Kelly had an
RBI single and Stocker added a
two-run single against reliever
Buddy Groom.

From Page 6A

Bryan Rekar (1-2) earned his
first victory since June 21, 1997.
Blake Stein (4-6) took the loss
despite striking out four batters in
the fourth inning.
-It v,Ill he met: le get back
home. We need some home cooking," A's manager Art Howe said.
"We were soundly beaten, but we
did swing the bats. They won the
series hands down, but we didn't
quit."
Oakland dropped three games
at Baltimore and was swept in a
four-game set against the Devil
Rays during their trip.
Rekar, who started the season
The Devil Rays scored four times
on the disabled list because of a in the eighth, keyed by Randy
strained lower back, won for the Winn's two-run triple.
first time since he pitched for ColBlowers hit a two-run homer
orado last season. He gave up in the sixth and Tejada had a solo
three runs in six innings in his fourth shot in the seventh.
start of the year.
Angels 6, Royals 1
Stein tied a major league record
Tim Salmon, Cecil Fielder and
by fanning four in the fourth
inning. He became the 29th pitch- Phil Nevin each homered as Anaer to accomplish the feat, and the heim won at Kansas City.
Garret Argerson of the Angels
first since Wilson Alvarez — then
with the Chicago White Sox, now doubled to extend his career-high
with Tampa Bay — did it on July hitting streak to 24 games. He
tied Boston's Nomar Garciaparra
21, 1997, against Detroit.
"I didn't know anything about for the longest string in the AL
it. (Teammate) Kenny Rogers said this season.
I probably set a record," said Stein,
Allen Watson (4-6) won for the
who recorded all four of his strike first time since May 13, teaming
outs in the fourth inning. "I would with Shigetoshi Hasegawa on a
have given that up for the win. four-hitter. The Royals lost for the
I'm not a Randy Johnson pitcher seventh time in 10 games.

Ron Laver suffers stroke
during TV interview
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Rod
Laver, the only tennis player to win
two Grand Slams, was in critical
condition after suffering a stroke
during an interview with ESPN.
Laver, 59, was taken to UCLA
Medical Center after being stricken
Monday.
"His family is with him and he's
resting comfortably," nursing supervisor Denny Rubianes said
Monday night.
Laver was being interviewed for
an upcoming ESPN series about the
greatest athletes of the 20th century, network spokesman Rob Tobias said.
Tobias said he didn't know exactly where or when the interview
took place.
Laver won II Grand Slam singles titles, one fewer than all-time
leader Roy Emerson, and he is the
only player to sweep the four major

championships in two different
years. The Australian left-hander
did it as an amateur in 1962 and as
a pro in 1969.
Nicknamed "Rocket" for his
powerful groundstrokes, Laver won
four Wimbledons, three Australian
titles, two U.S. championships and
two French titles in singles. He also
won nine Grand Slam doubles titles.
During his 23-year career, he
won 47 pro singles titles and was
runner-up 21 times. He also starred
for Australia in Davis Cup competition, compiling a 16-4 record in
singles and a 4-0 mark in doubles
Laver, who lives in Newport
Beach, Calif., was the world's No.
1 player in 1961, 1962, 1968 and
1969 and earned $1.5 million during his career.
He was inducted into the International Tennis Hall of Fame in
1981.

The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE
'Your more than one company agency.'
David King

753-8355

901 Sycamore

MAJOR LEAGUES
All Times COT
American League
East Division
•
L
Pct.
GB
New Yon,
73
26
737
Boston
15
60
43
.582
Baltimore
24
52
53
.495
Toronto
.491
24 1/2
52
54
Tampa Bay
41
62
34
398
Control Division
Pet
GB
•
L
Cleveland
567
59
45
Minnesota
10 1/2
48
55
466
442
13
Kansas City
46
58
14
Chicago
45
59
433
Detroit
44
59
427
14 1/2
West Division
•
L
GB
Pet.
Anaheim
57
47
548
Texas
56
48
1
538
Seattle
48
56
461
9
Oakland
11
46
58
.442
Monday's Games
Tampa Bay 11, Oakland 5
Anaheim 6, Kansas City I
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
Baltimore (Ponson 3-61 at Detroit (Powell
pm
1-21, 605
Texas (Sele 12-7) at Toronto (Clemens
(2-61 605 pm
Minnesota (Radke 9-81 at Kansas City
(Rusch 6-12). 705 pm
Tampa Bay (Arrao 11-61 at Chicago White
Sox (Baldwin 5-41, 705 pm
Cleveland (Nagy 8-61 at Seattle (Johnson
9-9). 905 pm
Boston (Wakefield 11-51 at Oakland (Haynes
7-31. 905 pm
N Y Yankees (Cone 14-31 at Anaheim
(Dickson 9-71. 905 pm
Wednesday's Games
Bellmore (Mussina 8-5) at Detroit (Castilto 3-6). 605 pm
Texas (Oliver 5-7) at Toronto (Carpenter
6-4). 605 pm
Minnesota (Milton 5-71 at Kansas City
(Pichardo 5-7), 705 p.m
Tampa Bay (Saunders 2-9) at Chicago
White Sox (Parque 2-3), 705 p.m.
Cleveland (Wright 9-6) at Seattle (Cloude
5-7). 935 pm
Boston (Wasdin 4-3) at Oakland (Oquist
6-7). 935 pm
N V Yankees (Hernandez 5-21 at Anaheim
(Sparks 3-2). 9 35 p m

BASEBALL STAT LEADERS
AMERICAN LEAGUE
355
BATTING—BWilliams, New Yo,*.
TWalker Minnesota, 352, (Rodriguez Texas
340, Sego,. Seattle, 331, MVaughn Boston
328, Slairs. Oakland, 326 HMorris. Kansas
City, 324
Rel—JuGonzalez, Texas. 116, Belle Chicago, 91. Gnffey Jr. Seattle, 91, RPalmeiro, Baltimore, 87, ARodnguez. Seattle. 84, MRamirez.
Cleveland, 82, Thorne, Cleveland. 80
HOME RUNS—GrOfey Jr. Seattle, 40;
RPairneno, Baltimore, 33, ARodriguez. Seattle,
31 JuGonzalez, Texas, 31, Belle, Chicago,
31, Canute°. Toronto, 29. Thome, Cleveland,
28
PITCHING (12 DecIslons)-0Wells New
York. 12-2, 857. 368. PMartinez. Boston 1 4.
3, 824 259, Cone, New York, 14-3, 824,
34.4 Rogers, Oakland, 10-4, 714, 2 90, grew.
New York, 9-4, 692. 3 19. Colon, Cleveland,
11-5. 687, 2 74. Wakefield. Boston, 11-5. 687,
4 23

National League
East Division
Pct.
GB
Atlanta
70
36
660
New York
54
48
14
529
Philadelphia
54
49
14 1/2
524
Montreal
40
65
381
29 1/2
Flonda
38
68
358
32
Central Division
L
Pet.
GB
Houston
62
43
590
Chicago
60
46
566
2 1/2
Milwaukee
53
52
9
505
St Louis
49
55
471
12 1/2
Pittsburgh
49
57
462
13 1/2
Cincinnati
46
60
434
16 1 2
West Division
•
L
Pct.
GB
San Diego
69
36
657
San Francisco 56
49
533
13
Los Angeles
54
51
514
15
Colorado
47
59
443
22 1,2
Anzona
37
68
352
32
Monday's Games
Atlanta 3, Cincinnati 2, 10 innings
Houston 9, Flonda 1
Chicago Cubs 6, Anzona 2
Colorado 8, Pittsburgh 7, 13 innings
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
San Francisco (Rueter 10-6) at Montreal
(Vasquez 3-8), 705 pm
Atlanta (Millwood 11-5) at Cincinnati (Harnisch 7-5), 705 pm
Los Angeles (Bohanon 3-6) at Philadelphia (Greene 6-71. 735 pm
San Diego (Ashby 14-5) at N V Mets
(Nomo 4-81. 7 40 p m
Florida (Ostia 1-0) at Houston (Bergman
9-5). 805 pin
Milwaukee (Woodall 4-51 at Si Louis (Box
tentald 3-5). 810 pm
Pittsburgh (Lieber 8-10) at Colorado (Asia
coo 8-10). 905 pm
Chicago Cubs (Clark 6-91 at Arizona (WO
coff 0-1), 10(05 pm
Wednesday's Games
San Francisco (Darwin 6-8) at Montreal (Hermanson 7-9), 7 05 p m
Atlanta (Smoltz 9-2) at Cincinnati (Knyda
0-1). 7.05 pin
Los Angeles (Mlicki 5-4) at Philadelphia
(Loewer 4-3). 735 p.m.
San Diego (Hamilton 9-9) at NY. Nets
(Leiter 10-4), 740 pm
Florida (Larkin 2-5) at Houston (Schourek
5-6). 805 pm
Milwaukee (Woodard 7-5) at St Louis
(Stottemyre 9-91, 8 10 pm
Pittsburgh (Peters 4-81 at Colorado (Kite
7-12). 905 pin
Chicago Cubs (Wengert 0-0) at Anzona
(Telemaco 3-4). 10 05 pm

NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING—Kendall,
Pittsburgh.
340.
Bichette, Colorado, _336. LWalker. Colorado
335, DeBell, Houston, 330: Olerud, New Yorli.
329, Morandini, Chicago, 328, Castilla, Colorado, 327
RBI—Sosa. Chicago, 102, McGwire, St
Louis. 98. Castilla, Colorado, 97, GVaughn,
San Diego. 89. Alou. Houston. 88, Schott",
Colorado, 88, Galarraga. Atlanta, 86
HOME RUNS—McGwrre, St Louis, 44,
Sou, Chicago. 40. GVaughn, San Diego, 37,
Catlett", Colorado, 35, Galarraga, Atlanta, 33.
Chien's, Atlanta, 26, Alou, Houston, 26
PITCHING (12 Decislons)—KBrown. San
Diego. 12-3, 100, 26t. Glavine, Atlanta, 144. .778. 266, GMaddux, Atlanta, 14-4, 778,
1.59. Gomes, Philadelphia, 9-3 750. 360.
Ashby, San Diego 14-5. 737, 249. ALititer.
New York, 10-4, 714. 1 97, Millwood Atlanta,
11-5 687. 4 19

FUTURES GOLF CLUB
18 Hole Gott' Course

Par 71 + Bent Grass Greens
MEMBERSHIP & WEEKDAY GREEN FEE
SPECIALS THROUGH AUGUST!

• VIP Suites
• Video Viewers • Harmonic Stress Relief

• Massage • Body Shampoo • Hot Lotion

(901)247-3264

In home, hotel or office by appointment.

1120 Country Club Road • Puryear
Outings Welcome!

Call Today 759-9555
HRS. 9

m.-I1 pm

304 Maple St. • Downtown • Murray
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RBI double with tyo oats in the
bottom of the 13th7nning that lifted Colorado over Pittsburgh at
Coors Field.
The Pirates led 7-2 in the sixth
before the Rockies rallied. Neifi
Perez singled home the tying run
in the ninth.
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0444

Mon.-Tues. Boots-N-Bikinis All Country!
Wed. Wet T-Shirt Contest
Cash Prizes

B.Y.O.B.
til 12 a.m.

Tobacco
Crop Hail
Insurance

41Vorlif Class
9t1en's Club

7,000 sq. ft.35 Entertainers
Full Bar Set-Ups
World Class
Sound and Light
System

• guaranteed caslt flow
• excellent claim service
• investment protection

• Food • Pool
• Darts
18 and up

(y1,11•VO,
I'

McNutt Insurance

Hwy. 641 South Puryear, TN

(901)247-3965

OPEN: Mon.-Sat. 5:30 p.m.-1:30 a.m.

1110.-4.111

Teamsters president gets expelled

AROUND THE NATION
Bell Atlantic merging with GTE

•

MIEOPMUNIFINII

NEW YORK (AP) — In the latest rnegamerger to transform
the telecommunications industry. Bell Atlantic Corp. and GTE
Corp. announced today a $52.9 billion deal to create a communications behemoth.
The combined company will have revenues of $53 billion and
more than 60 million local telephone lines, as well as a variety
of other services such as Internet access and wireless phone service.
While Bell Atlantic is using its stock to pay for the transaction, the deal was described as a merger of equals in which the
new board of the combined entity would be drawn equally from
each company.
The Bell Atlantic-GTE merger comes on the heels of a series
of major transactions that are transforming the way companies
market and sell telecommunications services, from local phone
service to Internet access.

Ex-lobbyist gets probation for lies

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — A judge fined a former lobbyist
$3,100 for lying to the FBI when asked whether he gave illegal
gifts to ex-Agriculture Secretary Mike Espy, who is accused of
improperly accepting gifts from companies his agency regulated.
Richard Douglas was placed on 18 months' probation Monday
by U.S. District Judge 'Melton Henderson, who rejected Independent Counsel Donald Smaltz's recommendation for a six-month
prison sentence.
Douglas, a former executive of Sun-Diamond Growers of California, a major almond cooperative, pleaded guilty in March to
lying to the FBI by denying he had made illegal gifts to Espy.

Man cleared of cop killing

JERSEY CITY, N.J. (AP) — A jury took less than five hours
to clear a man who had been accused of killing a cop for more
than two decades.
The jury on Monday acquitted V. James Landano of charges
that he murdered a Newark police officer in 1976, closing one of
the state's longest-running criminal cases.
Minutes later, Landano smiled with relief as he stood with his
wife on the steps of the Hudson County Courthouse. He criticized
authorities who kept him in prison for 12 years.
The verdict came exactly nine years after a federal judge, finding prosecutorial misconduct, overturned a 1977 verdict that put
Landano in prison.

Teen arraigned in stabbing

GOLD BEACH, Ore. (AP) — A 17-year-old accused of repeatedly stabbing a 9-year-old with a hunting knife was arraigned
Monday for the slaying of the boy he was baby-sitting.
Michael E. George is being held without bail following Saturday's knifing in Brookings, a coastal community in the southwestern corner Oregon.
"No one can remember a crime this horrible," said police Chief
Ken Lewis. "It's one thing for adults to kill one another, but this
is something else."
According to police. George was baby-sitting Justin Lang Barlow while the boy's parents were at work. After stabbing Barlow,
George went home, washed up, changed clothes, and walked about
four miles to a market where he telephoned police and told them
about the killing. Lewis said.
"He's just a loner," Detective John Bishop said of George. "He
didn't make any waves. He was just an average kid, from what
we knew."

cement
Helms undergoes knee replaboth
of Sen. Jesse

RALEIGH, N.C. (AP) — A surgeon replaced
carHelms' knees Monday to relieve him of pain caused by worn
tilage, the senator's office said.
Dr.
Both knee joints were replaced with artificial joints by
David Rendleman at Rex Hospital.
anes"Senator Helms tolerated the procedures well under spinal
physihis
room,"
recovery
the
in
ly
comfortab
thesia and is resting
stay is
cian Dr. Bertram Coffer said at 1:30 p.m. "His hospital
expected to be brief."
Helms, R-N.C., said last month the knee condition was painful
cart to
and caused him to walk with a cane and use an electric
travel long distances around Capitol Hill.
RelaThe 76-year-old Helms, chairman of the Senate Foreign
in a
blockage
a
for
April
in
surgery
underwent
tions Committee,
carotid artery.

A federal grand jury continues
today, have maintained they were
unaware of the plot. Carey said to investigate the matter.
he 'did not recall approving the
The IRB held three days of
payments linked to the scheme.
hearings earlier this year to weigh
"The serious breaches of trust evidence about the scheme, which
by Hamilton and Carey require involved Teamsters contributions
severe sanctions," the board wrote to political groups, including Citin its 35-page report.
izen Action and Project Vote, to
Last November. the IRB rec- support Democrats in the 1996
ommended that Carey, once a sym- elections in exchange for donabol of Teamsters reform, be charged tions to Carey.
with bringing reproach upon the
In maintaining his innocence,
union. At the time, the board, comprised of two former federal judges Carey challenged the integrity of
a key witness against him, former
Carey's former campaign man- and a labor lawyer, called Carey's
manager Jere Nash. On
campaign
recall
not
ager and two consultants have defense that he did
day the board brought
same
the
improper
of
a
series
charges
approving
pleaded guilty to federal
him. Carey took
against
charges
on."
and
a
"fabricati
payments
scheme,
the
from
stemming
decree
Under a 1989 consent
a leave of absence from the union
the union's political director,
Justice
the
and
union
the
indicted
between
was
he has been an officer of for more
William Hamilton,
three-member
the
nt,
Departme
30 years.
than
jury.
by a grand
-It is a sad day when the word
Both Carey and Hamilton, who board recommends charges to the
union's executive board.
of a convicted criminal prevails over
also was expelled by the board

WASHINGTON (AP) — A federally appointed board today
expelled Teamsters President Ron
Carey from the union because of
an illegal fund-raising scheme that
boosted his re-election over James
P. Hoffa in 1996.
The Independent Review Board
found that Carey was responsible
for the scheme that directed
$885,000 in union funds to thirdparty political groups to benefit
his campaign.

Lawmakers not ready to support cable legislation
WASHINGTON(AP)— Steeply
rising cable TV rates worry lawmakers, but they're not ready to
support legislation that would stop
the scheduled deregulation of cable
prices.
Sen. John McCain. R-Ariz.,
chairman of the Senate Commerce
Committee was exploring options
at a hearing today to protect the
nation's 67 million cable customers
from being gouged when price
controls expire on March 31, 1999.
McCain is most interested in
encouraging more competition to
cable to keep prices in check. For
now, McCain doesn't plan to offer
legislation that would let the Federal Communications Commission
continue regulating rates after
March 31, said an aide, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
Rep. Edward Markey, D-Mass.,
has a bill that would do just that.
Price controls would be lifted when
customers can buy service from
competing local companies. That
measure hasn't gotten much political support and no companion bill
has been offered in the Senate.
The industry opposes regulating prices beyond March 31. saying that would halt investment in
new services, such as high-speed
Internet access and digital TV, and
discourage companies from adding
new channels. The FCC hasn't taken
a position on extending its ratemaking power.
Rep. Billy Tauzin, R-La., meanwhile, is preparing to offer a bill
giving cable TV customers addi-
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CHICAGO (AP) — The Rev. Jesse Jackson, being treated for
Monday,
bronchial asthma, was in good spirits and improving on
doctors said.
be
"He has responded very well to treatment, and we should
internist
an
Walker,
Elsie
Dr.
said
soon,"
him
able to discharge
at Doctors Hospital of Hyde Park.
Walker said she could not say specifically when the civil rights
leader and former presidential candidate would be released.

TERMS

Three Teamsters presidents.
including Hoffa's father Jimmy,
have gone to jail, and a fourth
died under indictment. The federal government stepped in 1989
because, it alleged, organized crime
had become a pervasive influence
in the union.
A
Ru

Jackson still hospitalized

HAMMOND, Ind. (AP) — A large explosion shook a generating plant this morning, setting off a big fireball and injuring at
least four people.
The explosion was heard just before 8 a.m. at a coal-fired
power plant along the Lake Michigan shore that is owned by
bilSouthern Energy Corp. Thick, black smoke and flames were
later.
hour
an
nearly
lowing from the plant
taken to
Two injured people, conditions unknown, were being
man
spokeswo
,
Hammond
St. Margaret Mercy Healthcare Centers in
Universito
airlifted
were
people
other
Valerie Culver said. Two
which has a
ty of Chicago Hospitals on Chicago's South Side,
said.
special unit for critically injured people, police

the word of a man who has stood
for integrity all his life," Carey
said then. "In spite of this injustice, I believe it in the best interest of the membership and the
reform movement that I remove
myself from IBT decision-making
while I fight my appeal."
Carey has remained popular svith
the union's reform wing despite
the findings against him because
he was successful in opening up
a notoriously corrupt union to its
members.

1111 Main, Murray, Kentucky 42071
502-759-9443. Member FDIC. Equal Housing Lender

SONGLEADERS: Charles E. Stubblefield
Dan Webb
Shea Sykes
Eddie B. Stubblefield
MINISTER: Bob Haley
, mow lisiosmodio" ciait 436-5635
Solaisa•loile,“6,1",sAsm maim, lowomic 70"
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TO PLACE, CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD, CALL:

food
arey
ijusHerthe
love

CLASSIFIED Al) RATES
Div10 id.

Tonya Williams
Debbie Howard
753-1916

$625 Column Inch, 40% Discount 2nd kw., 60% Mamma 3rd Run
(All I Ads Masi Raw Wuhan 6 Day Period)

OFFICE HOURS: 7:30 AM-5 PM, Mon. thru Fri.

52 25 per Lolurrin iih extra for luesilay (Shopping Guide ,
Reader Ads

king

da ree per word per day for each addiuona, ,ortesi.ouve
30s pa word Sh 00 malunurn
$2 ue ca int trr Shopper (Toes Clasetriods go into Shopping Guide )S2_010 eau.for blaid boa

with
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:der1989
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1998 MEDICARE
INFORMATION

Microwave
Repair

Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
standar-teed in 10
plans and we write
all 10.

Bidnds

Ward Elkins
753-1713

The part A deductible
you, Or your
insurance, moat pay
has been ince eased
to $764 in IA&

ALTERATIONS
Ruth $ See & Sew
753-6981
AVON
Whether you want to buy,
sell or just look through a
book, call Tonya at
435-4026.

ates.

rent.
has
time
:fore

For more information
call:

MeCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide
1-800-455 4199
our 35th year oi service'

FREE Pregnancy Tests
Lifehouse 753-0700
HOME grown corn, tomatoes, squash Taking orders 759-9312

:cted
I up
are
such
!asier

leregC1:3111-

HOUSE of Clothes, $1 00
per item. Mon-Sun. Ott
Kirksey Hwy lett on 464, 5
miles. 489-2243

PEACHES & Nectarines
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield 502-623-8312

PARADISE Kennels will
no longer be boarding ani
rnals after 7-31-98 Susan
will
continue
Adams
grooming Thank you for
your patronage

Help Waded

060

Sells Everywhere+

AVON

Earn $8-$16/hr No door to
door req'd (18yrs+) 1-800230-4030 ind/sIs/rep

c_f El
"J

FP

Water Gardens
0

5
U

5

0
0
0

Landscape Pools
Make the summer heat enjoyable with water
trickling into a fascinating, refreshing water
garden or landscape pool.
Now is the time for installation

Xentucky Green
Barbara or Dan wecitherspoon
502-472-1445

U
g.
C151

.._.
L8.41-3 [JO

July Special!
Wiggins will pay all sales tax
through the month of July.
Need Furniture? Bedding?
For the best possible prices with FREE
delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N. of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)

Open 9-5 Mon.-Fri., Sat. 9-3
With 12, 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566

/ ALPINE
•lockrordrosqa10.

Clarion
41:70 A ILA Cat I 41:10

Tapes
CD's
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music
753-0113

Dixieland Center

ckory

117
Hwy 121
Bypass

0

Mow-Sal
11 1:34/

BBQ

753-3145

Come Enjoy Our Expanded Menu

Charbroiled

Hickor Smoked
BItt)
Bibs
Tenderloin

entity
I lb BaQ
Rai Buns
Pas Cilit Sliw
Pk4 Pia SAW

Burgers

‘- Pond 12a ised

$10.99

('a I1ish

1.1111C11 SINCial% II a.m.-2 p.m.

•

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NUSRING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan of care that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the

alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Deadline
Day & Time
Frl. 11 sm.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon.3 p.m.
Tues. 3 p m.
Wed. 3 p m.
Thurs. 3 p.m

VISA

190

140

060

020

020

Just Say "Charge It"

Ad Deadlines
Publish Day
ondsy
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

111046Ivy

I

Home Low For Rent
1

litt
MEDIACOM A leading na- RECEPTIONIS1 , Secreta- CASH paid for good, used T-20 Ferguson. 3 point 1/2 Ac-HE. $100/mo 753- 2BR, 202 S
8101
tional cable provider is ry need for local heat/ air rifles, shotguns and pis- hitch, grader blades, over- 6012
Sporting hauled last year $2,100
Benson
looking for career minded firm Need to have good tols
MOBILE home lot for rent 2BR central gas h/a, ap
furnished
individuals to fill several communication skills and Goods, 519 S 12th Mur- firm 753-9785
in small park Concrete pliances
attendance ray
part time Customer Rela- excellent
drive & sidewalk, trash $300/mo Coleman RE.
Please send resume to COLLECTIBLES & Anti
200
tions Coordinator posi
pickup lawn mowed Lo- 753-9898
Equipment
lions. Applicants should be 1102 Chestnut St Murray ques We buy 1 or whole
cated on Hwy 641 Hazel, 2BR, duplex, central h a,
able to work a flexible Position must be filled by estates Call 753-3633
$110 per mo 492-8488
stove, refrigerator, dish.
schedule including nights. August 3rd
WANTED Riding mowers BERTHA irons, 10 clubs washer, w/d hook-up Co300
AVON- $8- $20/ hr No
weekends. and holidays
SALES- CEMETERY
leman RE 753-9898
& 4-wheelers that need RCH96 shah, like new
door to door Quick cashi
Numb
Proven customer service Be one of the highest paid
$600 753-9289
work 436-2867
•Bonuses*
3BR apt, located at 703 S
experience preferred but in America Call 11am
TOMMY Armour 845's Sil4th St $300/mo. $300 de1-800-296-0139
not required Computer 4pni Mon-Sat, 753-2971
150
ver Scotts Golf Clubs
indisIsirep
posit. 1yr lease Call 753Arlo*
skills
a
telephone
and
irons 1-PW Tommy Ar0839 or 436-2935
For Sale
CARPENTERS needed plus. Sella resume to: Me- THE Courier Journal is
Suites
size
Various
mour bag included $200
looking for a self motivated
Murray area (502) 37b diacom, Attn Custonier
3BR, 2 bath. 5353 121
Walnut Plaza
pipeline 759-4649
2402 (502) 376-5784 after Relations Supervisor, 90 individual in the Murray/ 1985 PORTABLE
South $400 month rent/
5th
N
104
Hazel area to deliver one Lincoln welder 753-0838
210
6 p.m
Main St, Benton, KY
deposit No pets 489753-8302 or
of our Sunday only motor
Ilotiood
2296
Banker 42025
COLDWELL
ATTN: College Students.
have reliable
753-9621
Woods and Associates is MICROCOMPUTER Re- routes Must
3BR, stove/refrigerator furMiss- matched mattress
and cash
for Sale Oak
FIREWOOD
expanding Agents need- pair Technician I, Murray transportation
100X300 LOT. 36x36 nished Central h/a Declearance sale. SMITH
If interested call D
s Hickory $35 delivered
ed. training available 753- State Universtry. Informa- bond
shop, paved drive in Cold- posit & leave required
FACTORY,
MATTRESS
Hussey at 1 800-8b6$40 delivered & stacked
1651
after 1303 Chestnut St
tion Systems Department
489-2061
water
Symsonia, Ky. 502-8512211
Call 492-8266
3pm
759-4696
3160.
COMMUNITY Alternatives Qualifications; Must have
270
now. 2br,
KY A progressive compa- a minimum of two years
AVAILABLE
753rent
shop
for
CAR
4
cribs,
baby swings,
BABY
supporting
Homes For Sale
furnished,
ny that provides sevices to experience
downtown,
4509
toys, clothes, boys 0-3t,
$255 2BR duplex in Almo,
people with mental retar- Windows 95 and Windows
girls 0-18m. other baby
DOWNTOWN office space
c/h/a, stove. refng »did,
dation/ developmental dis- 3.1 in a network environitems. Contact Brenda 12X70 2 BR 1 1/2 bath
1991 GRAND AM for sale
available. Rent from $95 to
$4200
Good
condition
$375. New 1br apt in uniabilities, has staffed resi- ment Must be Internet
to
8am
Jones
753-4306,
with
elderly.
utilitsit
including
$150/mo,
proficient, Also
cash firm
versity Heights Stove. re
dence provider positions technologies
nights Call 753-4590 for 1pm, 6pm to 8pm Monies. Call Greg McNutt
w/d. dishwasher,
trig.
available. High school di- with experience in Cold
Thur
1980
Norns,
Double
Wide,
753-4451.
information
$325 M-F, 8-5, 753-4937
ploma/ GED required, val- Fusion, Active Server.
60
x
2
on
24
bed
bath,
3
VB CLEANING houses is my FOR sale Pool table & upOFFICE or store space in
id driver's license, reliable JAVA Script and
210 x 85 lot $32,000 Call Southside Shopping Cen- CURRENTLY taking applitransportation and must be Script Microsoft Access business , Reliable Call right freezer. 759-5466
437-4354
cations for rental assisexperi- Linda 759-9553
ter 753-4509, 753-6612
GOLD formica kitchen tawilling to work flexible and Visual Basic
tance on 1, 2 & 3br units
2
BR,
3
bath,
1980,
14x80,
Responsience
required
SMALL business or office
hours. Call (502) 527-2255
DO you have an elderly or ble dwith 4 brown upholfor qualified applications
innew
c/h/a,
deck.
carpet,
setup,
System
bilities:
753utilities
in
Paid
All
space
chairs
good
MS
stered
to;
or send resume
sick loved one who needs
Apply at Mur-Cal Apartlot
90
a
3
etc
x
With
180'
hardand
configure
stall
6106
Peller, Community Alternacare? Do you need a care Londition, $75 Large secments. 902 Northwood Dr
to
reduce°
out
software compobuildings,
tives KY, P.O.Box 39, ware and
320
ume off'? I tional sofa with end reclingiver to give
Equal Housing OpportuniCall
bell
$19,000
Must
resoand
nents,
diagnosis
best
cover,
Symsonia, KY 42082.
Apartments For Rent
have 15yrs experience as ers, needs new
ty TDD# 1-800-247-2510
762-0171 5-9 pm
lution of system problems
EOE/M/F/DN
Medical offer 759-0168
caregiver
a
Deadline;
Application
DUPLEX, 2br, stove
FLEETWOOD
1985
1 OR 2br apts near downtrained Excellent referen- LEER topper, red, for midCOOKS, waitresses, dish- August 7, 1998 To Apply
14x70. 2br, dishwasher, town Murray starting at frigerator.
day
one
tui
condices
Available
Excellent
size truck
washers. Anna's Farm- Send letter of application,
hookup
h/a
$200/mo 753-4109
or more 435-4047
tion Call 474-8340atter microwave, central
house Restaurant, Aurora
resume and the names,
eposit
/53-9866
5pm
354-9875
1, 2 & 3BR units available
phone IN home license daycare,
Monroe Ave
addresses and
mobile
1992
Ardmore
immediately. Apply at Murnumbers of three referen- close to town, now has MOVING: Equipment must
CPA
..,3-8002
home, 14X60, 2 bedroom,
902
Apartments,
Growing CPA firm will in- ces to David Dowdy. In- openings. with daily activi- go Kubota lawn tractor, 1 bath, central heat, win- Cal
Puryear, 2br,
DUPLEX,
Snapper riding mower
Equal
Dr.
Northwood
terview bright, energetic formation Systems, Murray ties. 767-0791
stove, refrigerator. w/d
A/C, refrigerator,
dow
raair
compressor,
trailer,
Housing Opportunity 759and ambitious CPA Tax State university. PO Box NEED a dependable, rehookup, carport, storage
saw, Maytag stove and new dishwasher 4984 i UDC ; -8vu-247preparation experience is 9, Murray, KY 42071
sponsible pan-time week- dial arm
clean, quiet, $400/mo plus
light
fixNew
included.
hide-a-bed
dryer,
washer/
2510.
necessary. Steven G. Sa- Equal education and em- end babysitter"I Seven
deposit No pets
tures & new carpet in livopportunity
cora, CPA. PFS/CFP. 319 ployment
years experience and 436-2669
ingroom Vaulted ceiling & 1BR Diuguid Dr Call Cole- 901-382-3495
many references 489
Sacora Lane. Sedalia, KY
MOWERS, money-back two decks. Can remain on
man Realty 753-9898
EMBASSY apts now leasMILLS Manor has an im- 2771
42079.
guarantee. 753-8292.
rented lot; water & trash
central
mediate opening due to
cuilipletely remod- ing Nice 2br $300,
1BR,
Price
FULL- Time Food Serv- program expansion for a WILL babysit after school
NEARLY new diamond cut pickup included
to
eled, mew stuvc & refriger- gas heat, c/a, close
teenager
ice Aide: 12 noon to CERTIFIED ACTIVITY DI- Responsible
Challenger tool box with $9,400. 759-4649.
Colepets
No
campus
ator Call 753-8588
Willing to ride bus home full length lid 6T long
8 30pm
man RE 753-9898
RECTOR or RECREA2BR duplex, central h/a.
your child Referen- $175 Call 474-8340, after
with
Full- time Food Service TIONAL
THERAPIST.
BUCCANEER, dishwasher, microwave, EXTRA nice 2br. Town1994
ces if needed. 753-1775.
5pm
Clerical Aide: 11am to
house Includes washer &
Qualities desired: Comput16x80, 3br, 2 full baths
w/d hook-up No pets
7 30pm
PIONEER stereo system, Partly furnish, front & rear
$460 plus deposit
dryer,
er Literate (Life Story,
$420/mo Security deposit
Part- Time Food Service
25 CD Disk changer, 5 decks 1YR left on warranNo pets. available August
Organizational
WP7),
492-8393
Aide: Flexible hours, perspeakers, dual cassette ty, $23,500 obo 436-5692
1 435-4294
Skills, Experience in Refect of students
MULTI-MEDIA computer, tape & loaded 767-0731
2BR duplex. 207 S. 11th EXTRA nice, 2 BR. 1 large
after 5pm
nab or Alzheimer s Unit
Apply at Murray- Calloway
in person Mills $600 753-7050
Apply
PROM Dresses: Black 1997 DUTCHESS 14X72 St Appliances furnished
bath w/2 sinks, central h/a,
County Hospital. 803 PopManor Nursing & Rehabilifurnished,
w/sequins, size 9/10. Teal 2br, 2 bath, vinyl siding & No pets. Deposit required
appliances
lar St., Murray, KY
or
green w/sequins & beads, shingled roof. gas heat & $310/mo Call 753-3415
tation Center, 500 Beck
lease/deposit, no pets
130
HENRY County Medical Lane, Mayfield, KY 42066
size 11/12. Both worn one stove, central air $20,000 753-7123.
For Ws
$425 month 1811 Ridge2BR near campus No wood 753-0814
Center surgery department Please no phone calls.
or Trade
time only. Call 753-0943 753-3716,251-0031.
has RN, LPN & Scrub
pets Call 753-1203
after 4:30pm.
GARAGE apt, 404 St. 8th
1998 Sunpointe by Fleetcook for 23FT Chris Craft with cud
Technician positions open NEED grill or line
or
upstairs apt. 4 miles St. No pets. $200 per
barn
2BR
your
1
for
1/2
SEE us
wood 14x60, 2 BR,
Olive
&
15th
only.
days
rear
wing.
753
and
dy
for 7-3 & 3-11 shifts. Experoof metal. Cut to length
bath, washer/dryer, central on 121 S. No pets, month_ Call 759-4771.
4509
rience preferred. Sign on 753-1520.
Covers 36 inches, many h/a, stove, refrig . partially $285/mo + deposit 489- KENTUCKY Lake, Lake140
bonus for experience. We
colors. Economy Metal & furnished, $18,000 OBO 2296
land Wesley Village, 1 br
RN SUPERVISOR
Want to Buy
offer an excellent benefit
Supply Co. 489-2722.
May be seen at B-17 Fox 2BR, 2 bath with garage, apartment, utilities includSHIFT
7-3
FULL
TIME,
Human
in
Apply
package.
STRAW for sale, $2 00/ Meadows. 759-0737 or central h/a, appliances fur- ed. rent based on income
Resources. Monday- Fri- Apply at WestView Nurs- ANTIQUES & collectibles
1yr 62 & older, or handicap &
$525/mo.
nished
ing Home, 1401 S 16th
bale Call 489-2436 if no 759-5207 after 4:00
1 piece or all Call 753day, 8am-4pm.
lease, 1 month deposit. No disabled Equal Housing
St, Murray, KY
answer leave message
9433
FOR sale: 16x80, 1994 At- pets, 753-2905 or
502-762-1591
MASTER CONTROL
502-354Opportunity.
SEARS CRAFTSMAN, 10 lanta, 3br, 2 full baths, gas 753 7536
——
OPERATOR.
8888
Radial Arm Saw with heat, central air Setting on
inch
Full time position with bentable, good condition. a beautiful lot in country,
efits. High school graduate
$100 474-8704 leave
NEEDED
DRIVERS
but 5 minutes from anyor equivalent required. Telmessage
where Maybe moved. PaRollins Dedicated Carriage Services, Inc.
evision background or exTHE GREEN DOOR
tio deck in back, front
perience with electronic
has an immediate opening for DOT qualified
Sale' Sale' Sale!
porch w/swing, landscapequipment a plus. Must
tractor trailer drivers with at least 2 years expeantiques. ed Call 759-9215.
Collectibles,
have computer literacy,
steady,
road:
the
over
primarily
is
rience. Work
books $1.00 & up. 60'5
strong organizational and
LARGE selection of 1998
home each week. You will earn excellent
Columbia bike, tables.
interpersonal skills: and
lot models for sale Come
including
package
wages and a full benefits
depression
dressers,
Fall Classes begin
ability to work in a fast
by & see!' Dinkins Mobile
prescription,
dental,
vision,
major medical,
glass, Avon. Hummel, etc,
paced, multi tasked enviAug. 3
Homes Inc , Lake Hwy.
etc, etc. Lots morel Open Paris, TN
retirement program, and much more. For furronment Responsible for
10ampass
Thur. Fri & Sat,
Call now for scheduling
air product of both WOTV
ther details, call (502) 753-1156. Must
1-800-642-4891
1-502-436-2929.
6pm.
DOT physical examination and drug screen.
Ages begin at 3 & up
and MSU cable, switching
of
out
sell,
moving
MUST
From Murray; 94E to 732
on air program elements-Equal Opportunity Employer.
1995 14x60 2br.
Instructor: Marty McBride
about 5 miles, tum right for town
programs, commercials.
1ba, excellent conditon
Spruce St, Murray • 502-759-2355
7
2
87-A
miles.
announcepromotion
$15,500 obo Phone 759ments. station ID's, and
TY Beanie Babies for sale 4148 after 5pm or leave
public service announceEars, Quackers Gracey & message
SALES F YOU ARE READING THIS AD, YOU ARE
ments, maintaining official
more Call 492-8566 after
UNHAPPY, YOU ARE EITHER OUT OF WORK, OR
logs for WQTV and proREPO Mobile Home for
5pm
"JOEI"
A
HAVE
YOU JUST
bine
gram logs for MSU cable
sale 1996 So Lifestyle. 3
Do you want a career,Do yeti same,ern 16014 per yea'Do rev Irani a
weaves ernes
barlass mecca io-rens,I an gone b two 5 csoole Seise&
to ensure maximum quality
BR, 2 bath $500 down
com.or• aningsment TP..ortee ian
seals*
urrarcirc
re
11,411
4
1
lest eery
control. and screening seto
ware
be
we
eitrnolvawd
Call 1-800-411-0883
snore
iodine tor must be home
esicily Yowl
lected programs and spots
30 ihe vane way hor swirl wird sew resat I wore
Paso,
washer/dryer.
ii
NM
fru
res
la
STACKING
wen
tut
r40041
WE otter finished shee
Ino
NI" ext IWoo he erne wore tan
for content and quality priwe error No Wolin
30
Westinghouse, trock, Pella windows, &
white
INGO dualaceirws I woild re:vouch *soy Ware ro,
or to air Salary $6 35 per
ou company toe to oder
washer needs pump 759- much, much more Cushour. Apply at: Human ReMemorial Gardens
Murray
4284
tom order your new home
sources. Sparks Hall, MurCall Mr. Shepherd
or buy from our huge seray State University, PO
114 Mon.-Sai. • (502) 753-2971
Dinkins Mobile
lection
pkbaso
resumes
No
42071KY
needed
Murray,
9,
Box
Cal for directions if
• Lake Hwy.
Inc
Homes.
f
WI
not
I 1101 moos
0009. An EEO, M/F/D. AA
42- HATAcHi big screen Pans, TN
E 0 E.
employer.
•
1-800-642-4891
iv_ Excellent condition Entertainment center with
TEMPORARY
280
glass doors. Both are light
Computer Repair. Upgrade.
LABORERS &
oak 753-2753 or 1-800Noma For Revd
Training S, Installation
CASHIERS
455-3001 ask for Glen or
Why Pay Higher Prices
NEED 4 people to unload
Manlyn
2BR mobile home Newly
trucks and 2 cashiers lit
On A Rental Vehicle?
remodeled Trash pick-up
CIA
ETHAN Allen drop leaf
Chuck Homier's Truckload
water furnished 5225
&
dining room set with six
Tent Sale See Homier
month plus deposit Cali
„7„
chairs 436-5401
Sales Manager UNDER
759-1835
Rental and Sales
THE TENT @ CHESTNUT
trailer No pets hlef2BR
Crosser
12th Murray, KY 42071
So
112
INTERSECTION
Justin
HILLS.
erences needed Call 751
753-6910
Phone:
OF US HWY 641 & KY
Specialist
Support
9866
STATE HWY 121, MURDaily, Weekly or Monthly Rates
Has
TOBACCO wagons. end TRAILER for rent, 3 bed
RAY 800 A M 7/29/98
(502) ; 59-8662 1709 College Farm Rd
Come by to check out our low. low, lowest rates in
loaders $325 Side load- room. 2 bath Call 416
Pays $7 00/Hr No Phone
Murray, KY 42071
town for cars, custom vans, and vans for moving
(502) 853-3967
6050.
ers, $225. 492-6774
Calls

ASSEMBLER needed for
light manufacturing Appli
cant must be self motivated, reliable and able to
work with small parts Apply in person. Perry Enterprises, 87 Spruce St, Murray, KY 759-0661.

Office Space

McBrides
Gymnastic
Academy

McKnight 9 Sons
Sawmill

Now Buying Standing
Timber & Logs

Call 753-5305
or 753-9351

1.

't•••
4

"STOP"

ch?li Support

HALEY'S

C
.

,

2B

TUESDAY, JULY 28, 1998

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

340
Houses For Rent

320
Fer Ilsat

R.
Hmass

1BR apt available all applianoes Larger than most
Call Mur Cal Realty
753-4444

4

•

FOR RENT
Nice 4 bedroom bnck
home, 1 large bath,

MANOR
MURRAY
APARTMENTS Make it
your hornet Great 1 or 2br
apartments with great
puce, central h/a, laundry
Office hours
facilities
Mon -Fri
8am-5pm,
Equal
(502)753-8668,
Housing Opportunity

Er&Lets For Sale

340

large eat-in kitchen,
living room, lg. utili-

1

THREE bedroom, stove,
refrigerator, microwave,
washer & dryer Central
h/a, $350 month, $350 deposit, lyr lease 435-4314
ask for James
360

ty room, gas furnace.
I mile southeast
of city limits.

Call 753-4566

10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
NEAR Universtiy- 2 room
furnished efficiency. Availper mo.
able Aug 1st Living room
Plus Deposit
kitchenette combo, bedroom, bath has tub/ shower Central electric heat
and cooling Ground floor, 2BR, all appliances, locat$210 deposit, $210/mo ed in New Concord $250
753-4560 (9am- 5pm)
month. $250 deposit. 6mo
or lyr lease 435-4314 ask
NOW available- lbr apar1- for James
ment, furnished and paid
utilities. Lease and deposit
stove and refrigerarequired Near downtown. 2BR.
tor, w/d hookup, central
No pets. 436-2755
h/a. $475/mo. 12 month
REDECORATED spacious lease, 1 month deposit. 4
2br duplex, c./h/a, applian- miles N. No pets.
1600 Ridgewood, 753-2259 or 527-8174.
ces
$375/mo Call 753-8096
3 BEDROOM, 1 bath, cenRESIDENTIAL area du- tral gas heat, walk to
plex near MSU CHA, apclass 1603 Farmer adjapliances, 102 Williams, cent to MSU, $475 month
$350/mo 753-8096
759-1070

$450

2BR, brick, patio, w/d
3 BR, 1 bath, central heat
hook-up, shade. No pets.
and air, brick with hard$355/mo. 753-6931
wood floors, range, refrigNICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 3- erator, washer/dryer hook4br house w/washer & dry- up. $600 month. 759er, furnished, near MSU
9746
Inquire at 1210 Main St
3BR house for rent, car5pm,
before
753-1252
port. appliances Coleman
753-0606 after 5pm
RE. 753-9898.
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 baths
Townhouse. Appliances 3BR house in Kirksey
furnished w/washer & dry- References required. Nc
er, $500/mo. 1 yr lease 1 indoor pets Call afte'
mo deposit. No pets.
5pm 901-479-8315.
753-2905, 753-7536.
3BR, 2 bath 753-4444
330
4 BEDROOM, 2 bath, cenRooms For Rent
tral h/a with garage. 1605
Farmer, walk to class, adBEAUTIFUL home near
$725
jacent to MSU
hospital and court square.
month. 759-1070
kitchen,
room,
Large living
& bath. w/d, satellite tv. 4 BEDROOMS, 3 bath
From 5175. 753-9211, 1705 Miller Available Aug
1 519-8020
759-6000.
FURNISHED rooms for 6BR. 3 bath house for
rent across from MSU. rent. N 16th & Miller.
$250/mo, utilities paid. De- Available August 151h. Call
posit & references re- Mur-Cal Realty. 753-4444.
quired. 924-0901
AVAILABLE Aug. 1, two
room
SLEEPING
BR, central h/a, stove. re$150/mo. Coleman RE. frigerator. dishwasher. Ex753-9898
tra nice. 5 miles east of
340
Murray. No inside pets.
Houses For Rent
753-8943
NICE 2br central air,
1 BR house, washer, dry
stove, retrigerator. w/d
er. stove, refngerator fur
Lease, no animals, stornished Deposit and refer
age shed, near college
ences required $275 a $500 deposit $500/mo
month No pets 753-5745
753-7920
2 BR, 1 bath, A-frame in
Almo. Stove, refrigerator, NORTH of Murray - 2 BR,
furnished, w/d hookup, 2 BA, no pets, $450 a
large yard. $300 month. month plus deposit. 753Lease & deposit required. 4837 or after 5 p.m 7534717
435-4035

Hwy 299
Mini Storage
489-6166
489-2796
C STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair
753-3571

EASTSIDE

jr1.glom

1 ACRE tot wooded 7679435
BUILDING soon? Seller financing could help you
purchase this one acre
building lot in subdivision
with county water For full
details call Mike Conley at
Olive Branch Realty 7679900
DUPLEX lots on Bagwell
Blvd otf Glendale Rd Lot
for sale in Circarama Sub
753-4389 or 753-5960
HAMLIN, 2 beautiful/ pnvete lots at deadend
$1,900 436-5016, after
6pm

121/2 ACRES of wooded
land Very pnvate and secluded in Calloway county.
354-6062

STORAGE
1400 DIUGUID 1- 2 bed119 Main • 753-6266
room log home, 100X200
CREEKVIEW
lot, all city services Close
Self-storage warehouses
to university. $49,900
on Center Drive behind
502-927-9191
$20-$40/mo
Shoney s
3BR brick house, 1104
759-4081
Fairlane in Circarama Sub.
Excellent condition. 753Neon Beach
4389 or 753-5960.

OVER 11,00sq ft w/2 car
garage. brand new home
Anywhere between 1-15
acres with it. Different
pnce witand 767-0731
REDUCED 2 Story log
home 4yrs old 3800sq ft,
13 acres fenced w/pond,
30x60 shop, 120x50 barn,
24x36 barn, 18x36 bam,
24x40 equipment shed
Reduced to $380,000
753-7687
WHY pay rent? 100% financing, 3br, 1 bath Call
Edwina to see if you may
qualify Grey's Properties
759-2001, 767-9435

NASCAR go cart, lyr old,
hardly used $500 obo
Call 759-2410

dim

1985 CJ7. hard & soft top,
106xxx miles. $4500. 4365666.
1993 JEEP Grand Cherokee. Excellent condition.
Can see on Oaks Country
Club Road 759-9251.

1995 24ft Cheperal cabin
Used very little
753-4389 or 753-5960
Cruiser

1996 DAYTONA Tigershark warailer & life jacket
$3,000 Must sell 7539366
HOUSEBOAT for sale or
trade for car Must sell
Best offer 436-2345
PONTOON boat, 1988, 24
ft Riviera Cruiser 90
Horse Motor Call 4374354
PONTOON boat, 1989
model, Solodcraft, custom
built, 26ft, w/Evinrude motor $3900 obo Call 7531653, 759-1894 leave
message
PRICED to sell! 1993 Yamaha Pro VXR Waverunner
Excellent condition
436-5720
1995 SUNCRUISER pontoon, teal & salmon color,
bimini top, 115hp Evinrude. Apprx 301'trs, like
new. 435-4602 or 5598510.

Mo,-100J1
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WANTED
Seanues,
TriE Clutter
CLEANING Service
For Reel Estate. Rentals aluminum gutters, vanery Mobile Homes to move
HM & Sons has 17 years
New Construction Also of colors Licenses. insurIns for public
experience
available
Estmate
ed
painting & repair 759(502) 437-3939
759-4690
0484
WOOD VCR
TUCKER'S
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Repairing VCR s, MicroLawn Care Service
Additions, garages, decks,
Mowing, trimming grass waves Free estimates
remodeling, vinyl siding
lawn Authorized dealer for 1820yrs experience 753- catching & general
inch Digital Satellite & Dash
leave
502-759-9609
care
5592
Network Mon-Fri. 1-5:30
message
CUSTOM BUILT
753-0530
Wooden decks, fencing,
WALTERS Contracting
pole barns, sheds. carFree estimates Guaranports Also repair 7 rebuild
teed Quality Work LiExcellent workmanship
censed & Insured Over 20
Affordable rates
years experience Roofing,
753-7860
additions, vinyl siding,
CUSTOM bulldozing & decks, remodeling Cali
backhoe work, septic sys- 753-2592
tems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
AAAAA AAAAA AAAA AAA
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. -Cleaning vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes,
boats, brick driveways,
parking lots, all exterior
Septic Systems - New or Repaii
cleaning, acid cleaning
Stumps & Trees Removed
available. David Borders,
Insured, Completely MoGeneral Cleanup & Hauling
bile. Phone 502-759-4734
Water Drainage Problems
Cellular 502-853-1108
Licensed - Insured
DOG services needed
Call Janice 492-8723

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

Blue Grass Backhoe

The I
ing thi
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severe
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him to
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(502) 436-5790

ELECTRICIAN
R&R ELECTRIC.
YVVVVVVVVVVVVVVVV-IP
1994 CHEVROLET BlazNew construction, rewirer, 4dr, 4x4, Em. Green.
ing, mobile home hookneutral intenor, LT, loaded,
ups, electncal mainteexcellent condition. 354Mini-Storage
nance & repair. Call any3-D DOZING
.4rNM
3BR, 11/2 bath, fenced 6062.
Backhoe, septic, & gravel time. Murray, 762-0001,
All Size Units
landscaped.
backyard,
490
hauling Driveways, foun- Cells 519-1592.
Available
3yrs old Possibly trade for
dations. 502-437-4969.
FENCING
OFORRY
house & acreage 753753-3853
CUSTOM IUTCHEN CABINETS
A&A Lamb Bros. complete Midway Fence Company.
6725
1978 CAMARO Z-28, red,
CUSTOM W000WORK1NG
storage
lawn work. We do land- Chain link, & custom wood
NORTHWOOD
3BR, 11/2 bath, half base- 400 small block, rebuilt
All Types Of:
reasonat
fences,
privacy
availa&
hauling,
junk
units
scaping,
has
presently
•
ment on 2 acres in Hazel. 350 trans, $2500 obo
Custom
Woodworking
Dickie
Farley
prices.
cleanup work. Free esti- able
ble. 753-2905 or 753- Nice neighborhood on qui- 759-4573
Lamb. 436- 759-1519.
Mark
mates.
7536.
et deadend street. 2 Car
1987 CHRYSLER 5th Ave
5791.
GARDEN tilling, bushhogKitchen & Bath Cabinets
garage, pool, shade trees,
Runs good, nice clean car, A-1 Tree Professionals. ging, small jobs, dnveways
• Drop by and see our showroom
NG/CE heat and air.
$1800 901-247-3984
409 SUNIBuRv /.4u7R
594(0B.ri-rvi Bunny Woad)
3Av
5f-i
tree graded with box blade.
removal,
Stump
$65,000. 492-6165
1989 Ford Probe, blue, spraying. Serving Murray, Gerald Carroll 492-6159.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a, 92,xxx miles. Runs good,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Available
HANDYWORK/ odd jobs
garage, appliances Cole- $1800. 753-5470.
Free estimates. 437-3044 wanted. No job too small.
man RE 753-9898
1990 CHEVY Caprice, or 492-8737.
Yes, we paint houses. Ph.
3BR, 2 bath, central h/a, very nice condition, all
753-2388 or 436-5759.
Al Al A Tree Service,
2
vinyl
siding,
natural gas,
380
power, leather interior, 24 Stump
tree
removal,
HARDWOOD FLOOR
car garage, outbuilding, 2 mpg- hwy. See at 2395
Pets & Supplies
raking, Installation & finishing.
spraying, leaf
extra lots, 1 w/water & Wiswell Rd, Murray.
hedge trimming, landscapAKC Registered Boxers sewage hookup, $84,300. 1991 PONTIAC Firebird, ing, mulch hauling & mulch Custom design. Affordable
rates. 753-7860.
Symsonia 851-3179.
759-4843
white, V6, gray cloth, t- spreading, gutter cleaning.
4BR new brick home: 3 full tops, 91xxx, $5000.
IS
your vinyl siding or deck
Licensed & insured. Full
DOG obedience classes or
baths, formal dining, huge 753-7777.
line of equipment. Free es- moldy or dirty? Does it
private Serving Murray 17
kitchen, lots of closets, 2
need cleaned? If so call
timates Tim Lamb,
years 436-2858
car garage. Buy now and 1992 Camaro R/S, V8, T753-1269 for free esti436-5744,
JACK Russell Pups. 1 pick your carpet color. Call tops, 58xxx miles, red with
mate.
1-800-548-5262.
black stripes. Call 753male, 1 female. 10 wks 753-3903.
LAMB BROTHERS
or
0727
753-9401.
Have
Pedigree. $250
old.
ADAM'S HOME
LAWN SERVICE
and up. Call (502) 247- BEST buy in Canterbury. 1993 Nissan Sentra 2
IMPROVEMENTS
Tree Trimming
ee Estimating
landscaping,
Mowing,
6836.
759-8431
Remodeling,
Additions,
Don't miss this 3br, 2 bath door, black, call
Cleanup Service
trimming, raking,
hedge
Service
Hr.
4
_
MINIATURE Schnauzer, 2 with formal living room, for more info
Repairs, Roofing, Decks,
pressure washing. Free
Full Line of
Hedge Trimming
salt & pepper, 1 black family room with fireplace, 1996 Chevrolet Corsica, 4 etc. One Call Does It ALL.
estimates. 436-2102, ask
Equipment
Spraying
Tree
$175 354 9923
central gas heat & air. Re- cyl., automatic, 40,xxx No Job Too Small.
for Ben.
Service's
"Quality
492-6267.
toStump
Call
$97.000
&
Tree
to
SHELTIES, (toy Collies) duced
miles, $5600. 1988 Jeep
LAMB Brothers Moving
'Removal
dayl Kopperud Realty. Cherokee, 4dr., red, 4x4
sable & white
AFFORDABLE all around Contractors, cross country
753-1222.
502-354-8211
$4000. 759-4044.
hauling, junk clean-up, or local. Licensed & Insu,
BY OWNER
390
1997 Chevy malibu. Ma- cleaning out sheds, tree
ed. Luke Lamb
Brick & vinyl sided house, roon/gray
in
15X X X work. 436-2867.
Livestock & Supphes
502-436-5950.
Southwest side of town, miles, $11,800 759-9404
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
SMITH CONST.
LEE
end
dead
Danbury,
1509
10YR old OH gelding
leave message.
foundations, slabs, side- New construction, addistreet, quiet neighborhood.
759-9835
tr 495 ,
walks, driveways, build- tions, siding, roofing. ConRemodeled 3 bedroom, 1
remodeling, repairs, tract or time and material
4YR old mare for sale
ings,
storage
bath, carport with
Dunn color, saddle & briAGC certified. 435-4272.
pricing. Call 492-8783 or
& wood deck off master
dle 492-8358
247-7639 for a price estiALL Types of Work
bedroom, fenced back- 1984 Toyota EFL, 2 sunmate today.
LLAMAS, young Peacocks yard. Wall heat, a/c, ceiling roofs, all extras 474-0116
Landscaping, mulching,
& Barbados Sheep for fans & wood stove with 1988 CHEVY Astro, excel- hedge trimming, sidewalk
METAL ROOFING
sale Call Jerry at Fern hearth & mantel. Dish- lent condition, looks new, edging,
SUPPLIES
Terrace for further infor- washer & w/d hookup. runs great, $3150 obo
Tree Trimming and
All colors in stock
mation, 753-7109
Removal,
1032 sq ft., $56.000. Call 753-8854
808 Coldwater Rd
•Hepairs
*Insured
•Hefinish
clearer, bush hogPINK EYE Mineral. Fly 759-4936
(5 points)
1989 DODGE Caravan, Brush
Inlays
Border
•
•Installation
sweeplawn,
gutters,
ging,
control mineral Anaplaz
STOCKWELL METAL
156xxx miles, automatic,
ing, hauling, lots more.
BY OWNER
mineral. All available at
ROOFING 753-6585.
a/c, tilt, cruise Blue/ wood
NWFA Certified
Fast, courteous service.
PRICE REDUCED!
Farmers Farmacy. 759panel. Excellent condition,
MICHAEL'S
Vinyl sided house located asking $3000 obo. Call Message 753-2092.
2248.
July & August Special
TRANSMISSION'S
on 1005 Coldwater Road 474-8102.
430
ANTIQUE refinishing, fur- Specializing in complete
has a 16X22.5 living area
& custom overhauls on late model
Real Estate
1991 Ford Aerostar ma- niture repair
10% Off
with fireplace, tiled foyer,
753-8056.
woodworking.
domestic transmissions
excellent
PW/PL,
roon,
& Finishing
cabiSanding
10 ACRES in Kirksey kitchen with custom
753-0152.
condition. $4800. 527- APPLIANCE REPAIR
will ineL refinish & new wood floors
bedtwo
area.
nets,
dining
area $20,000 Call 489PROFESSIONAL1897.
MITCHELL Bros. Paving.
rooms, three walk in closMurray. 1KY
502-759-5280
Serer Clark
2056 after 5pm
DEPENDABLE.
Oldest paving company in
ets, two full baths, utility
502-767-9552.
Calloway Co. For estiFOR SALE. 11/2 Acres, room, garage, wood deck,
call 753-1537,
mates
on Highland Road. East of and landscaping on a nice
APPLIANCE REPAIR
492-6141.
7
Murray. 280FT Road front- lot in city limits. House is 1960 Chevrolet 3/4 ton
All brands; Kenmore. 30+
age, nice building site, ma- professionally decorated. pickup. Long bed, sideMower Repair
MOODY'S
years experience. BOBBY
ture trees, 9/10 of a mile For an appointment to step, in fair condition.
Pickup & delivery.
HOPPER, 436-5848.
Call
from Ky Lake. $7500.
753-5668
show call 753-0839 from $1000. 753-7107 after 6
APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
474-8704 after 5pm.
7am-5pm or 759-4272 af- p.m.
PAINTING
Factory trained by 3 major
5pm.
ter
DeCustom
1982 CHEVY
GREAT investment proplntenor - Extenor
manufacturers. All work
erty. New duplex in resi- BY Owner: 2br brick Wet- luxe, p/w, O. tilt, cruise, and parts warranted. Ask Free estimates 437-3879
dential area, 909 N. 20th tached garage. Hardwood and a/c, tool box. Good for Andy at The Appliance
PAINTING
St. Family room. kitchen floors, central hie, city gas tires, $2995. 435-4602 or Works, 753-2455.
Extenor. 25yrs
Interior,
Mall appliances, washer, &
water, 1.5 acres, 559-8510
ASPHALT SEALING
experience References
dryer. 2 baths. 2 bed- $42.500. 1 Mile past 1990 BRONCO, 4x4, Ed- Travis Asphalt Sealing
Free Estimates. 345-2325.
rooms, (Large master bed- Graves Co. line on 121 N. die Bauer. $4000 firm. Call Driveways, parking lots
1-800-456-7237.
www.automobilesonline.com.
room with walk in closet 8. 489-2440 leave message 753-4683
Free estimates 753-2279
PAINTING
private bath). Gas heat, if no answer.
1994 CHEVY I ton 3500
Interior/ Exterior, experiBACKHOE SERVICE
central air, flooring in Ber- GREAT VALUE' 1603 diesel Dually, long bed,
ROY HILL. Septic system, enced_
1-888-238-1066
ber carpet & tile Ready Dodson. 3br, 2 baths, dr, p/u, extended cab, autodrive-ways, hauling, foun- Graves County
first of August. Call 753- huge lot. central Iva, new matic, full power, towing
dations. etc 436-2113
PLUMBING
3966
carpet, hardwood floors, pkg Maroon, less than
fast service
Repairs,
one
miles.
$20,500,
35xxx
Call
762-4483
or
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
HALEY Appraisals Bob $73,500
BASEMENTS & Homes. 436-5255
owner. 759-1565
345-2748 after 5
you have been turned down
if
Haley state certified
Sub & General contractbefore. Loans available
759-4218
76 Ford PU V8 $1000 ing. Insulated concrete REPLACE your roof with
1 101111r
1
--`
4,
JUST REDUCED' Possi- OBO 251-2832
for 1st time buyers, bad
forms (R32) StyroCrete Metal- Beauty- Quality and
KOPPERUD Realty has bilities galore in this 3 or 4
credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
builders. 502-436-2007 or Style, all in one Replacelike
red,
F-150,
Ford
94
buyers waiting to purchase bedroom vinyl ranch. 4th
every- 502-436-5264.
ment windows in all styles
Call Kenny at
homes-all price ranges If Bedroom could be an of- new, loaded, power
METAL
40.xxx
STOCKWELL
miles.
thing.
BOB'S
PLUMBING SERV.
you are thinking of selling fice or den, some hard(502) 247-9300 or (800) 874-0256
OBO 759-5940 All work guaranteed. Free ROOFING. LET US
contact one of our courte- wood floors, all appliances $13,200
or 753-1621
pm
4
INSTALL ONE TODAY!
after
estimates 753-1134,
professional including the washer and
and
ous
753-6585.
492-8584
agents at 753-1222 or stop dryer. Walk to university, leave message
Mayfield
247-9300
U.S. Highway
SuXLT
Ranger
Ford
'95
by office at 711 Main St
REPLACEMENT
shopping. schools and
Kentucky
CARPET cleaned by Cert
1-800-874-0256
45 South
WINDOWS
PROPERTY for sale 20 hospital. Call Kopperud percab, 4x4, 4.0 v-6. Techs Murray Carpet &
$10,500. Call 762-0171 5- Upholstery Cleaning
Want to lower utility bills?
acres on Johnny Robert- Realty.
9 p.m.
Stockwells has energy
753-6300 anytime
son Road Duplex on 94 753-1222. MLS#3001198
saving windows to fit any
west. 2 apts with 3 bed- NEW all brick. 3br natural
CARPORTS for cars and budget. and quality that
rooms each. Three bed- gas. new appliances. centrucks Special sizes for surpasses ALL! Stockwell
room brick house Subdivi- tral, double garage, large
motor home boats, RVs Metal Roofing. Free estision lots Call 753-5541
lot Metcalf Lane in North 1977 Itasca 25 motoand etc Excellent protec- mates. 753-6585.
edition,
Limited
rhome
Sub
Call
753-8237 or
Villa
sleeps 4 Must see to ap- tion. high quality, excellent STENCILING & Decora437-4783
Septic System
value Roy Hill 436-2113
Call 759-8373
ntalloProperty
•"*'• 1 •
tive Painting. Call anytime
NEW all red brick. 3 BR preciate
Installation
house, hot tub, large attic, 88 Venture camper, part CERTAINTEED vinyl re- 759-1994.
BY owner, fully furnished
'-.
__e:
'
Custom Backhoe
natural gas. central. dou- model, a 10'x28' attached placement widows. full 5 SUREWAY Tree & Stump
waterfront cottage with
ble garage 'arge lot is screen room. Lots of ex- year unlimited warranty Remaval Insured with full
Work
double lot in Blood River
landscaped Metcalf Lane tras Located at Lake View lifetime replacement parts. line of equipment. Free esPhone:
area For full details call
in North Villa Sub Call Resort
timates Day or night,
New Com:ord. Wolverine vinyl siding
Olive
Mike Conley at
(502)
437-4545
492-8723.
753-5484
437-4783 or 753-8237
436-2371
Branch Realty 767-9900
1ST Class Yard Care
Mowing, mulching, landscaping, trimming, etc
759-0670 leave message

641 Storage
MI Sizes

HE
later

753-5585

are ar\.91

502-436-5744
1-800-548-5262

M
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;
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CLASSIC WOOD FLOORS

Tree Tnrnming
Tree Stump
Removal
Licensed
& Insured

24 Hr Service
Hedge Tnmming
Full Lane of
Equipment
Free Estimates

'Driveways
• Pool Decks
• Sidewalks
• Patios

• Imprinted
'Colored
• Traditional
'Stained

Beauty That Lasts, A

Price You Con Afford

CREATIVE CONCRETE
KY

76470;28

Nick Craig
Owner

Free
Estimates

Many Stylos and Colors Available,

op

Need A Used Car?
Visit Our Web Site

Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet

—77

Auto Loans

.4/01.4
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Lots For Sale
A tremendous range of choices in city limits.
Country style living for family or retired. You
will love to be on west side of town on 94 W.

Phone 1-888-673-0040
1-502-435-4487
www.kentucky.homeccom
E-mail: carolivood@msn.com

Now is a Great Time to Build
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By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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DEAR DR GOTT My 40-year-old
brother has asthma for which he was
prescribed an inhaler to be used four
times a day when necessary
He is way overdoing it and sometimes uses his inhaler every two
hours I think that he has a secret
addiction to inhalers that his doctors
don't know about. and I wonder if such
overuse could harm him.
DEAR READER: Asthma, a breathing disorder marked by bronchial
spasm, can often be relieved by inhaling drugs that reverse the spasm,
wheezing and difficulty breathing
Such inhalers are often combined
with other medicine, such as steroids,
in pills or sprays.
These inhalers should not be
overused because they can be dangerous. Complications include palpitations, tremor, nausea, dizziness,
hypertension, angina, vomiting,
headache and paradoxical bronchospasm.
The usual dose is two inhalations
every four to six hours.
The fact that your brother is abus
ing this prescription drug is not an
indication of addiction in the usual
sense. Rather, the inhaler is not an
effective antidote and he is risking
several serious health consequences
by using it excessively.
It would be more appropriate for
him to return to his physician for reevaluation and modification of the
therapy. There are several safer
strategies for your brother to employ.
The doctor can guide him or, if necessary, refer him to a pulmonary specialist for additional advice_ The habit

LOOKING BACK

DEAR ABBY

DR. GOTT
of using an inhaler every two hours is
dangerous and ineffective.
To give you more information. I am
sending you a copy of my Health
Report - Living With Chronic Lung
Disease " Other readers who would
like a copy should send $2 plus a long,
self-addressed, stamped envelope to
P 0. Box 2017, Murray Hill Station,
New York, NY 10156 Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT. What health benefits are associated with garlic'
DEAR READER Garlic contains
many vitamins, minerals and trace
elements. The main component is
allicin, an anti-oxidant.
Studies have confirmed that garlic
may reduce cholesterol levels, lower
blood pressure and blood-sugar levels, prevent heart disease, help fight
infection, and slow blood coagulation.
Garlic is safe and generally devoid
of side effects. Those consumers who
object to the acerbic taste of garlic
can purchase de-odorized garlic or
allicin extract Garlic is a beneficial
and delicious natural remedy.
1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.

3B
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

that the man we called "Grandpa"
was Mom's father when he wasn't.
When my brother tried to obtain
a Social Security number for his
infant daughter, he was told there
was a problem. My sister and I have
received letters from Social Security
periodically stating that there was
a problem with the name(si
listed. We used to assume that it
was because of our name changes
upon marriage. We do not assume
so anymore.
Abby, our family is trying to sort
out this whole mesa. My mother will
be eligible for Social Security in a
few years and is understandably
concerned. All of the emotional
issues aside, none of this would
have occurred if Gran had not lied.
Thank God, my life is an open
book! I assured my children, at one
point, that they will never wake up
to find that their father is not really
their father, that I had other children, or that I may not be their
mother.
Once our sense of humor
returns, I think we will write Gran's
memoirs. Thank you, Abby, for
existing.
STUNNED
ON THE WEST COAST
DEAR SADDENED MOTHER:
I see no reason to withhold the
money from Steve, when to give
it to him now would help him
and his family.
Unless your husband can
give you a valid reason, which
does not include standing on
ceremony, I recommend consulting with an attorney and
arranging to give your struggling son a helping hand.

DEAR ABBY: My husband and I
are having a major disagreement
concerning our two sons' inheritance. When we die, our sons will
inherit everything 50-50, with the
exception of our family business,
which is worth a considerable
amount of money. My husband has
already turned the business over to
our eldest son, "Donald." My husband feels that Donald has earned
this because The stayed with us."
Donald and his family have enjoyed
a very prosperous life because of the
family business.
"Steve," our younger son, started
his own business in a different field.
He has always struggled, and his
family has never known the same
level of comfort as Donald's. This
troubles me.
I am trying to convince my husband that we should give Steve at
least part of his inheritance while
we are alive. He needs the money to
enlarge his business. We would
never miss the money. I think it's
fair, but my husband refuses to let
Steve have it until we're both dead.
What do you think, Abby?
SADDENED MOTHER

Ten years ago
The Calloway County Clerk's
office now has a computerized
record-keeping system to replace
the old, bulky record-book method
of recording everything from deeds
and mortgages to dentistry licenses.
Mrs. Nona Peterson of West
View Nursing Home celebrated her
102nd birthday on July 26.
Mr. and Mrs. A.C. Sanders were
married for 50 years June 23.
Dena Louise Holland and Jon
Mark Billington were married June
11 at First Baptist Church. Minden. La.
Twenty years ago
Murray is expected to begin
soon a city-wide Johnson Grass
eradication project.
Ernest Madrey has been selected as an outstanding leader by the
Purchase Area 4-H Council. He
has been a 4-H leader in Calloway County for 26 years.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Michael Hutchens,
July 22.
Ola Outland, Louise Short and
Shirley Wens were elected as new
officers for 1978-79 by members
of the Pottertown Homemakers
Club.
Thirty years ago
The newly organized Murray
State University String Quartet
composed of Roman Prydatkevytch,
violin, Leo Blair, violin, Donna
Story, viola, and Neale Mason,
cello, will present a concert on
July 29 at 8 p.m. in the Recital
Hall of the Price Doyle Fine Arts

tax

Building, MSU.
Mr. and Mrs. Carman Rogers
are today, July 28. celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary.
James M. Yates of Oak Ridge,
Tenn., is the speaker at a gospel
meeting now in progress at Friendship Church of Christ.
Forty years ago
Army Pfc. Jake Barnett, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Barnett,
recently participated in the VII
Corps Marksmanship Matches in
Germany. He is serving with the
11th Armored Cavalry Regiment's
2nd Battalion in Germany.
Murray Little League All-Stars
lost to Paducah American 1 - 0
in the district baseball tournament
at Paducah. Don Faughn was pitcher for Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Wells and
sons, Tommy and Michael, of Lexington have been the guests of
their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Glyco
Wells and Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Futrell.
Fifty years ago
Arlie Brumley and his Radioaires
Quartet will present a program
July 30 at 8 p.m. at Hazel High
School. The event will be sponsored by the Hazel High School
Parent-Teacher Association,
Mrs. E.L. Noel Jr., student director of First Christian Church, attended the National Student Workers
Conference held at Eureka College, Eureka, Ill.
Charles Taylor is the speaker
at a gospel meeting now in progress
at Williams Chapel Church of
Christ.
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Vlother sentenced to
life in revenge killing
HOUSTON (AP) — A woman
nvicted of arranging to have her
.ughter's ex-boyfriend murdered
revenge for jilting the girl was
at to prison for life today.
Dora Cisneros received the same
.ntence four years ago for the
)93 death of 18-year-old Joey
.scher but was released in 1996
hen her conviction was overturned
state court. An appeals court
land the jury had received insuf-iient instructions.
:13ut Mrs. Cisneros, 60, was conteted in May on federal charges
t- participating in a murder-for!re scheme that involved telenone calls and travel for two hiten from Mexico.
"All of us who are acquainted
ith you and all of us from my
immunity have to ask: Why"
id U.S. District Judge Filemon
Mrs. Cisneros, dressed in
.een prison garb, declined to
spond.
Vela denied a defense request
at Mrs. Cisneros be released on
ind and restricted to her home
bile the case is appealed.
"We all think that Joey finally
it his justice," said Vernon Nelm, the victim's stepfather.
Defense attorney David BotsId said he is confident the con. ,:tion will be overturned on appeal

and that Mrs. Cisneros will again
win her freedom.
"We believe that the case will
be reversed and that egregious
errors were made during trial," he
said.
Fischer was shot to death as
he washed his car before school
at his family's home outside of
Brownsville, a south Texas community along the Rio Grande. He
had broken up with Mrs. Cisneros'
youngest daughter. Cristina, about
10 months earlier.
Mrs. Cisneros, the wife of a
prominent Brownsville surgeon,
was accused of commissioning her
77-year-old fortuneteller, Maria
Mercedes Martinez, to put a spell
on Fischer. When Ms. Martinez
refused, Mrs. Cisneros asked her
to help hire a hitman. The fortuneteller turned to another client,
who then hired the hitmen.
Ms. Martinez, who testified for
the prosecution, is serving a 20year prison term. Daniel Garza, a
San Antonio housepainter who hired
the hitmen, is serving a life term.
The Mexican men accused of carrying out the hit were convicted
of Mexican charges and are serving 15-year sentences in their country, the state attorney general's
office said.

Virtual office' technology
Trees social workers'time
SALYERSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Aorking out of her home is freerig
County child pro•ction worker Laquata Daniels to
'ouble the number of home viss she makes to her clients.
Fquipped with a laptop corn'titer, a laser printer, a beeper and
cellular phone under a state pro:ram to streamline government,
1aniels said she now makes as
iany as eight or nine daily home
isits to deal with domestic vio_lice, neglect and other problems.
!'hat number used to be more like
tree or four.
"Before, when I went into the
,ffice. I was interrupted every 15
!Mulles." often by clients seeking
lelp with minor problems, Daniels

Many days, she said, she would
into the office and get caught
e in minor matters. "You'd look
at the clock and it'd be 3
:clock," she said.
Daniels and three other child pro, non workers in Magoffin Couni participated in an initial virtuoffice experiment that ran from
February through June. Victoria
I1oucette, who oversees the Magoffin County Division of Protection
and Permanency said the number
or home visits made by the four
workers increased from 133 in
January to 394 in February.
Ender the current test, part of
Goy. Paul Patton's EMPOWER
Kentucky program, 32 social workers from 16 counties will work
floin home for six months. Their
output. efficiency and client satisfaction will be compared by the
University of Louisville with the
productivity of 32 social workers
doing the same jobs out of Division of Protection and Permanenoffices.

24110U1
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Need a
Tow just
call Joe

McCLARD'S
TOWING
207 S. 7th St. • Murray

753-9132

VVVVII film nabs top
spot during opening

Anna's

non, said it costs between $5,000
and $6,000 to equip a worker with
a virtual office. Funding is coming from $70 million added this
year by the Legislature to EMPOWER Kentucky's $103 million budget.
If the current test is successful, O'Bannon said, the concept
could be expanded to other offices
within the Cabinet for Children
and Families. EMPOWER Kentucky director Ron Bingham said
other parts of state government
could also go to virtual offices.
including agriculture inspectors and
health inspectors.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — "Saving Private Ryan" marched into the
No. I box office slot at North American theaters in its weekend
debut, pushing "The Mask of Zorro" to second place. according to
industry estimates.
Steven Spielberg's graphic World War II film grossed $30.1 million, making it the seventh movie this summer to open with more
than $30 million in business in its opening weekend.
'The Mask of ZbiTO" slipped to No. 2 slot in its second week
with about $13.7 million in ticket sales. The romance-adventure, surfing Antonio Banderas as the masked hem, earned $22.7 million in
its opening weekend.
"Lethal Weapon 4" was bumped to No. 3 with $13.2 million.
Co-produced by DreamWorks Pictures and Paramount, "Saving Private Ryan" stars Tom Hanks as a captain ordered to find and send
home a private whose three brothers have been killed in action.
During recent promotional tours, Spielberg warned audiences that
the war scenes might be inappropriate for youngsters, and said his
own 13-year-old son is not permitted to see the film
The scenes are so intense that the Department of Veterans Affairs
has set up a national hotline for veterans or their family members
traumatized by the movie.
However, the warnings may have only enticed moviegoers, said
Paul Dergarabedian, vice president of Exhibitor Relations, Inc., which
tracks box office business.
"I think it actually helped." he said. "It's like a roller coaster. If
you're told it's the wildest ride around, you're going to want to go.
It intrigued people. It was the 'must see' movie of the weekend.
Everyone was talking about it."
The big surprise in top movie rankings was "There's Something
About Mary." The raunchy comedy grossed $12.7 million to retain
the No. 4 spot in its second week.
"Mary' was a really strong holdover," Dergarabeclian said. "It only
dropped 8 percent from last week. That's tremendous, considering the
amount of competition there is. Word of mouth boosted that film
big."
"Armageddon" slipped two notches to No. 5 with $10.9 million.
"Disturbing Behavior" opened this weekend in the No. 6 spot with
$7 million, which was "not a bad gross" for a low-budget film, Dergarabedian said.
"It's tough for smaller films to break out now. This is a teen-oriented film with a lot of competition for the same audience," he said.
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For all your heating & cooling needs....
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Glenn Cossey
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CHOOSE THE BEST
When you leave the hospital to go home, you
feel better, don't you?
Being at home gives you more choices, and
that's good because it puts you in control.
One of your choices for home health equ ment is Holland Medical.
You might choose Holland because of it
network of fully-staffed offices around our area
which ensure prompt, home-town care and

professional quality. No one has more facilities
or more experience in helping you recover at
home.
No matter which hospital you use, or which
doctor you see, you still have a choice for home
health equipment. Holland is one of your
choices.
Your Number One Choice.
MURRAY

PADUCAFI
1914 Broadway • KY 42001
502 442.631 1
Toll Free 1.800 223.4947

905 Arcadia Circle • KY 42071
502-753-1465
Toll Free: 1.800-227-4125

Amin Holland Medical Equipment
assignment
Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepting Medicare
ANN
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Filler Paper
Was 970
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NOW

Elmer's 4 oz.

School Glue
Was 780
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Aug. 13 first day for Calloway students
The calendar for the Calloway County Schools calls for
175 instructional days for students with the first day of
school for students on Thursday, August 13.
AUGUST
11
Professional Development Day
12
Opening day (Staff
Only)

13
Students report
(Full Day)
SEPTEMBER
Labor
7
Holiday
OCTOBER
12
Professional Development Day (School Dismissed)
NOVEMBER
3
Election Day
(School Dismissed)

DECEMBER
21 - 31 ... Christmas Holidays

With the belief that "play
is the work of young children,"
the Calloway County Preschool
Center is preparing for another year of varied learning opportunities for the 3- and 4-year
children who are eligible for
enrollment in our program.
These preschoolers have
been identified for participation in the program based on
income, the presence of disabilities, or other at-risk factors.
Prior to the beginning of the
school year, parents/guardians
will be notified of their child's
eligibility with a letter which
will provide information on the

child's teacher and how to complete the registration process.
One of the primary goals of
the preschool program is to
help the children become enthusiastic learners who are prepared to enter the early elementary school environment.
Since parents are actively
involved in their child's learning and school activities, the
Preschool Center will be begin
the year with a Back To School
Night on August 13 beginning
at 6 p.m.
Parents/guardians will have
the opportunity to meet their
child's teacher and tour the facilities. Throughout the school

year, parents or guardians will
be
invited
to
attend
parent/teacher conferences on
at least two occasions.
From August 14-25, the preschool staff will be making
home visits so that they may
help the children prepare for
their school experience and provide the families with additional information.
In an attempt to further assist
the children in being familiar
with the preschool, each child
will have the opportunity to
attend one day with a small
group of children during August
14-25.
They will spend a full

25
26
iday
27

School Dismissed
Thanksgiving HolSchool Dismissed

4
18

School Re-opens
School Dismissed

FEBRUARY
Professional Devel15
opment Day (School Dismissed)
MARCH
18-19
Mini-Break
(School Dismissed)

day at school and will be provided with transportation to and
from the building according to
the prepared transportation
routes for eligible students.
The regular four-day schedule (Monday through Thursday) will begin august 26. The
school day will begin at 8 a.m.
and end at 2:45 p.m. Additional information regarding the
preschool schedule will be provided during the Back To School
Night activities.
Parents who have completed applications for enrollment
will be notified by mail about
their child's acceptance in the
preschool program. For more

Parent-Teacher conferences
will be scheduled by each
school.

information regarding application and eligibility procedures,
parents or guardians may call
the Preschool Center at 7599408.
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Calloway food service feeds youngsters
The goal of the Calloway
County foodservice program is
to provide high quality, nutritious and affordable meals for
all students in a pleasing environment. Every student will
have the opportunity to enjoy
meals that meet the Dietary
Guidelines for Americans -

meals that, when averaged over
the course of a week, contain
no more than 30% of calories
from fat, 10% from saturated
fat, contain a minimum level
of calories and minimum levels of protein, calcium, vitamins A & C and iron.
All meal prices remain

unchanged from last school year,
according to Food Service
Director, Janice McCuiston.
At the Calloway Preschool
Center, and East. North and
Southwest Elementary Schools,
breakfast will cost 25 cents for
a student on reduced price
meals, and lunch will cost 40

Self Esteem
gives you
the

edge!
There's no doubt about it,
everyone needs an edge to
succeed. In fact, to succeed at
anything, a high level of self
esteem is needed, and Martial
Arts America is the place to
find that self esteem. Our programs create positive attitudes,
exciting goals, improved confidence, increased responsibility and persistence to succeed at everything in life.
Martial Arts...
giving you the edge in life!

Call Yak!Ti

°duct° NI
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Spec.0
90
$2

This program is only available at.

FREE UNIFORM
Unleash

7531111

1411 Olive Blvd. • Murray

Your Potential

cents. Students paying full price
for meals at these schools will
pay 55 cents for breakfast and
$1 for lunch.
Breakfast at Calloway Middle and High will cost 65 cents
for full paying students and 30
cents for students on reduced
priced meals. Lunch at the Middle School will be $1.20 for
full paid meals and 40 cents
for reduced meals. Calloway
High students will be charged
$1.25 for full paid meals and
40 cents for reduced lunches.
Pizza will be furnished by
Pagliai's Pizza to the High
School and Middle School this
year. The pizza will be delivered to the High School daily
and to the Middle School as
requested by the manager.
Additional food items may
be purchased at any Calloway
school at ala carte prices. Extra
milk or fruit drink will cost
30 cents. At the Preschool and
Elementary Schools, charges
will be made for meals only.
No ala carte items or adult
meals will be charged. There
will be no charges for lunches, ala carte items or adult
meals at the Middle School or
High School. Adult lunches
remain at $1.75 throughout the
system. Adult breakfasts cost
85 cents.
Parents can deposit any
amount of money into their
child's meal account any time
in all schools. The money
deposited may be used for breakfast, lunch or ala carte items.
Pre-payment can be accepted
at the schools for any amount
at any time a cashier is present. Students may also pay on
a daily basis.
Applications for free and

reduced priced meals will be
available at school registration
at all schools. The use of household applications requires that
only one application be submitted per household with all
students listed on the same
form. That form may be turned
in to the office of any school
in the district or to the Food
Service Director at the Board
of Education office.
Families who are currently
receiving food stamps or KTAP (formerly AFDC) will
receive a letter from the district informing them they are
automatically eligible for free
meals. Those families will not
need to fill out an application.
Janice McCuiston is the Food
Service Director. Patsy Woodall
is the Assistant to the Food
Service Director. Cafeteria managers are Glenda Byerly, Calloway High, Mildred Adams,
Calloway Middle, Carlene Torsak, East Elementary, Patsy StalIons, North Elementary, Jennie
Carroll, Southwest Elementary
and Delorise Boggess, Calloway
Preschool.
Parents who have questions"
concerning any food service program in the Calloway County
school system may contact the
individual school managers or
the district food service office.

CCMS welcomes students
The faculty and staff of Calloway County Middle School
want to welcome our returning students and those students
who will be coming to us in
the sixth grade this year.
During the 1998-99 school
year each grade level at CCMS
will have two instructional teams
composed of four teachers each.
All students will receive instruction in the core content areas
of math, science, language arts
and social studies from these
teachers and have enrichment
:lasses and practical living.
Students will also be able
o enroll in the band and choir
irograms if they wish.
Improving students reading

skills will be a main focus for
all students this year at CCMS
and the accelerated reading program as well as more traditionally oriented reading classes will be in place for the students.
The students will also be
the recipients of a district effort
at aligning the curriculum in
the core content areas of math,
science, language arts and social
studies.
Calloway County Middle
School back to school night
will be announced at a later
date. Parents and students are
invited to attend and meet teachers and tour our building at
this time.
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CCHS prepares for students
The facutly and staff of Calloway County High School look
forward to welcoming over 950
students for the 1998-99 school
year. Our slogan for this year
will be "EDUCATION--UP
CLOSE AND PRESONAL." As
we strive to individualize the
educational program for each
student.
Our seniors will be very
involved in mentorship activities as well as school-to-work
and co-op work experiences.
Seniors may use up to two
blocks per day in these activities.
These activities will assist
in the transistional planning for
each student for life after high
school. Seniors will also have
the opportunity to take classes
at Murray State University for

dual credit at the high school.
Extended school services will
be available for all students at
Calloway County High School.
There will be tutoring sessions
before and after school in all
major subject areas for students.
Students may also repeat a
course for credit by staying
after school in the extended
school program for one hour
per day after the program starts
in early September.
REGISTRATION DATES
ARE AS FOLLOWS:
Students may pick up schedules and pay fees according to
the following schedule:
August 3: Seniors--8:00a.m.12:00p.m.
1:00p.m.and
3:00p.m.

August 4: Juniors--8:00a.m.12:00p.m.
1:00p.m.and
3:00p.m.
August 5:
Sophomore-8:00a.m.-12:00p.m.
and
1:00p.m.-3:00p.m.
August 6:
Freshman-8:00a.m.-12:00p.m.
and
1:00p.m.-3:00p.m.
August 7: All students who
have not picked up schedules
may do so from 8:00a.m.12:00p.m.
and
1:00p.m.3:00p.m.

AugustIO: All students who
have not picked up schedules
may do so from 8:00a.m.12:00p.m.
1:00p.m.and
3:00p.m.
Freshman orientation for all
freshmen and their parents will
be Aug. 11 at 7 p.m. in the
high school gym.
This is a very important session for freshman and will make
their first day of school much
easier if they attend.

THURSDAY, AUGUST 13
will he the first day of school
for all students. Students will
report to their homerooms to
start the day. The bell schedule for CCHS will be as follows:
8:02 FIRST BELL
8:07-9:36 BLOCK I
9:41-11:15 BLOCK II
11:15-1:26 BLOCK III
LUNCH PERIODS ARE AS
FOLLOWS:
11:15-11:52 FIRST LUNCH
SECOND
12:49-1:26
LUNCH
1:31-3:00 BLOCK IV
BUS RIDERS DISMISSED
AT 3 p.m.
CAR RIDERS DISMISSED
AT 3:04 p.m.

Center is regional alternative for students
A regional Alternative Education Center for middle school
students in the Calloway county, Murray Independent, Graves
County, and Mayfield Independent school districts was
established in the fall of 1995

to provide early intervention
for at-risk students.
The Alternative Education
Center, which is partially funded with Goals 2000 monies, is
a partnership of the four districts, Murray State Unviersity,

and the West Kentucky Educational Cooperative.
Housed at Stewart Stadium
on the MSU campus, the school
has served 171 students since
its opening in the fall of 1995,
and the percentage of students

who have completed the program has risen from 53 - 62%.
The goals of the AEC school
are to provide a multifaceted
Alternative Education Center
that will motivate at-risk youth
to remain in an educational set-

ting and to develop and test a
systemic model for providing
professional development focusing on discipline.
According to Jayne Crisp,

• See Page 6
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Southwest ready for school
Welcome to Southwest Elementary School, "Where Children Come First."
That's our motto and our
school team works diligently
to put your child first.
Our school offers kindergarten through fifth grade
instruction including special
education sevices.
We have an outstanding food
service program that serves
breakfast and lunch to our students.
We encourage our students
to participate in the school
lunch program. We offer physical education, library, art,
music, and computer instruction to every student.
We also offer Title I and
Gifted/Talented services for
those identified students and
we have a full-time guidance
counselor. Southwest Elelementary has an outstanding
extended school program for
those students in need of remediation.
We also offer technology
workshops after school and this
year we will once again compete regionally in the Academic Team Competition.
We have an active Parent
Teacher Association and we
want you to be a part of this

valuable organization. Our president for the 1998-1999 school
year is Kim Phillips.
We also have an excellent
Site Based Decision Making
Council. Our representatives
for this year are Mr. Randy
Redden, parent; Mrs. Laura
Paschall, parent; Miss Janet
Byassee. guidance counselor;
Miss Pat Cherry, lower primary
teacher; Mrs. Anne Herndon,
fourth grade teacher, and Dr.
Mary Lou Skinner. principal.
Our PTA meets each month
on the third Tuesday at 6:00.
and our Council meets on the
second Monday at 4:00. Feel
free to join us for both meetings.
The children perform each

month at PTA, which always
brings smiles to our faces.
At the beginning of the 19981999 school year. we will begin
implementation of our Districtwide Consolidated Plan. This
plan encompasses curriculum.
professional development, testing. and behavioral issues.
Our faculty and staff determined our most important need
to be that of curriculum alignment in all subject areas. In
addition to subjects such as
math, reading, writing, etc., we
feel that our students need exposure to the arts.
Elementary
Southwest
received a grant from the Kentucky Arts Council in the amount
of $2,500.
Our committee wrote the
grant and attended a 2-day
retreat to plan for the upcoming year.
We are delighted the Murray State art students, under
the direction of Robin Taffler
and Camille Sere, will assist
our children in participating in
art workshops.
Our staff feels that professional development is an excellent way to stay abreast of the
latest educational trends.
Our Consolidated Plan outlines the areas of importance

for Southwest to be writing,
math, and in the field of Attention Deficit Disorder.
We emphasize attendance at
Southwest Elementary. Your
child needs to be in school
every day unless there is a
valid reason for an absence.
Our goal is improve our percentage of attendance.
Parents of kindergarten children are invited to Southwest
Elementary for Kindergarten
Orientation on Sunday, August
9, 2:00-4:00.
We will have light snacks
and your family can meet our
school family .and receive information about the upcoming
school year.
You and your child will tour
our school. Feel free to ask
questions about our programs
and schedules for the 19981999 school year.
All other students in grades
1-5 and their parents are invited to come and meet their
teachers on Monday. August
10, from 4:00-7:00.
Letters will be mailed in early
August indicating which classroom your child will be
assigned.
Please plan to come to school

Executive Director of the West
Kentucky Educational Cooperative, in an evaluation of the
program, conducted by Dr. Joe
Baust, Professor of Education
at MSU, teachers and admin-

4

istrators stated that the students
who had completed the program and returned to a regular classroom environment
demonstrated stronger academic skills, improved attitudes,
respect, pride, increased selfknowledge, and a sense of hope.

The number of expulsions
and suspensions decreased as
well.
When the Goals 2000 grant
was written, a Planning/Imple(PIE)
mentation/Evaluation
Team was developed to oversee the project.

Vera Bradley Designs

SALE!

Ashely Rose
Calloway Co.

Designer Frames & Lenses
One Iina_Price

Tor fill your

Sin e Vision

portrait

Lined Bifocal

$159
$179
That's making the grade.

$259

753150
Hwy. 121N • Murray
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1443 Other Discounts/Appty
Expires August 7

EY CARE SPECIALTIES
308 South 12th St. • Murray • 759-2500

Vintage Rose
Emporium
Finer Gifts 81 Registry
l 1 South 4th St• 759-2100
Open Mon Sat 10:00 - 5:00
www.vinugerose.com
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The PIE Team, chaired by
Dr. Marty Jacobs, MSU College of Education, also includes
Stephanie Wyatt, Calloway
County Schools; Steve Kroehler,
Murray Independent Schools;
Pete Galloway, Graves County
Schools; Jim Almand, Mayfield
Independent Schools; Doug
Hocking, Calloway County
community representative; and
John Davis, Graves County
community representative.
PIE Team members have
made presentations about the
Alternative Education Center at
both the local and state levels,
and they have been invited to
present at the American Association of Educational Service
Agencies Conference in December.
For the 1998-1999 academic year. the AEC school, which
may now include 17-year-olds.
will be houesed at a Graves
County location; the MSU location will be used for university programs.
community
Increased
involvement in the Alternative
Education Center will be a priority in 1998-99, which is
expected to be the final year
for Goals 2000 funding of the
project.
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East Elementary ready for new year

)1
WELCOME TO
SCHOOL
Parents of Kindergarten children are invited to attend a "Welcome to School" on Sunday
afternoon, August 9th from 2:00
- 4:00 p.m. At this time you
can meet your child's teacher,
complete any paperwork that
needs to be done, talk with
Food Service Personnel and talk
with someone from Transportation about buses. This
time is set aside for Kindergarten children only.
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BACK TO SCHOOL
All other students and their
parents are invited to come on
Monday. August 10th, at 6:00
p.m. Parents will receive letters from their child's teacher
the first week in August and
you can meet with them on Monday evening.
Representatives from Food
Service and Transportation will
be present to assist you and
answer any questions. Any
paperwork that needs to be
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FOOD SERVICE
The school cafeteria serves
a nutritious breakfast and lunch
at reasonable prices. Pre-payment of students' meals is
accepted, and this ensures that
your child will always have
lunch money. Each family is
asked to complete a free/reduced
meals form and this is a great
help to the school financially.
Please take a few minutes to
complete this form when you
come to meet your child's
teacher.
FEE AND SCHOOL
SUPPLIES
The Board of Education
authorizes each school to charge
a student fee not to exceed
$15.00 per student to cover
supplies, materials or educational experiences not covered
by other funding sources. This
fee does not apply to families
who are participating in the
Free/Reduced Meals program.

As parents you are aked to
supply "regular" consumable
classroom supplies such as
paper, pencils, age appropriate
writing journals, one computer
diskette and on black audio
tape, crayons/colored pencils
and/or magic markers, and book
bags. Parents will not be given
classroom lists requiring the purchase of "name brand" items.
The school will purchase any
items not listed on. the supply
lists.
FIELD TRIPS
The teachers will estimate
the number of field trips they

expect to take during the school
year and this information will
be made available to parents
for planning purposes. If there
is an admission charge for a
trip, parents will be asked to
pay that admission fee.
However, no child will ever
be denied participation in any
school trip or activity due to
the parents' inability to pay the
required fee. The school has
been asked to budget the amount
of money that we anticipate
will be necessary to provide
out-of-class educational experiences to our students.

ATTENDANCE
Attendance is important!!
Children learn best when they
are in class performing the activities and assignments. Attendance includes being on time
each day and not leaving before
the dismissal time if at all possible. We understand that children are sometimes sick and
appointments often conflict with
the school day but we ask that.
if at all possible, appointments
be made after school. Attendance effects many areas of
the school program but the
number 1 concern is your children. We can't provide them
instruction if they are absent.
Our day begins at 7:25 a.m.
when the busses arrive and
children enter the building. The
first bell rings at 7:40 and the
tardy bell rings at 7:45. Instruction begins at 7:45. The students who are car riders are
picked up by 3:15 and the children who ride the busses are
loaded and on their way home
to you by 3:30 p.m.

SUPPORT OUR SCHOOLS

early
:lassbe

North welcomes students

:hool

North Calloway Elementary
School serves students from
entry level through fifth grade
with an approximate enrollment
of 600 students. North is accredited by the Commission on Elementary Schools of the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools and meets all state
accreditation standards.
North Elementary has fully
implemented all components of
the Kentucky Education Reform
Act and is governed by a six
member School Based Decision Making Council. The council consists of two parents, three
teachers, and the school principal.
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SBDM Council members for
1998-1999 are: Connie Talent,
and Belinda Taylor, parent representatives, Emily Apperson,
Karen Crick, and Donna Whitfield, teacher representatives and
Margaret Cook, North principal.
Students and parents of North
receive services from the Calloway County Family Resource
Center which is located at East
Elementary. In addition, preschool students living in the
North district may qualify for
receiving services from the Calloway County Preschool Center.
The Parent-Teacher Organi-

zation is a vital part of North
Elementary and is responsible
for coordinating the volunteer
program for the school along

• See Page 8
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on these dates an meet with
our staff, tour the building, and
check on bus schedules and
routes.
We are looking forward to
the 1998-1999 school year. May
it be our best!

Give Them The Best.
Stride Rite is the brand customers
depend on for both dress and casual
children's footwear. In a variety of sizes
and styles, Stride Rite footwear meets
the needs of every child.
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Southside Manor • 753-4383
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'Preschool 2, 3 & 4 Year Olds
'Structured Activities
For 1 Year Olds
'Quality Programs For
2 Year Olds
•6 Weeks - 12 Years
'School Age Program Available
*Reasonable Rates
'Call Today For More Information

APPLE TREE
SCHOOL
1503 Stadium View
Murray, Ky.
753-9356
Owners
Robert & Linda Kilpatrick
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Day Treatment Center offers programs
The Calloway County Day
Treatment Center is located at
94 Spruce Street in Murray and
is operated by the Calloway
County Board of Education in
cooperation with the Cabinet
of Human Resources, Department for Social Services, Division of Childrren's Residential
Services. Murray Independent
Schools, Graves County Schools
Independent
Mayfield
and
Schools.
The Day Treatment Program
is a specialized treatment and
educational program for both
male and female youths, ages
twelve through seventeen, who
present problems of pre-deliquent or delinquent behavior,

family dysfunction, and are having difficulty in school.
Youth with no pending or past
delinquent charges are also
admitted, due to indications of
acting-out
and
delinquent
beheavior on the part of the
youth.
Primary referral sources are
Calloway County, Murray Independent, Graves County, and
Mayfield Independent School
systems, juvenile court and the
Cabinet for Human Resources,
Division of Family Services.
The staffing of the program
is director, Roy Cothran; counselor, Larry Jackson; teacher
assistants. Wayne Stevens and
Brett Miller.

New staff members at the
Treatment Center are Jean
Watkins, who has been a teacher
at Calloway County High School
for the past 21 years; Pat Allbritten, a teacher, who has been
at the Mayfield Treatment Centet for the past two years; and
Craig Miller, counselor and
school psychologist, has been
with the Cushing Public Schools
in Oklahoma for the past three
years.
Jackie Graham will be halftime secretary and half-time
Title I Specialist. She has been
with Mayfield Treatment Center for the past nine years.
Philosophy and goals of Calloway County Day Treatment

is that education should provide each individual to the extent
of his/her readiness with an
understanding of the nature of
man, and awareness of the
American heritage, and the
knowledge of the need to adapt
to his environment throught the
utilization of home, school and
community.

I. An intensive counseling
program, consisting or individual and group counseling.
2. Parent/family couseling
services.

Day Treatment Center's
1998-99 session will start July
30, and will run through June
25, 1999. School hours are
8a.m. to 3:15p.m. Monday
through Friday.

meet their educational, social,
and emotional needs. These
include: Special Education programs, Title I services in the
areas of reading and math, Writing-to-Read, IBM Computer
Laboratory. Accelerated Reading Program, Extended School
Services, Music, Physical Education, Media Center Services.

Art. Gifted/Talented and counseling services provided by our
school guidance counselor,
Emily Apperson:'

dents academically, socially, and
personally, to be lifelong learners capable of thinking and
solving problems and serving
as responsible citizens ready to
meet the challenges of tomorrow. This comprehensive education provides each student
with a sound foundation for
success.

Back to School registration
is set for Monday, August 10,
1998 from 3:00 p.m. to 6:00
p.m. Please come and meet the
teachers, see the classrooms
and complete the registration
process.
Everyone is invited to come
and visit North for a first-hand
glimpse of education in action.

The following treatment and
academic services are offered
through the Calloway County
Day Treatment Program:

3. An individualized academic program which allows
youth to work at his/her level
of ability and thus experience
success in the classroom.
4. Recreational activities.
5. Computer assisted instructional programs.
6. Community services.
7. Summer school.
8. Drug and alcohol counseling.

North ...
From Page 7
with special projects and functions which enhance the overall school program, including the
Fall Festival, intramurals for primary students, Teacher Appreciation Week. Kids' Week, and
the North yearbook.
Numerous services are available for students to help them

SX,ACOVU'LIT

The mission of North Calloway is that through a cooperative school and community
effort. North Calloway Elementary shall empower all stu-

Now that it's back-to-school time, be careful
of youngsters crossing the streets.
Drive with caution.
Our children are our future.
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Calloway outlines student fee policy
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Primary through Grade 8
Parents of students enrolled
in Calloway County Schools
through grade eight (8) will be
expected to supplement the
materials, supplies and/or services provided by the school in
the following manner:
(Note--No student will be
denied services or appropriate
educational experiences due to
the inability to pay school fees
or provide supplies, materials
or other expenses.)
1. Student Fees--The board
authorizes each school to charge
a student fee not to exceed
$15 per student to cover supplies, materials, or educational
experiences not covered by other
funding sources. Examples of
how this fee money might by
utilized include, but are not
restricted to, the following:
--educational assembly programs
--scissors, rulers, protractors,
etc.
--tape, glue sticks, etc.
--folders (pocket and regular)
--field trip driver costs
--paint sets
2. Field trip admission costs
and necessary personal costs-At times it is desirable for students to participate in events
which require admission costs
as well as meals that cannot
be provided by the school. Parents will be expected to supply these costs (with the exception of the inability to pay as
noted above).
Parents will also be
3.
expected to provide students
with "regular" consumable
classroom supplies. Examples
include (but are not limited to):
--paper, pencils, age appropriate writing journals
--notebooks and appropriate
paper binders (no trapper keepers)
--computer diskettes and
audio tapes (used for individual student work)
pencils
--crayons/colored
and/or magic markers
--bookbags
Parents will not be given
classroom lists requiring "name
brand" items.
The school shall provide
other necessary educational supplies and services, from board
allocations. Examples include,
but are not limited to:
--tissues ("Kleenexes")
--paper towels
--soap
--toilet paper
--construction paper
--other regular classroom
materials and supplies
--costs of bus fuel and other

related field trip costs (except
driver costs, admission, and or
personal costs as listed above)
Each school is requested to
estimate the number of field trips
and related costs for the school
year and inform parents of those
planned activities ( and related costs) at the beginning of
the school year.
Parents shall also be informed
that no student will be denied
participation in any school activ-

ity or supply/material due to
the parents inability to pay the
required fee.
Each school is, therefore,
required to budget and set aside
funds to cover all expenses for
students whose parents are
unalbe to pay the fees/costs.
High School Fees
(Grades 9-12)
High school students may
be expected to pay class fees

based on an individual class
fee schedule approved each year
by the high school SBDM Council and board of education. No
students shall be required to
pay more than a total of $65
in class fees for one academic year with the following exceptions:
--student fees may exceed
$65 if the student enrolls in
drivers education
--the student makes products
which become the property of
the student
--the student produces products which are consumed by
the student.
Students participating in
extra-curricular and/or educational field trips may be expected to pay for bus driver costs
and/or personal costs associated with the trip (in addition
to the class fee).
Each class fee approved by
the high school SBDM Council and board of education shall
include a list of examples documenting the kinds of supplies,
materials, and/or services for
which the class fee will be

l'I('KCP OR
14:1.1‘ FRY SPECIAL

expended.
No student will be denied
participation in any educational program based on the inability to pay the class fee or
expense. Therefore, the high
school SBDM Council shall set
aside funds to cover fees which
student/parents are unable to
pay.
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Head Start registration set for Aug. 7
Registration for Murray
Preschool/Head Start and Early
Head Start is scheduled for Friday. August 7, from 9 a.m. to
12 a.m., 2-5 p.m. on the first
floor of MSU's Special Education Building. The first day
of preschool classes for children is Monday, August 24.
Home visits and assessments
begin after registration.
Students enrolling in the preschool program must be three
or four years old by October
1, 1998. Services are free to
children whose families meet
specific income guidelines; children with disabilities may also
attend without cost, regardless
of income. Children with disabilities are eligible when they
become three years old.
Parents enrolling their children for the first time should
bring the child's birth certificate. proof of income (a W2
form or check stubs from the
last three months of employment), the child's social security card, social security cards
for family members, a medical
card or insurance information.

updated immunization records
(including a current TB skin
test certificate), and, if available, a report from the child's
physical examination.
If parents are unsure of their
child's eligibility, they are invited to attend registration for more
information.
The preschool program offers
classes in both the morning
and the afternoon. The morning class meets from 8:45 to
12:15; afternoon classes meet
from 12:15 - 3:45 p.m.
Door-to-door bus transportation is provided.
Students in the morning program are given breakfast and
lunch. Students in the afternoon program are given lunch
and a snack.
The supervisor for the Murray preschool program is Debbie Lampe. Nancy Newsome
is a teacher; one additional
teacher will be hired before the
beginning of school; assistants
are Alisa Dillard, Suzi Payne,
and Kathy Hensley. Food services manager is Shirley Lane.
The family services team

includes Lisa Crutcher and Kym
Hopkins.
The Murray Preschool/Head
Start is a nationally accredited
early childhood center, combining state-funded preschool
programs for three-and four-year
olds with the federal Head Start
program.
The Murray Independent
School District administers the
Head Start program. which
serves about 1300 children and

ed in the Special Education
Building on MSLI's campus. The
Murray Early Head Start is also
located in the Special Education Building.
Registration for Early Head
Start is to he held in conjunction with the Murray
Preschool/Head Start registration.
Early Head Start is for pregnant women, infants, toddlers.
and their families; families must
meet Early Head Start income
guidelines.
Among the services provided through Early Head Start
are child care, parent education, mental health services.
health services for children, and
western
their families in eight
family support services.
Kentucky counties. There are
Questions should be directtwenty-six sites which provide
ed
to Murray Preschool/Head
preschool and health services for
supervisor Debbie Lampe
Start
servicsupport
and
youngsters
Murray
es (such as family counseling, (762-6863),
Family
Start
ead
Preschool/H
adult education, and job trainHopkins
Kym
Worker
Service
ing) for families.
(762-3262). or Head Start director Judy Whitten (753-6031).
Most of the sites are in pubQuestions about Early Head
lic schools, although the Head
Start should be directed to MarStart program for the Murray
ilyn Hornback (753-6031).
Preschool/Head Start is locat-

Murray High hosts open house for freshmen
Students who will be freshman at Murray High School
this year and their parents are
asked to attend an open house
and registration tonight, July
28. beginning at 7 p.m.

After an orientation and registration session, students will
meet the Murray High teachers and tour the schools.
They will receive a copy of
their daily schedule and learn

the names fo their homeroom
teachers. The student remains
in that homeroom through all
four years of high school.
Freshman sponsors are Mark
Etherton, Nancy Meloan. Wayne

Jackson. Becky Fairbanks,
Rusty Back, and Hope Foster.
Registration for returning students began today, with registration for rising seniors, and
will the rest of the week.

Tomorrow, Wednesday, July
29. juniors (A-M) will register
between 9 and 11 a.m. and

• See Page 14
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The Kids Are Back In School!
Take Time For Yourself..
Curves, America's largest fitness franchise offers...
• Quickfit - the first 30 minutes total workout
• Women's strength training for permanent results
• On-site weight loss guidance
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Curves
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"30 min. fitness & wt. loss centers"
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616 S. 4th St.
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juniors (N-Z) will register
between the hours of I and 3
p.m.
Sophomores (A-M) will register Thursday. July 30, between
9 and II a.m.; and sophomores
(N-Z) register between 1 and
3 p.m.
Returning students who are
unable to attend the first two

TUESDAY. JULY 28, 1998

days of registration are asked
to come to the high school on
Friday. July 31, between 1 and
3 or to contact the high schhol
as soon as possible to make other
arrangements.
The registation process takes
about ten minutes; students will
pick up their schedules and pay
the school fees. They will also
be able to pick up their 1997-

1998 yearbooks.
Students who are unable to
attend registration are asked to
contact Principal Dan Hampton at 753-5202 as soon as
possible.
This year the high school
welcomes a new counselor,
Danita Johnson, who moved to
Murray last year when husband
Denver accepted the coaching

You don't have to be a
Harvard graduate to
,diey

know

has all the

job with Murray State University.
Her experience includes
seven years as a school counselor (most recently with the
Mayfield City Schools), and four
years as an admissions officer
with the University of Tennessee of Martin.
The Johnsons have two children in the Murray school system. Taylor, a fourth grader,
and Kelsey, a primary student.
There is only one change
in the faculty. A new science
teacher will be hired before
school begins to replace Stan
Waller, who resigned during
the summer.
New coaches are Chris
Hayes, for girls' soccer, and
Dan Hudson, for boys' basketball. Hudson will teach social
studies at Murray Middle
School.
Murray High School has

made several changes in its
curriculum this year to accommodate new graduation requirements set by the state of Kentucky.
Beginning with the Class of
2002 (this year's freshmen),
students are required to have
23 credits for graduation.
These must include algebra
and geometry for all students,
three science credits and three
social studies credits (rather than
two).
New classes are pre-Algebra, Applied Algebra, and
Applied Geometry; Applied
English; cultural Geography and
Government/Economics; Earth
Space Science; and
and
Advanced Art.
Individuals with questions
about Murray High School are
invited to call Principal Dan
Hampton, 753-5202.
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Murray Elementary sets schedule
Children who will attend
Murray Elementary School this
year and their parents are invited to "Meet the Teacher" Monday, August 3, between 5:30
and 7 p.m.
But first they'll need to "00h
and ahh" at the big colorful
mural of tiger cubs playing in
the jungle that now adorns the
entryway.
The mural was designed by
art teacher Gena Maley, who
also recruited several teachers
to help fill in the outlines.
"1 think the mural makes it
obvious that our school is a
welcoming school," said secretary Denise Epperson. "People can't help but smile when
they see it."
The "Meet the Teacher" event
has been a fixture at Murray
Elementary for many years.
All teachers will be in their
classrooms, and every one has
some sort of surprise for new
students. Class lists will posted outside each classroom door.
"We think it's a good idea
for the child to meet the teacher
before the first day of school,"
said principal Eleanor Mills.
"A lot of those fir-day jitters
don't take place when children
go to a familiar place."
Teachers will be able to
answer questions about the primary program. school and classroom procedures, learning materials, special classes, the volunteer program, the lunchroom,
and other areas of interest.
Also present will be FTO

officers, bus drivers, and other
personnel.
Parents are asked to register their children for school by
coming to the cafeteria on
Wednesday, July 29. The first
day of school for students is
Tuesday, August 4.
Children who must register
for the primary are those who
will be five years old by October 1.
The registration. or "Fee
Day", is scheduled for 9 a.m.
to 11:30 a.m. in the cafeteria.
The schedule is as follows:
9-9:30 a.m., A-D; 9:30-10 a.m.,
E-J; 10-10:30 a.m., K-P, 10:3011 a.m. Q-S, and 11-11:30 a.m.,
T-Z.
On Fee Day, parents complete the enrollment form, pay
the general school fee of $25.00,
and receive information about
the school year. They will be
able to find out more about
the bus system and prepay for
their children's school lunch
and breakfast.
If the child is enrolling in
school for the first time, parents must bring a valid Kentucky immunization certificate,
an official copy of the student's social security card, and,
if available, a completed physical examination form.
Parents of children who
attended Murray Elementary
School last year are not required
to bring any documentation with
them. However, parents are
asked to make sure that the

child's immunization certificate
is up-to-date.
Classes at Murray Elementary School begin at 7:35 and
dismiss at 2:30.
School starting times are
staggered in the three schools
of the Murray system to allow
for efficient use of the school
buses. Middle and high school

Drothers ?Pig
Sisters matches youth with
professionally screened,
caring adults to provide a
wand role model in
their live4
.4

•

For more info,
contact Michelle at
the YMCA at
759-9699

lor; also retaining their offices
from last year are Belinda Peebles. vice-president/public relations, Laura Pitman. treasurer.
and Cindy Kinsey. secretary.
New officers are Amy Reynolds,
vice-president/activities, and
Judee Metzinger. yearbook

• See Page 16
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PUT YOUR AUTOMOBILE IN
TOP CONDITION!
We Specialize In:
Electronic Fuel
Injection $3995
Cleaning

Special:
Lube, Oil $1975
Filter

N R DA LAutoCare
441.I&

Imm11117 Center
We Install Quality NAPA Parts

itt0

Having a 13i9 5rother
or 8i9 5ister
is really COOL!

IMAGINE HAVING
SOMEONE WHO IS THERE JUST TO
SPEND TIME DOING FUN THINGS
WITH YOU!!

students do not ride the buse.
at the same time as the primary children.
Members of the elementary
school FTO will be on hand
on the first day of school to
help direct students and parents.
President of the PTO. for
the fifth year, is Jennifer Tay-

CUNNINGHAM
AUTO
REPAIR

04.

"The oldest
Independent
repair shop in Murray"
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YOUR TOTAL CAR CARE BUSINESS
from minor tune-ups to major overhauls.
See or call: W.A. Cunningham, Larry _Cunningham,
Randy Cunningham, Ricky Cunningham.

619 S. 4th St.
Hours:
Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00

(502)753-6831
(502)753-3571
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Murray Middle classes to begin Aug. 4
4

The first day of school for
all students at Murray Middle
School, grades four through
eight, will be Tuesday, august
4.
Parents of students who will
enter fourth grade are invited
to "meet the teacher" today.
July 28, between 4 and 6 p.m.,
in the middle school's Austin

Transition School building.
Teachers will be in their rooms
to welcome students, help students and parents complete registration forms, and answer
questions about school policies
and procedures, the curriculum,
and school events.
Students in grades six
through eight who are new to

the school system area asked
to register in the Murray Middle School office on Friday.
July 31, or Monday. August 3
between the hours of 8 a.m.
and 4 p.m.; they may register
earlier by contacting the M.M.S.
office at 753-5125.
On August 4, students in
grades four and five are to

SCHOOL
AGAIN...

report to their teachers in the
Austin building at 8:15. Registration for fifth graders will
take place in the classroom;
parents are welcome to attend
and meet their children's teachers.
Students in grades six
through eight are to report to
the auditorium in the Main
building at 8:15. They will
then be dismissed to go to their
homerooms. Class lists will
be posted by the auditorium
doors.
IN their homerooms, they
will complete registration forms
and be given information about
school fees. The general school
fee for the 1998-99 school year
is $20.00. There are additional
activity fees for some classes.

• Murray
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New teachers at Murray Middle are fourth grade teacher
Kim Donaldson, sixth grade
science teacher Todd Anderson,
sixth grade social studies teacher
Dan Hudson, speech language
pathologist Laura Miller, and
special education teachers Mar• See

Page 17
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From Page 15
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Robin Brown is the
chair.
teacher representative.
The first PTO event of the
1998-99 school year is the annual "Back To School" night, Tuesday, September 25. Other PTO
events already scheduled are
the Book Fair (November 1024), "Family Night" (November 17), the "Spring Swing"
(Apri12), and "Play Day" (May
28). School pictures are scheduled for September 14 during
the day.
Murray Elementary's primary
program combines PI (first year)
and P2 (second year) children
in the same classroom; children usually stay with the same
teacher for two years. P3 and
P4 children, however, are separated for instruction.
There are five teacher teams,
each of which contains teachers of different grade levels.
Teachers in each team have a
common planning time, which
makes it easier to share ideas
and materials. Children meet
together in multi-age groups
for certain activities and special events. They can also be
regrouped within the team by
ability level or interest area.
Joining the staff of Murray
Elementary this year are teachers Julie Forsythe, Theresa
Jones, and Denise Brockman.
Teachers who retired or
resigned over the summer are
Faye Beyer, Mary Ann Carter,
Holly
and Ashley Pearson.
Bloodworth has taken a oneyear leave of absence to teach
at Murray State; her position
will be filled by Mona Blankenship who is well known to the
students as an instrctional assistant and substitute teacher.
Janet Paschall also resigned

from Murray Elementary. Her
secretarial position has been
assumed by Leslie Ellis, while
Noelle Lunte has taken over
as director of the Kids Company afterschool childcare program.
Teacher teams at Murray Elementary are as follows:
Teachers in "Trailblazers"
are Rebecca Cunningham, Marilyn Dill, Mary Gaillohnson,
Theresa Jones, and Matlene
Perry.
"Adventurers" are Mona
Blankenship, Lynda Purcell,
Janet Shepherd, Lisa Skillern,
and Michelle Wheeler.
"Moonbeams" are Denise
Brockman, Lashlee Foster,
Genese Reid, and Barbara
Wildey.
"Starshine" teachers are Carolyn Colson, Kandi Dawson,
Robin Brown, Marcy Back, and
Carla Rexroat.
are
teachers
"Satellite"
Donna Alexander, speech/language pathologist: Gena Maley,
an and critical thinking skills;
Julie Forsythe, Title I/reading;
Kim Black, music; Brian
Gudalis, physical education; and
Mary Frank Valentine, counselor.
Instructional assistants are
Carol Chapman, Shana Caldwell, Debby Dick, Cathy Elias,
Fran Forsythe, Margie Kaczmarek, Dee Lipford, Noelle
Lunte, Christine McKnight,
McMannus, Debbie
Susan
Miller, June Pierce, Rbin Rigsby, Paige Simmins, Vair Taylor, Sandy Tinsley, Beth White,
and Dot Wilson.
Parents who have questions
about Murray Elementary or
who are unable to register their
child on "Fee Day" are asked
to call the school office at 7535022.
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ilyn Daniel and Donna Whitehead.
Donaldson.and Anderson are
both recent graduates of Murray State University, where Donaldson was declared the top
elementary education major in
the College of Education.
Daniel, who is the wife of
Methodist minister Larry Daniel,
also graduated from Murray
last year and has two
State
children in the Murray school
Donna Whitehead
system.
comes to Murray from Meade
County, where she taught special education for four years.
In addition to his duties as
a sixth grade teacher, Dan Hudson will be the head coach of
the M.H.S. basketball team.
Teachers in special areas at
Murray Middle are Jenna
Gudalis, physical education;
Charles Haney, general music;
Dan Blankenship, industrial arts;
Heather Duffy, art; Katie Carpenter, journalism and theater
skills; and Beth Stribling and
John Stroube, instrumental
music. The librarian at Murray Middle School is Daytha
Howell, and the counselor is
Jan Seargent.
Special needs teachers are

Audrey Brown, Kelly Jackson,
Sue Vonnahme, Donna Whitehead, and Marilyn Daniel. The
school counselor is Jan Seargent.
Homeroom teachers for the
fourth grade are Sherry Bazzell.
Stacy Wortham, Sandy Cantrell.
and Kim Donaldson. Fifth grade
teacher are Donna Keller, Chris
Bowman, Carolyn Shown, and
Patsy Oakley.
Homeroom teachers for the
sixth grade are Debbie Bell.
Dick Farrell, Dan Hudson, and
Todd Anderson.
For the seventh grade. homeroom teachers are Mike Epperson, Judy •Tucker. Peggy Shelton, and Greg Gerhart; and,
for the eighth grade, Kris Zirbel, Shelia Henry. David Bloodworth, and Scott Turner.
Teachers retiring during the
summer were Pat McMillin, Ann
McKeel, and Kay Warner. Art
teacher Ted Dotson accepted a
position with Murray High
School, while M.H.S. art teacher
Heather Duffy has transferred
to Murray Middle.
The annual "Back To School"
night for partents will be held
shortly after the beginning of
school.
PTO officers for the coming year are Anna-Margaret

Cunningham and Sylvia Garrison, co-presidents; Karen Kuykendall and Debbie Seay. co-vicepresidents; Karen Duncan. secretary; and Kim McFarlen, treasurer.
Parents with questions about
registration or Murray Middle
School are invited to call the
school office at 753-5125.

A FOCUS

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southern Baptist School
Affiliated With The Blood River Baptist Association

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, July 30, 6:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.
Sunday,August 2, 2:00 p.m. to 4:00 p.m.
at the Family Life Center of Hardin Baptist Church
located at 218 College Street, Hardin, KY
We will be accepting applications for student enrollment.
Please come and meet our teachers, view the curriculum,
and tour the facilities.

Over 1,000 Movies
For Sale
Some as low as

• Quality Christian Curriculum • Smaller Class Enrollments
• Yearly Standardized Tests
• Daily Bible Classes
• Positive, Consistent Discipline • Parent-Teacher Fellowship

$695

Posters • Movies • Standee's
• Discount on Candy
Movie Protective Cases
$.10 ea. or 20 sr°

Central Shopping Center
Murray • 753-7670

EMMANUEL BAPTIST ACADEMY is overseen by an elected school
board. The Academy does not discriminate in its admissions against
any person because of race, color, national or ethnic origin, gender,
age or disability.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
753-2322, or 437-4432
"Preparing Our Children To Be The Light Of The World.*
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Supplies listed for Murray students
Students attending Murray
Elementary School and Murray Middle School will need

the following supplies this year.
PI and P2 (first and second year students): one reg-
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Specializing in Tap, Ballet, Pointe,
Jazz & Gymnastics.
Boys & Girls - Ages Three Through Adult
Ladies Beginner Tap and Ballet Class

REGISTRATION
Mon., Aug. 3.2-6 pm.
Tues.. Aug. 4, II a.m.-2 p.m.

753-0605
or 753-5352
Our philosophy is to
teach dance to our
students with respect
and love in a caring and
Christian envimnment."

Classes grouped for more individual instruction
Dance wear, shoes and accessories available.
Jane Marie Chapman — Director-Owner

903 Arcadia Circle
(Across from New Crty Park)

ular box of kleenex, four pencils, one box of eight large
primary color Crayola crayons,
one package of eight large Crayola classic washable markers.
one pair of safety scissors
(Fiskars). three two-pocket folders. one tri-folding plastic resting mat, two 4 ounce bottles
of Elmer's School Glue, one
school box (no larger that 5x8),
and one wide-rule spiral notebook.
P3 and P4 (third and four
year students): one box of
24 crayons, six #2 lead pencils, two Bic blue marking pens,
one pair of scissors (Fiskars if
possible), one small bottle of
Elmer's School Glue, one small
bottle of rubber cement, three
medium wide-ruled spiral notebooks (8 1/2 x 11), two packages of wide-ruled loose-leaf
paper, six two-pocket folders
(with pockets at the bottom),
one large pencil pouch, one
box of washable markers, and
1 1/2" three-ring notebook, and
2 or 3 highlighters (any color).
All items should be labeled
with the child's name. Teachers request that students not
bring school boxes or Trapper
Keeter notebooks.
Fourth grade: five #2 pencils (no mechanical pencils), a

MURRAY
CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY

with pockets, a ruler (showing
both centimeters and inches up
to 1/16 inch).
Sixth grade: a three-ring
notebook binder with pocket
subject dividers, wide-ruled
loose-leaf paper. four bound
journals (no spiral notebooks),
a ruler, a protractor, markers
and colored pencils, scissors,
a calculator. 12 #2 pencils, blue
or brack ink pens, four book
covers, plastic pencil pouch for
a three-ring binder, a box of
kleenex, an assignment pad,
2-inch three-ring binder, five
#2 red lead pencils, two large
packages of white loose-leaf
paper, glue, one or two large
dry erase marker(s), scissors,
a small box of crayons, four
folders with pockets. five single-subject notebooks (wideruled), a clear plastic pencil
pouch, a large box of tissues,
and one bottle of Germ-X.
(Teachers request that students
not bring trapper keepers.)
Fifth grade: one assignment pad. 5 #2 pencils (no
mechanical pencils or pens), 5
#2 red lead checking pencils,
a two-inch three-ring binder, one
package of wide-ruled loose-leaf
paper, glue, scissors, one box
of small crayons, four folders
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and a two-pocket writing folder.
Seventh grade: two yards
of fabric (to cover journal),
glue, graph paper (not scientific), pencils. pens (blue or
black ink), markers, a looseleaf notebook, a one-inch binder,
loose-leaf paper, one spiral notebook, five pocket folders, and
a regular size box of kleenex.
Eighth grade: #2 pencils,
pens (blue or black ink), four
spiral notebooks, four folders,
graph paper, calligraphy pens,
and a box of kleenex.
Bookbags brought to school
by Murray Middle students must
be small enough to fit in a
locker. No bookbags will be
allowed in classrooms.
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Registration
August 11, 9 am.-1 p.m.
Classes Begin
August 11, 1998

Non denominational Christian Education

• Kindergarten - Eighth Grade
• Professional Certified Christian Teachers
• Small Teacher - Student Ratio
• Academic Excellence
• Christian Values

401 N. 12th St.

(located in St. Leos Catholic Church)

759-1321
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Kids'
Kids' Company, the afterschool childcare program operated by the Murray City Schools.
will expand to accommodate
all students in need of childcare during the fall, winter, and
spring breaks.
The new calendar adopted
by the Murray City Schools is
organized by quarters, each
approximately nine weeks in
length. There are two or threeweek breaks between each of
the quarters.
The schools will schedule
enrichment and remediation
classes for one week of the

break. The rest of the time is
vacation for both students and
teachers.
Kids' Company will operate
every day of the fall and winter break and during the second week of the spring break,
from 6:45 a.m. to 6 p.m., hiring new childcare workers as
needed to keep adult/child ratios
low. Fees are compatible with
those charged by commercial
daycare centers.
The childcare service will
be closed for one week- March
15-19. This coincides with
MSU's spring break.

During the school year, Kids'
Company begins when school
is dismissed and closes at 6
p.m.
Elementary
Murray
At
School, where the program has
been established for twelve

familiar faces and familiar
rules."
There are organized activities. supervised opportunities for
students to complete home-work
assignments. and plenty of time
for free play. indoors and out.
A nutritional snack is served
every day. There are several
assistants, so the student-teacher
ratio is kept very low.
For information on Kids'

years, it is u under the direction of Noelle Lunte. The
director of the Murray Middle
program. now in its third year,
is Alisa Dillard.
According to Murray Elementary principal Eleanor Mills.
the goal of Kids' Company is
to provide safe and reliable
child care for working parents.
"We believe that children
thrive in an atmosphere where
they feel secure, " she said.
'lf they go to Kids' Company, they are in the same environment all day long. It's a
familiar place to them, with

Company. parents are invited
to call 753-5022 for the Murray Elementary program and
759-0842 for the Murray Middle School program.

Murray sets school calendar

The calendar for the Murray
City Schools calls for 170 instructional days for students, with the
first day of school on Wednesday,
August 4.
The calendar divides the year
into four quarters, each approximately nine weeks in duration.
Two-week breaks are schedules in
October and March and a threeweek break is scheduled in December.
The new calendar was approved
by the Murray Board of Education in April after a year-long
study.
JULY
28-30 MHS registration
28 MES "Fee Day"

NOVEMBER
Teaclicr" at Murray Middle's Tran3 No school (Election Day)
sition School (grade 4)
9 End of twelve weeks (MES)
AUGUST
25-27 Thanksgiving break
3 "Meet the Teacher at MurDECEMBER
ray Elementary School
18 End of second quarter
4 First day of school for stu21 Christmas break starts
dents/MMS (5-8) registration
JANUARY
Registration for Murray
7
4-8 Winter intersession
Preschool/Head Start
18 Martin Luther King Day
10 "Chicken Kick-Off' for ath- (no
school)
letics/band
FEBRUARY
classol
prescho
of
24 First day
26 End of 12 weeks (MES)
es
MARCH
25 MES "Back to School" night
12 End of third quarter
SEPTEMBER
15-19 Spring vacation (coinschool)
(no
7 Labor Day
with MSU Spring Break)
cides
OCTOBER
Spring intersession
22-26
quarter
2 End of first
APRIL
5-9 Fall vacation
8-9 No school
12-16 Fall intersection

MAY
31 Memorial Day (no school)
JUNE
4 Last day for students

7-11 Summer intersession
If had weather forces schools
to close during the winter. makeup days will he added onto the
end of the year.

Z

• AudioNideo Input lacks
• ZDG' High Contrast Picture Tube,
--'
• MTS Stereo Receiver/Monitor
• Surf's Up'Favorite Channel
Selection
• ICON Menu Package
• Trilingual On-Screen
Displays
• Channel Labeling
• Multi-Purpose Timer
• Parental Control
• CaptionVision (CC) Capability
• Night Vision' Universal Remote
0 A 210 Control MBR3447

TV
Tucker
Sat. 9-Noon
Mon.-Fr: 8-5,

489-2870 • 1914

Coldwater

Rd. • 753-2900
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Murray sets bus schedules
Bus servies for students
attending the Murray City
Schools begins the first day of
school, Tuesday. August 4.
Bus schedules are based on
those established at the end of
the 1997-98 school year.
Adjustments are made as the
need becomes apparent.
Parents of students who are

new to the school system or
have moved to a different home
are encouraged to call Willie
Jackson at the school system's
central office(753-4363)if there
is not an existing bus stop
which servies their needs.
Adjustments will be made in
bus routes after the first week.
Seven buses run regular

routes. Drivers for the 199899 school year are Joyce Kingins, Bus 9701; Jane McCusiton, Bus 9401; O.T. Stalls, Bus
9702; John Lane, Bus 9402:
Elizabeth Oliver, Bus 9403, Eva
Mohler, Bus 9201; and Eugene
Peal, Bus 9404.

• See Page 21

Change Your Bank
Before Your Banking Changes.

Choose

Hometown!
A few good reasons to change:
1. Only indepdent bank headquartered in

There are many reasons to choose
the'Hometown'Peoples Bank

Murray.
2. The most Murray locations.
3. Extended Saturday and Evening hours.
4. Operations and Bookkeping located in
Murray.
5. National recognition for financial
strength.
6. 24-hour banking options.
7. Innovative products and services
8. Underground parking garage.

Any bank can say it cares about the community. But after
64 years, we are still proving it by remaining Murray's only
indepdent and locally managed bank.
With recent mergers, takeovers and name changes, don't
you want to bank with the only bank that's been headquartered in the community for 64 years.

PeoplesBank
Muray,Of

Kentucky

The Hometown Bank

9. Personalized loan decisions.
Machine: Curris
Main Office: 5th & Main, North Branch: 12th & Chestnut,• South Branch: 12th & Story, Kroger Money Market Center • MSU Teller
Center,• MCCH Teller Machine: Murray-Calloway County Hopsital
Member FDIC
Phone: 767-BANK

„.,
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The first two digits in the
bus numbers refer to the year
in which the bus was purchased; the last two digits indicate how many buses were
prucheased that year.
Three buses are kept are
spares.
The school system also provides bus transportation for children enrolled in the Murray
Preschool/Head Start program.
Bus drivers are Vita Duigan
and Carlee Saylors.
Complete bus routes for Murray Elementary School, Murray Middle School, and Murray High School are as follows:
BUS SCHEDULE
MIDDLE &
MURRAY
HIGH SCHOOL
Eva Mohler's bus #9201, which
will start at 7:15a.m. and will
arrive at 8:15a.m., will make the
following stops:
I. 119 N. 14th; 2. 14th &
Olive; 3. Olive & 13th; 4. Olive
& 10th; 5. Olive & 8th; 6. 508
S. 6th; 7. 710 River Rd.; 8. 604
Lafollette; 9. 614 Lafollette; 10.
Ellis Dr. at Community Bid.; II.
629 Broad; 12. 623 Broad; 13.
705 Vine; 14. Vine at 7th on 7th;
15. 516 S. 7th; 16. 1309 Poplar;
17. 210 S. 15th; 18. 1414 1/2
Vine; 19. 315 Irvan.
Eva Mohler's bus #920I, which
runs PM only. will make the following stops:
1. 119 N. 14th; 2. 14th &
Olive; 3. Olive & 13th; 4. Olive
& 10th; 5. Olive & 8th; 6. 508

S. 6th; 7. 710 River Rd.; 8. 604
Lafollette; 9. 614 Lafollette; 10.
Ellis Dr. at Community Bld.; II.
629 Broad; 12. 623 Broad; 13.
705 Vine; 14. Vine at 7th on 7th;
15. 516 S. 7th; 16. 1309 Poplar;
17. 210 S. 15th; 18. 1414 1/2
Vine; 19. 315 Irvan.
Jane McCuiston's bus #9401,
which will start at7:20a.m. and
will arrive at 8:00a.m, will make
the following stops:
I. N. 16th at Hamilton; 2. 1608
Ryan; 3. 1662 Ryan; 4. 1711 Ryan;
5. 18th at Wells Ext.; 6. 17th at
Olive; 7. 17th at Olive; 8. 404 N.
17th; 9. 413 N. 17th; 10. 17th at
College Farm Rd.; 11. 812 N.
19th; 12. College Farm Rd. at 18th
on R; 13. Stop as soon as turn
on 18th; 14. 909 N. 18th (Occasional Stop); 15. 911 N. 18th; 16.
816 Coldwater Rd.; 17. Stop before
going into College Ct. (2nd drive);
18. 800 College Courts; 19. Murray Manor (2nd drive); 20. Riviera Courts (office); 21. 905 Northwood; 22. Last apt. on right.
Jane McCuiston's bus #940I,
which will run PM only, will make
the following stops:
1. 16th at Hamilton; 2. Boy
Scout Museum; 3. Y.M.C.A.; 4.
1608 Ryan; 5. 16462 Ryan; 6. 1711
Ryan; 7. 18th at Wells Ext.; 8. Miller
at 17th; 9. 17th at Olive; 10. 404
N. 17th; II. 413 N. 17th; 12. 17th
at Calloway; 13. 17th at College
Farm Rd.; 14. 812 N. 19th; 15.
19th at Sherry Ln. (Occasional
stop); 16. Shery Ln. at N. 20th
(Occasional stop); 17. 808 N. 20th;
18. College Farm at 18th on right;
19. N. 18th as soon as turn on
18th; 20. 909 N. 18th (Occasion-

Sandra's School of Dance
& gymnastics
announces registration

Monday, Aug. 3, 1998, 10:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.
& Thursday, Aug. 6, 1998, 2:00-6:00 p.m.
732 Fair Lane Drive, Murray, KY
Classes affeoeti co begs & gth

Mikft
PEW
ati72
GYMOICS
For more information, call Sandra Stone
(502)489-2308 or (502)753-0330

al stop); 21. 911 N. 18th, 22. 18th
at Coldwater Rd.; 23. 816 Coldwater Rd.; 24. Stop before entering College Ct.; 25. 800 College
Courts; 26. 2nd driveway on left;
27. Murray Manor 2nd driveway.
John Lane's bus #9402. which
will start at 7:20a.m. and will
7:50a.m.(MS)at
arrive
8:00a.m.(HS), will make the following stops:
I. 10th & Payne; 2. 8th &

Payne: 3. 506 Beale; 4. 506 N.
6th; 5. 415 N. 6th; 6. 410 N. 6th:
7. 318 N. 7th: 8. 302 N. 6th; 9.
505 N. 5th; 10. L.P. Miller &
Chestnut; I I. 106 Spruce; 12. 112
Spruce; 13. 121 Spruce: 14. 204
Spruce; IS. 415 N. Cherry; 16.
Cherry & Ash; 17. 204 Pine; 18.
Pine & L.P. Miller; 19. 300 Pine,
20. Pine & Cherry; 21. 302 Cherry: 22. 401 Cherry; 23. L.P. Miller
& Spruce; 24. 207 N. Cherry; 25

202 N. Cherry; 26. 107 N. 4th;
27. Main & 3rd; 28. 403 S. L.P.
Miller; 29. South L.P. Miller &
Garden; 30. Garden & Cherry; 31.
Cherry & Cross; 32. 401 Elm: 33.
504 Poplar.
John Lane's bus #9402, which
will run PM only. will make the
following stops:
I. Taco Bell: 2, 1010 Payne;

• See Page 22

Calendar of Events
MURRAY

CALLOWAY
AUGUST
11 - Professional Development Day
12- Opening Day (Staff Only)
13 - Students Report (Full Day)
SEPTEMBER
7 - Labor Day Holiday
OCTOBER
12 - Professional Development Day (School Dismissed)
NOVEMBER
3 - Election Day (School Dismissed)
25 - School Dismissed
26 - Thanksgiving Holiday
27 - School Dismissed
DECEMBER
21-31 - Christmas Holidays
JANUARY
I - New Year's Holiday
4 - School Re-opens
18 - School Dismissed
FEBRUARY
15 - Professional Development Day (School Dismissed)
MARCH
18-19 - Mini-Break (School Dismissed)
APRIL
2-9 Spring Break Vacation (School Dismissed)
MAY
20 - Final Day (Students)
21 - Closing Day (Staff Only)

AUGUST
3 - Opening Day (Staff Only) •

4 - First Day for Students
SEPTEMBER
7 - Labor Day (No School)
OCTOBER
5-9 - Fall Vacation(No School)
12-16 - Fall Intercession
NOVEMBER
3 - Election Day (No School)
25-27 - Thanksgiving Break
DECEMBER
21-Jan. 1 - Chrsitmas Break
JANUARY
4-8 - Winter Intercession
18 - No School
MARCH
15-19 - Spring Break
22-26 - Spring Intercession
APRIL
8-9 - No School
MAY
31 - Memorial Day (No School)
JUNE
4 - Last day for Students
5 - Clasing Day (Staff Only)

Chestnut Hills Shopping Plaza
753-9383
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3. 1001 Payne; 4. 10th & Payne;
5. 8th & Payne; 6. 506 Beale; 7.
603 Chestnut; 8. 502 N. 6th; 9.
415 N. 6th; 10. 410 N. 6th; 11.
318 N. 7th; 12. 311 N. 7th; 13.
302 N. 6th; 14. 505 N. 5th; 15.
905 Northwood Dr.; 16. Mur-Cal
Apt. D; 17. Riviera Courts Office;
18. 621 N. 4th; 19. 506 N. Cherry; 20. 1st & Ash; 21. 204 Pine;
22. Pine & L.P. Miller; 23. 300
Pine; 24. Pine & Cherry; 25. 302
Cherry; 26. 204 Spruce; 27. Spruce
& L.P. Miller; 28. 207 N. Cherry; 29. 202 N. Cherry; 30. Main
St. Youth Center; 31. 107 N. 4th;
32. 403 South L.P. Miller; 33.
South L.P. Miller & Garden; 34.
Garden & Cherry; 35. Cherry &
Cross; 36. 401 Elm; 37. 504 Poplar.
Elizabeth Oliver's bus #9403,
which will start at 7:40a.m. and
will arrive at 8: I5a.m., will make
the following stops:
I. London at Beckett (west
end); 2. 1523 London; 3. 1518
London; 4. London at Beckett (east
end); 5. 1552 Oxford; 6. 1529
Oxford; 7. Garland Court & Spring
Creek; 8. Southside Manor (at second speed bump); 9. 1121 Circarama; 10. 505 S. 8th; 11. S. 8th
& Sycamore (side entrance to S.
8th at last house).
Elizabeth Oliver's bus #9403.
which will run PM only. will make
the following stops:
1 S. 8th at Sycamore (side

Fr
entrance off S. 8th); 2. 505 S.
8th; 3. 1121 Circarama; 5. Southside Manor. 2nd speed bump; 6.
Spring Creek & Garland Court; 7.
1552 Oxford; 8. Oxford & London; 9. London at Beckett (east
end); 10. 1522 London; 11. 1518
London; 12. London at Beckett
(west end); 13. 1529 Oxford.
Eugene Peal's bus #9404, which
starts at 7:25a.m. and arrives at
8:15a.m., will make the following
stops:
I. 1614 Keenland; 2. 2211 Gatesborough; 3. Edinborough & County Cork; 4. Martin Dr. St Quail
Creek; 5. 2218 Quail Creek; 6.
2219 Quail Creek; 7.422 Woodgate;
8. 601 Kingway; 9; 105 Creekwood; 10. 2206 Carol St.; 11. 2207
Brookhaven; 12. 2018 Brookhaven;
13. 901 Doran Rd.
Eugene Peal's bus #9404, which
runs PM only, will make the following stops:
I. Johnson & Minerva; 2. 1706
Magnolia; 3. 17th & Keenland; 4.
Perrin •& Holiday; 5. Gatesborough at Larkspur; 6. 2211 Gatesborough; 7. 2018 Brookhaven; 8.
County Cork & Edinborough; 9.
2218 Edinborough; 10. 2219 Quail
Creek; 11. 2218 Quail Creek; 12.
Quail Creek & Martin Dr.; 13.
2296 Carol; 14. 105 Creekwood;
15. 601 Kingway; 16. Tangle &
Gatewood; 17. 422 Gatewood; 18.
Westside Baptist Chruch; 19. Johnny Robertson Rd. & 94.

Goodtimes
After-School

0
0

Child Care
YOUTH PROGRAMS
LOCATIONS: NORTH,EAST,
AND SOUTHWEST ELEMENTARY
TIME: END OF SCHOOL UNTIL 5:30PM
1ST CHILD
COST:
FULLTIME S.30/WK
S7/DAY
DROP- IN

2ND CHILD
S15/WK
SS/DAY

ACTIVITIES: YOUR CHILD WILL
PARTICIPATE IN A VARIETY OF
ACTIVITIES SUCH AS GAMES,ARTS AND
CRAFTS,HOMEWORK TIME,STORY TIME,
AND TEAM BUILDING.

Joyce Kingins' bus #9701, which
will start at 7:18a.m. and will
arrive at 7:50a.m., will make the
following stops:
1. 1611 Main St.; 2. Corner of
Hickory & Main; 3. 101 Hickory; 4. Locust at Williams; 5. Locust
at Robertson; 6. 1600 Locust; 7.
S. 16th St. at Sunset Dr.; 8. 1st
drive on left as you turn in; 9.
1618 Kirkwood; 10. Enter Canterbury, 1st drive to left at Westview; II. 1506 Canterbury; 12. 1508
Tabard; 13. Church parking lot;
14. Corner of Martin Chapel &
Wiswell Rd.; 15. 1804 Westwood;
16. Stop as you make turn into
Greenbriar; 17. 1805 Greenbriar;
18. 2115 Southwest; 19. 2105
Southwest; 20. 2100 Country Rd.;
21. 2106 Villa Square.
Joyce Kingins' bus #9701, which
will start at 3:10p.m. only, will make
the following stops:
1. 1320 Main St.; 2. 1609 Main
St.; 3. Corner of Hickory & Main;
4. III Hickory; 5. 1615 Locust:
6. Locust at Robertson Elem.; 7.
1601 Locust; 8. S. 16th and Sunset Dr.; 9. S. 16th St. at Johnson
Blvd.; 10. 1st drive on left as you
turn in.; 11. 1608 Kirkwood (occasionally); 12. 1618 Kirkwood; 13.
1st entrance into Fox Meadows;
14. 1st drive on left at Westview;
IS. Tabard & Mockingbird; 16.
Drop off at church parking lot;
17. Martin Chapel at Wiswell Rd.;
18. 1805 Greenbriar; 19. Corner

of Greenbriar & Oakhill; 20. 1602
Oakhill; 21. Gibbs at Camelot; 22.
2106 Villa Square; 23. Corner of
Concord Rd. & Southwest Dr.; 24.
2115 Southwest Dr.; 25. 2105
Southwest Dr.; 26. 2100 Country
Dr.; 27. 1804 Westwood Dr.
O.T. Stalls' bus #9702, which
will start at 7:30a.m. and will
arrive at 8:00a.m., will make the
following stops:
1. Robertson Elem.; 2. 1207
Poplar; 3. 220 S. 13th St.; 4. 508
S. 13th St.; 5. 1214-A Peggy Ann
Dr.; 6. 1307 Peggy Ann Dr.; 7.
Peggy Ann & Kirkwood; 8. 1507
Clayshire; 9. 1513 Clayshire; 10.
1208 S. 16th (drive on Belmont);
11. 1608 Belmont; 12. 1207 Melrose; 13. Melrose Ct. entrance; 14.
1303 Doran Rd. (last drive on L
before Doran); IS. 1712 Plainview; 16. 1704 Plainview; 17. Int.
of Holiday & Parklane; 18. 1616
Parklane; 19. 1502 Parklane; 20.
Int. Kirkwood & Glendale; 21.
1218 Dogwood; 22. 806 Sunny
Ln.; 23. 1400 Johnson; 24. 700
Meadow Ln.; 25. Int. of Meadow
Ln. & Cardinal.
O.T. Stalls' bus #9702, which
will run 3:10p.m. only. will make
the following stops:
I. Int. of Sycamore & Meadow Ln.; 2. 13th & Sycamore*: 3.
1107 Sycamore*: 4. Int. of 9th &
Sycamore*; 5. 9th & Vine*: 6.
108 S. 13th; 7. 1207 Poplar; 8.
220 S. 13th; 9. S. 13th & Over-
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SNACK: AFTERNOON SNACK
PROVIDED.

Financial Assistance Available

CALL FOR INFORMATION
753-4295 OR 753-0228

YMCA
We build strong kids,
strong families, strong communities

by; 10. 508 S. 13th.; 11. 13th &
Story*: 12. 1214-A Peggy Ann;
13. 1307 Peggy Ann; 14. Int. Peggy
Ann & Kirkwood; 15. Kirkwood
& Clayshire; 16. 1507 Clayshire;
17. 1513 Clayshire; 18. 1608 Belmont; 19. 1207 Melrose; 20. Melrose Ct. at Melrose; 21. 1303
Doran Rd. (last drive on L on
Melrose); 22. Int. at Melrose &
Doran Rd.*; 23. 1712 Plainview;
24. 1704 Plainview; 25. Int. of
Holiday & Parklane; 26. Parklane
& Catalina; 27. 1617 Parklane; 28.
1502 Parklane; 29. Int. of Kirkwood & Glendale; 30. 1206 Dogwood; 31. 1218 Dogwood; 32.
1211 Mimosa Ln. (stop at Dogwood): 33. Meadow Ln. 8c Dudley; 34. 806 Sunny Ln.; 35. 1400
Johnson; 36. 700 Meadow Ln.; 37.
Cardinal & Meadow Ln.; 38. 524
Shady Ln. (*Occasionally).
Eva Mohler's bus #920I, which
will start at 6:40a.m. and will
arrive at 7:15a.m., will make the
following stops:
I. 1706 Magnolia; 2. 1619 Kirkwood; 3. 1617 Belmont; 4. 1705
Parklane; 5. 1716 Keenland; 6.
1711 Melrose; 7. Melrose & Melrose Crt.; 8. 1303 Doran; 9. 1300
Fleetwood; 10. Fleetwood & Azalea Cit.; 11. 1303 Oakhill Dr.; 12.
Oakhill & Oakhill Crt.; 13. 1301
Oakhill Dr.; 14. 2006 Melrose; IS.

IN See Page 23

Club Teen
After-School

Teen Care
TEEN PROGRAMS
LOCATIONS: UNIVERSITY BRANCH
TEEN CENTER
TIME: END OF SCHOOL UNTIL 6 30PM
COST: FREE
W/ FAMILY OR TEEN MEMBERSHIP
$20 PER MONTH

012.

COST:
TEEN CENTER MEMBERSHIP ONLY
$I PER MONTH
ACTIVITIES: YOUR CHILD WILL PARTICIPATE IN A VARIETY OF ACTIVITIES SUCH
AS GAMES.POOL,PING PONG,FOOSBALL,
HOMEWORK ME, AND TEAM BUILDING
*TUTORING

TIME IS 4:00PM-5:00PM
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•Bus ...
From Page 22
6. 1010 Southwood; 7. 1422
Michelle; 8. 502 Northwood; 9.
Northwood; 10. Apt. D; II.
504
Quail Creek; 18. Johnny RobertHillwood; 12. Riviera
1411-B
son & Brookhaven; 19. Tangle13. Apple Tree Day
Courts
office;
wood & Creekwood; 20. 604 Lee;
Manor Apt. E;
Murray
14.
Care;
22.
Creekwood;
2205
21.
IS. 1511 Diuguid Dr. E-26; 16.
23.
Gatesborough;
Brookhaven &
Forrest View; 17. 903 N. 18th;
Westwood Circle-Eastside.
18. 807 Coldwater; 19. 19th at
Eva Mohler's bus #9201, which
Sherry Ln.; 20. 820 N. 20th; 21.
the
make
will
only,
will run PM
1627 College Farm Rd.; 22. 1607following stops:
B
College Farm Rd.; 23. 1710
I. 1706 Magnolia; 2. 1605 MagCalloway Ave.; 24. 1717 Wells
1617
4.
Kirkwood;
nolia; 3. 1619
Ext.; 25. 1633 Hamilton; 26. MurBelmont; 5. 1705 Parklane; 6. 1717
ray Day Care; 27. 1608 Farmer;
Holiday; 7. 1711 Melrose; 8. Mel28. 1629 Farmer; 29. 1637 Miller;
1303
9.
Crt.;
rose & Melrose
30. 1622 Miller.
Doran; 10. 1300 Fleetwood; 11.
John Lane's bus #9402. which
Fleetwood & Azalea Cit.; 12. 1303
will start at 2:00p.m., will make
Oakhill
&
Oakhill
13.
Oakhill Cit.;
the following stops:
Crt.; 14. 1301 Oakhill Dr.; IS.
I. 303 N. 16th (Nash House);
2006 Melrose; 16. Edinborough &
2. Special Ed. Building; 3. Tiny
&
Dr.
Martin
17.
County Cork;
Hearts, 1662; 4. 1627 College Farm
Quail Creek; 18. 22 Quail Creek;
Rd.; 5. 1607-B College Farm Rd.;
&
Robertson
Johnny
19.
6. Kids, Kids, Kids; 7. First Step
&
Tanglewood
20.
Brookhaven;
Day Care; 8. 807 Coldwater Rd.;
Creekwood; 21. 604 Lee; 22. 2205
912 Waldrop; 10. 503 College
9.
Creekwood; 23. Brookhaven &
Courts; II. 816 College Courts;
CirWestwood
24.
Gatesborough;
12. "A" school; 13. 1010 Southcle-Eastside.
Dr.; 14. I303-B Valleywood;
wood
Jane McCuiston's bus #9401,
15. 1410 Michelle; 16. 1418
and
6:47a.m.
which will start at
Michelle; 17. 1422 Michelle; 18.
will arrive at 7:10a.m., will make
Mur-Cal Apt. D; 19. 141I-B Hillthe following stops:
wood Dr.; 20. Riviera Courts office;
6th;
N.
410
I. 302 N. 6th; 2.
21. Apple Tree; 22. Bourland Dr.;
3. 503 N. 6th; 4. 208 Poplar; 5.
23. Murray Manor; 24. 1511
4th at Elm on right; 6. 402 GarDiuguid Dr. E-36; 25. Calloway
River
710
den; 7. 617 S. 3rd; 8.
26. Campbell St.; 27.
Gardens;
Rd.; 9. 804 S. 4th; 10. 510 S.
View
Apts.; 28. 903 N.
Forrest
7th; 11. 7th & Vine; 12. 701
19th & Sherry Ln.;
29.
St.;
18th
&
14th
Poplar; 13. Corner of
30. 20th & Sherry Ln.; 31. 1717
Poplar.
Wells Ext.; 32. 1633 Hamilton;
Jane McCuiston's bus #9401,
306 Broach; 34. Murray Day
33.
which runs PM only, will make
35. 1608 Farmer; 36. 1629
Care;
the following stops:
37. 1714 Farmer; 38. 1637
Farmer;
I. Boone's Cleaners; 2. 5th at
1622 Miller.
39.
Miller;
Maple; 3. N. 6th (soon as cross
Elizabeth Oliver's bus #9403,
N.
410
5.
6th;
N.
302
Main)*; 4.
which will start at 7:a.m. and will
6th; 6. 503 N. 6th; 7. Room To
arrive
at 7:30a.m., will make the
Grow (Old Shirley Florest Buildstops:
following
ing); 8. 208 Poplar; 9. 3rd at
I. N. 10th & Sharpe; 2. N.
Poplar (First Baptist Chruch); 10.
10th & Payne; 3. 703 Payne; 4.
4th at Elm on right; 11. Stop
502 1/2 Beale; 5. Beale at Chestimmediately on Elm (Futrells)*;
nut; 6. 505 N. 7th; 7. N. 5th at
12. 402 Garden; 13. 804 S. 4th;
; 8. 416 N. 5th; 9. N. 5th
Pines
S.
510
&
508
15.
14. 514 S. 7th;
at Chestnut*: 10. 503 N. 4th; II.
Middle
7th; 16. Vine*: 17
400 N. 3rd; 12. N. 3rd at Ash;
School.(occasionally)
13. 207 Cherry; 14. Cherry at Ash:
which
#9402,
John Lane's bus
15. N. 1st at Ash; 16. LP Miller
at
arrives
and
6:40a.m.
at
starts
at
Pine; 17. Pine at Cherry; 18.
7:20a.m., will make the following
Cherry at Spruce; 19. Spruce at
stops:
LP Miller; 20. 103 Spruce; 21.
I. 1106 Main; 2. Tiny Hearts.
112 Spruce; 22. 707 Olive; 23. Olive
1662; 3. 912 Waldrop; 4. 503 Col9th; 24. 1010 Olive.
&
lege Courts; 5. 816 College Courts:

Edinborough & County Cork; 16.
Martin Dr. & Quail Creek; 17. 22

1

ev•t-re•

Elizabeth Oliver's bus #9403,
which will start at 2:00p.m., will
make the following stops:
I. Attitudes-1st bldg. on right*:
2. Murray Montesorri School; 3.
Olive Blvd. at N. 13th; 4. 1302
Olive; 5. 1010 Olive; 6. N. 10th
& Sharpe; 7. Sharpe & N. 12th: 8. N. 10th & Payne*. 9. 402 N.
8th; 10. 703 Payne; II. 502 1/2
Beale; 12. Beale at Chestnut; 13.

505 N. 7th; 14. 416 N. 5th; 15.
N. 5th at Chestnut; 16. 503 N.
4th; 17. 400 N. 3rd; 18. N. 3rd
at Ash: 19. Cherry at Ash; 20. N.
1st & Ash; 21. LP Miller at Pine;
22. Pine at Cherry; 23. Cherry at
Spruce; 24. Spruce at LP Miller;
25. 112 Spruce; 26. 103 Spruce1st house before RR; 27. 94 Spruce
(Training Center); 28. Olive at N.
5th; 29. 707 Olive; 30. Olive at

N. 9th; 31. 106 S. 10th. (*occasionally).
Eugene Peal's bus #9404. which
will start at 6:50a.m. and will
arrive at 7:20a.m., will make the
following stops:
I. 606 Lafollette; 2. 612 Lafollette; 3. Ellis & Broad; 4. 731
Nash: 5. Earl Court (4th house):
6. Irene Terrace; 7. 1120 Circarama; 8.

clf

#C)6C:;I
Horne((the..ladann ainlbase Dana,Cornixirry
11

Fail Registration
Aug 7. S. 14
%JAug. 13

11 a.m.-4 p.m.
3 p.m.-8 p.m.

Classes begin Aug. 17
•T•chluque Classes Preschool to advanced
•Dance workout for the mature student
114 8 5th St. • Court Square
Murray • 767-06711

Bel-Air Center • Murray •753-0440
otter
No sharing and NO carryout please Otter not valid with any other

-.s
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